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Re CREME Ns C 
E-AN-HOUR HEATER, 

HOME RUN SWING, 

AND HE GAVE:YOU, “WELLS HE GAVE. YOU 

  

SO YOU GOT ROBBED IN THE GOD-GIVEN-TALENT DEPARTMENT. BUT DON’T LET 

THAT STOP YOU. YOU HAVE PLAYSTATION’S 3D REALISM THAT DELIVERS ALL THE 

PRESSURE AND INTENSITY OF PLAYING IN THE BIG SHOW. YOU CAN TAKE THE 

FIELD IN ALL 28 STADIUMS. IN ARCADE OR SIMULATION MODE. AND EXPERIENCE 

EVERY ANGLE OF THE GAME FROM THE MOST DYNAMIC PERSPECTIVES. YOU'RE UP 

AGAINST 700 BIG LEAGUERS PLAYING TO THEIR REAL ABILITIES BASED ON 

THEIR ACTUAL STATS. SO YOU GET TO WHIFF ON SLIDERS. 

UL) 

  
PlayStation and the PlayStation logos are trademarks of Sony Computer Entertainment Inc. U R NOT E is a trademark of Sony Interactive Entertainment Inc. The Major 
League Club insignias depicted on this product are trademarks which are the exclusive property of the respective Major League Clubs and may not be reproduced with- 
out their written consent. Major League Baseball trademarks and copyrights are used with permission of Major League Baseball Properties, Inc. Official Licensee - Major



GH? 

  

CORKSCREW YOURSELF INTO THE GROUND ON KNUCKLERS. 

AND HIT PATHETIC NUBBERS OFF SPLIT-FINGERED FAST- 

PlayStation BALLS. THEN YOU TAKE THE HILL AGAINST STICKS LIKE     
‘ AND , 

WHO'LL SEND YOU PACKING ON THE FIRST BUS BACK TO 

PAWTUCKET. YOU CAN EVEN TRACK YOUR EMBARRASSING 

STATS OVER THE ENTIRE SEASON. BUT NO MATTER HOW 

MANY TIMES YOU TAKE A CALLED THIRD STRIKE, NO 

MATTER HOW MANY OF YOUR HANGING CURVES ARE JACKED 

INTO THE NEXT ZIP CODE, ALWAYS REMEMBER: YOU'RE 

  

STILL LOVED. AND THAT’S ALL THAT’S IMPORTANT. 

PlayStation 

  

League Baseball Player Association. Logo © MLBPA MSA. Developed by Sony Interactive Studios America. © 1996 Sony Interactive Entertainment Inc. Call 1-800- 
771-3772 for information on Game Ratings. For game hints call 1-900-933-SONY (7669). The charge is $.95 per minute (avg. length of call 4 min.). Callers under the 
age of 18 must get parental permission to call. Touch-tone phone is required. Available 24 hours a day/7 days a week. U.S. only. http://www.sony.com



It’s true — Sonic has finally 
returned to lead us! It’s about 
time, too. | don’t know how    many more of those other so- Where the facts meet to eat! 
called Sega ‘mascots’ | could 

; 7 have standed before getting Intotrack| 

( 7) j>7_back to the Real Deal. And the = Don't get the blues, here’s the news (ouch... that hurt... 
3 ol’ hedgehog’s looking better < Hit List| 18 

than ever in his shiny new 3D oufit. Man, | gotta 
play that game!!! You pick ‘em, we pick ‘em... and we don’t mean noses! 

But hey, Sonic’s not the only cutesy critter ; reades| 
to make an appearance this issue. We’ve also 
got Sony’s mascot-in-waiting, Crash Bandicoot. 
And as if those two didn’t have enough hip- 
hoppin’, wise-crackin’ attitude for ya, a new guy 
by the way of Nights makes his debut on Saturn. 
Trust me, we gamers have got plenty of zany - 2 eee 
platform-jumpin’ times ahead, We believe what you write! It makes us cry, but we believe it... 

and | for one am looking 
forward to it. Oh, that reminds os S Retwork| 
me, expect lots of new Mario : fe will take you places you’ve never been and show you things you’ve never seen! 

64 info next month. See ya! ack |Talk 112 

finer fron [TEAM = Wina milion dollars! Oh, and there's a talking finger back there, too! 

Don’t panic, but how can you tell that 
Chris has gone completely bonkers? 

Kinda like slot machines for the young... 

7 Tomorrow never comes, except in this section of the magazine! 
Hey, wait a minute! | haven’t gone bonkers, 

have |, Mario? See, even Sonic and Bobo agree. 
Now where are those strawberries? Wait! The 
lighthouse, the lighthouse... Ack! Blot!!! 

Well, let’s see... I'd have to say a sure-fire sign 
that Chris has gone off the deep end is when he 
gets between Jeff and the coffee machine! 

( @\ EZ 
y @ 

   
   

| thought it was kind of weird when Chris grabbed 
Trent in a vicious headlock and started screaming 
‘Blue light special! | captured the Moon Man!’ 

  

7 Sega strikes fear into the hearts of the Powder hounds, rejoice! Shredfest is on the 
competition with Nights! We've got the way for the PlayStation and the Saturn! We 

Bonkers is such a cruel, hard word. Wouldn't it Coverage you need on page 22! hit the slopes on page 24! 
be better to say something like ‘bats in the 
belfry’ or ‘running a quart low’? Of course, 
‘totally whacked’ is my special favorite! 

NChris |C.J 
I don’t know about completely insane, but | did 

Sonic, Bubsy, War Gods, Final Fantasy Vil, and more! What else could you possibly want? OK, a 

think it was kinda weird when Chris sent that new car doesn’t count... e 
memo around, demanding that the staff refer to 

him as ‘Sonia Blade’. 

I've known Chris a long time and | think | can 
7 Safely say that, with the exception of the ‘Farm 

y Yard Incident’, Chris has never had a violent, 
psychotic incident in his life.   

m In a move guaranteed to drive CHRIS: Chris_Slate@qm.imagine-inc.com 

2 Congressmen weeping into the streets and BILL: Bill_ Donohue@qm.imagine-inc.com 
Don’t panic?!? Of course, I’m gonna panic!!! This mothers everywhere crazy, GAME ROGER: Roger _Burchill@qm.imagine-inc.com 

7} could ruin everything! | work for years to build up PLAYERS has gone online! Our website MIKE: Mike Salmon@qm.imagine-inc com 
Y this ‘zany whacko’ persona, and then Chris comes will be up soon, but our individual E-mail 

along and suddenly he’s the Nut Boy? It’s panic time! addresses are on the right! Write us! PATRICK: Patrick: Baggatta@qmn.enaging:ine.com



   

  

   We've got all 
the moves 4 
for Street 
Fighter 

, Alpha 2 on 

     

  

        

   

dust how tought is 
x Mortal 28/0 =» 

‘Kombat 3? Find out- 
“Se S2-0N page 60): © 

game reviews 5lffch 
We’ve never been bribed into giving a game a higher score! We're not saying 
that a bribe wouldn’t work, but we’ve just never been bribed... 

  

What’s got bears and @ 

really big heads? 

Why, Tekken 2, of 

course! Take a look 

our pictures in its infamous ‘Hall Of Shame’! 

Battle Arena Toshinden 2 54 Alien Trilogy 

Battle Arena Toshinden Remix 56 Area 51 

Congo 69 Captain Quazar 

Iufia II 68 College Slam 

Mohawk and Headphone Jack 71 Darius Gaiden 

Now Playing 80 Earthworm Jim 2 

Panzer Dragoon II Zwei 52 Game Shark Codes 

Raven Project 58 Hang On GP 

Rise 2 Resurrection 64 Indy 500 

Romance of the Three Kingdoms VI 59 Loaded 

Shellshock 62 Soul Edge 

Ultimate liortal Kombat 3 60 Street Fighter Alpha 

Williams’ Arcade Greatest Hits 67 Street Fighter Alpha 2 

Tetris Blast 

Toy Story 

    

   

gp sSperts Te 
More action than our highly-illegal weekly craps game! Oops!!! Virtua Racin g 

We rate the top four & 
basketball games for the §& 

PlayStation! Find out which 
title is the master of the 

hardwood floor! The action 
starts on page 72! 

Sonic the 
Hedgehog, and 

GAME PLAYERS 

These poor little issues don’t get enough to.eat. They live in squalid poverty. 
Most never see the inside of a schoolroom. Please... buy one today! 

Virtua Fighter 2 

He’s blue, spiny, really fast and he’s 
coming to a Saturn near you! It’s 

     
         
    

  

    

    

    
We wouldn't want to say that we know how to cheat, but the IRS has each of 
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Fasten your seatbelts, 

remove all sharp objects 
from your pockets, spit 

out your gum, duct tape 
your knees together, glue 

unose bathroom plungers to your foreheads, and 
scream! It’s Reader’s Network! 

Ihave many a question for you 
1. Will Time Crisis come out for the Nintendo 64? 

iti LL ITS JLo: (Fe 2. If so, please answer this’as best you can: Tell me 
which system | should buy by reading this: |am a 

Hey! GAME PLAYERS! | have a question. Why do. almost Nintendo fan, my favorite game is Virtua Cop, but if 
all of the good games have to always have something Time Crisis comes out for Nintendo | will definitely 

, satanic in them? Like DOOM, for example. buy an Ultra. If not, please tell me which one to buy. 
There's enemies like Barons of Hell, 3. What will be the Nintendo 64 pack-in(s)? 
Demons, Cyberdemons, Knights of Hell. 4. Have the team state their favorite games and 
And it has levels such as Inferno and system(s), whatever. 
The Shores of Hell! Give me a:break! Paul ‘Spiderocchi’ Tirocchi 
The game would be just as good if it Cranston, RI 
wasn't satanic. Like, for example, } 
KILLER INSTINCT, they-could have Okay, here are some answers, so 

made that satanic and it would be Bill will get off my ass! 
the same. SO. WHY MAKE GAMES. 1. As Time Crisis is a Namco product, it will, 

SATANIC??? WHY??? in all likelihood, be ported over to the Sony 
Anthony Mertz PlayStation. Happy? 

Emmaus, PA 2. Well, let's see, you’re a Nintendo fan, a 

Nice catch, Virtua Cop fan, and Time Crisis will probably 
Anthony! Truth is though, be a PlayStation game. All in all, 'd say you're 
the devil has been so totally screwed! 

3, Pack-in games? Isn’t that jumping the gun 

barely even seems wrong any a bit? Until the Nintendo 64 is in the stores 1 
4 more, Besides, | think the real refuse to believe the thing even exists! 
problem are those damn ‘devil-food’ 4, Favorite games and systems? Didn’t you 

cakes, | mean, it’s easy enough to see a know? We love ALL the systems and ALL the 
scary-looking demon coming, but come on, a tasty games, We just give out bad reviews for some 
little chocolate snack? Now that’s scary! cheap laughs! 

  

   

  

        

   
           
     

     

    

              

HELP!!! Some person has locked me up in the 
basement of your building. All | have had to amuse 

me is my belly button lint and a picture of the all- 

holy, cheesy Bill!! THAT IS IT. SAVE ME! 
Mitch 'Monkey Boy' Keeler 

Vernon, TX 
z= Don't ever put your hands on me, because if | don't like-you; you got problems! 

Sorry, Mitch, but you're there for a And now, my problem — | don't like you guys. | have put a bomb in this.letter, If 
reason. Chris keeps saying that he wants the you try to run,,I'll:blow-the {etter now, so just don't run. Stay there for the rest of 
staff to dress up like animals, so | decided to | your pathetic lives! HA! HAP HE! HE! Hike chairs. 
be a monkey. Do me a favor... don’t damage Matthew 'Very Sane! DeCaria 

    

    
    

    

it, OK? 
S [Sani We get letters from you crazy people all the time and 

bs, it doesn’t scare us at all. What does scare us is that you 
don't say how you like your chairs — fried, perhaps? Or 
maybe barbecued, with a hint of garlic. How about 
scrambled, with some salsa? 

“6 GAME PLAYERS June 1996 
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COLORS 

Have you ever noticed Michael Jordan of the Bulls has one blue 
tOoth just like Bill? What's the connection? Maybe blue cheese? 

Brain Dead 
Setzets Airship 

[iam Yo, Brain, or is that Dead? The connection is very 
simple. For a while there, | was a point guard for the Bulls, 
One night, after a heavy bout of Big Macs, we went down to 
the ‘bad’ side of town and both of us got one of our teeth tattooed. 
You can check this with Mike, of course. 

First I'd like to thank you for wonderful Nintendo 64 coverage. | can't put down that Mario 64 preview. Drooool. Second, 
although there were many Mario 64 pictures, some things | was looking for weren't there.Where are the question mark 
boxes, koopas, and best of all . . . YOSHI! Also, in every picture Mario is big. Are there going to be things like mush- 
rooms, fire flowers, and feathers? And still, some more questions: 

1. Do you guys know the pack-in yet? Wouldn't it most likely be the Mario game? 
2. My friend told me that the N64 controllers would come in different colors. Is this true? 

3. What's the problem with being cartridge-based? Other than the cost, does it really cut down on gaming or some- 
thing? What's the deal? 

4, Off the subject, what are ‘development kits’ 
and what is ‘draw-in’ and why do racing games 

have it? 
5. How's Nintendo gonna make a 6-button fighting 

   & 

STOP! /THIEFi, game with only 2 action buttons? 
= 6. Last, with the total 3D environment 

It’s come to our attention that some of and the new analog stick (which 

you guys aren’t being original when it just sounds confusing) will 

comes to writing us letters. Recently, Mario 64 be too complex for 
several of our readers spotted a letter us genuine traditional Mario 

that we had published in another, previ- fans? Thank you, again, for 
ously published magazine. Not only is your amazing N64 stories (com- 

pared to other mags pages!), and this plagiarism, which is illegal, but it 

kinda says ‘Il read GAME PLAYERS: please keep up the good work!! 
and I haven't got an original thought in Joshua Catone 
my head!’ Look, we love all the strange, Pittsburgh, PA \ 

goofy and downright weird letters you 
send us, but please, DON’T RIP OFF (i328 Mario, Mario, Mario — 
SOMEONE ELSE’S “=p begs just can’t get enough of that loveable lil’ plumber! 
IDEA AND SEND IT 1. No announcement yet, but considering that 
TO US! With the every home console Nintendo has ever done has 
volume of mail had a Mario pack-in, it seems likely. 

2. In Japan, at least, Still no word on the US 
controller plans, though. 
3. Cartridges are super fast, but they can’t hold 
nearly as much information as a CD. 
4. Development kits are what developers use to 

to drop an program the games; ‘drawm-in’ Is that pesky 
original let- appearing-disappearing effect of polygon back- 
ter for a ground elements (due to the lack of intemal RAM 
copied one. needed to store bigger chunks of the levels). 
We know 
we've got the best 
readers (and letter 
writers) out there, 
so please, keep it 
original, gang! 

Thanks! 

5, The Nintendo 64 controller is loaded with but- 
tons, and although some might have been con- 

to do whatever a developer needs, 
6. It does sound a little confusing, and having 

really can be disorienting. After awhile though, | 

NES pad,   

   

    

   

   

  

    

    

ceived for different purposes, they can all be tuned 

played Mario 64 myself, I can tell you that at first it 

= expect it to feel just as natural as a good ol’ Super 

        

  

      

  

    

  

   

  

1am an exchange student in Denia, Spain, and there is a 
store that gets your magazine. (The only English gaming 
magazine, woo-hoo!) So I've been reading it and | love it, 

and | love your coverage on games, and especially your ¢ 
enthusiasm for the Nintendo 64. | own a Super NES and 
look forward to purchasing the Nintendo 64. However, 

being here | have a few questions. 

1, Is Ultimate MK3 out, and if so what does it have new? 
New fatalities? Hidden characters? Ultimate Kombat te 
Kodes? And speaking of Hidden Characters, other than ie 
smoke and Noob Saibot, what hidden fightable characters < 
are there in MK3? 
2. | know the Super NES will be dead as a doornail in 

about a year, but hasn't Nintendo pledged to continue 
with games until '97? If so, should we expect to see 
Mario, Zelda, Donkey Kong, or even Samus Aran again? 
3. Also, will the Ultra 64 have any more 2D games or 
side-scrolling adventures? | still love those, and hope to 
see more. Thank you for answering my questions. 

Brian Sharp 
Denia, Spain 

|What!?! More questions? Well, seeing as 
you're suffering in sunny Spain, while I'm locked in 
this box and forced to read letters, | give you my 

or [esPanolm 

    

      

   

    
   

    

  

addition to the 15 original WK 
characters. Make sure to check out 

my Code Breakers column to uncover 
every hidden secret in the game. 

2. You're right, Nintendo will continue to sup- 
port 16-bit but not many third party developers 
will, The most exciting release for the Super NES 
this year may be Mario RPG. As for the other 
games, Nintendo is so secretive that we have no 

definitive news. But one has to wonder how good 
anew 16-bit Zelda could be, considering that most 
of Nintendo’s resources would be invested in the 
N64 Zelda game. 
3. | hope not! Nintendo 64 is supposed to open 

new game frontiers, not rehash old ones. But who —— 
knows? 2D games still manage to pop up 
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NETWORK letters 

OK, | was pretty PISSED OFF when Dragon Quest V 
wasn't brought to the States. And now what do | see? 
Dragon Quest Vlis at the top of the list in your Top Ten 

from Japan. What the hell is this all about?! Did you just 
forget to tell us worthy Dragon Warrior fans? The main 
reason | bought an Super NES was to play the Dragon 
Warrior series. You guys are really letting me down by 
Not telling me this kind of vital information. I've been 

Counting on you to help me out here, because | know 
you give the most in-depth coverage of any gaming Te Ea Ts Ls SLO LL 
magazine. Will Enix bring this title to the States as My game is called Watching The Grass. In this 
Dragon Warrior V? Come on, spill your guts. Tell me state-of-the-art game, you actually get to watch 
everything you know about this game and whatever grass grow in state of the art 3D graphics. And, 
other titles Enix is working on at this time please. Also, for the bonus stage (get'this), you.can actually 
what's this rumor that Enix of America and Japan are cut the.grass on your virtual riding mower!:It's 
re-evaluating their contract with Nintendo? Answers fun for all ages.‘cuz-you get really, really good 
and info please! and get paid for your services in virtual-money. 

John ‘Red Label’ Walker and-you can do it again, and again; and-again-.. 

Belleville, IL David ‘Lawnmower Man’ Murphy 

[HES Sorry to tell you that you bought your Englewood, FL 

Super NES a bit on the late side, Nobody is mak- 

ing games for the Super NES anymore, least of made up that farming game, are you, course, the really big stick with the rusty 
all Enix. Enix closed its U.S. office and has no 5 P 7 ‘ 2 David? Just thought 'd ask, BECAUSE THIS nails in it does help a little! 
plans of partiog owt Dragon (imest Vor, Viiat ie) 1S THE STUPIDEST IDEA I'VE HEARD ALL 
States. They are currently working on Dragon YEAR! ARE YOU NUTS? Oh, what the heck, 
Quest for the Nintendo 64, but no announcement itll SAF Ly 

P bout it bei probably sell... PES IEP: 

has made al itheing a US. release. As The game is called Curtis. Your name is Joe. 
soon as we get some information on Enix or any The object of the game is not to go crazy and 
other RPG's, we'll personally deliver the message jj om 

in exchange for a couple bottles of Red Label. jvo (rT fiiy |way] NiPeveryorte,-besause-there’s ils kid rianed 

      
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    

    

       

    
     

   

    

iam You're not related to that guy who 

   

  

     

        

  

   
     
   
   

  

   

    

   
   
    

  

   

If youlove yourself, then you'll:love this. game! Curtis. He's the stupidest kid ever seen! He 
It’s called The World-Revolves Around Me! The picks things out of his body and switches their 
object is to walk around and ask people what locations. He also says annoying things like, 
the world-revolves around. If they don’t. say “Oops, me booty’! This isn’t a joke! There-is this 
‘you’, you-Can-shoot themor hit them with a big kid named Curtis. He acts like Bill and looks 

cae i stick. Everyone will-be-so-caught up in.them- siupider.than Trent! 

CONWB (CLOCK Sélves-that they'll elect me President. | ost the Todd Hauseman, 
‘72 election, but I’m.making a comeback! Aberdeen, SD     

     

  

Hey, Bill, ha ha ha! | knew you were mental! Ha ha 
ha! You're lucky, | like your stupid jokes. | told the 
FBI to check the tree at the end of the block. And 

Justyn ‘Should Have Won In‘72’ Kinsle: 
usty Waverly, nil [a0 Gosh, what a funny idea, Todd, of 

Should say... CURTIS?!? That’s right! I 
       

  

   

  

   
   

      

     

  

     
   

    

   

   

you better stay out of my bushes and stop eating - os want everyone who goes to the 
the flowers at night or I will call the funny farm to ss en fe Southwestern school to know that Todd’s 
come get you! kinda the way things work-here.in te name is really. Curtis! Try getting a date 
When |.am at school, stay the **** out of my chicken wings, OK21? GAME PLAYERS office. I walk around, "9s wise guy!-Ha;ha, halt! You're right 

asking people who the world revolves. about Trent, though... 
around, and they always say ‘Bil!’ Of 

   

     

    

     

     
   
   

  

   

  

    

  

    

Andy Barker 
Lansing, Ml 

{faa Your chicken wings are mine, FBI boy! 
Ha, ha, ha! You’re lucky | know you like my 
stupid jokes! Heh, heh, heh! BUT... 'M... NOT... 
MENTALIN! 

IPOINTY (STICKS I 
What are Orchid's weapons called in Killer Instinct ? Wy i Tv ag la /F 
| think they're called ‘Sabre Stix.’ My cousin thinks * s 

they are ‘Lightning Rods.’ 

Hey! You, Too; Can Win-A-Mystery Prize! 
Just send’in your Game Ideas'to the address printed on the last 

Network page; Make sure that you include what type of video. 

game system you own. This month’s Mystery Prize goes to 
Jonathan Atteberry, of Lilburn, GA, but we know he’s evil. Get 

those firecrackers... Write in today!!! 

   
   
   

    

    
   

   

   

   
   

  

   
             

  

    

  

Christopher Carkeet 
Indian Harbour Beach, FL My game is called Monkey See His Mom Getting Ripped 

Apart In A Vacuum. You play a drunk astronaut who passes 

his time by throwing lab monkeys into space and watching 

them get ripped apart. You can’t really win this game, but who 
would want to stop throwing monkeys into space, anyway? All the 

monkeys are evil, so it’s OK to kill them. 

     

    

           

dunno, Christopher. Bill calls em 
Chop Sticks, but that’s only ’cuz he doesn’t 
play fighting games. | think they’re called 
Happy Sticks, ’cuz, well, no real reason in 

Particular. Next 

SS letter, please... 

9%, & 

    
   
    

    

      
      

  

    
   

  

Jonathan Atteberry, 

Lilburn, GA 

Ean We used to play the same game, but back then we were defending the Earth 
from the evil Snails. We'd build rockets out of old cans and firecrackers and try to fly 
‘em back to the planet Snailo. We weren’t really good at building rockets, but they 
were... uh... evil snails, so | guess it... was OK... I, Ultu. GUESS... 

8 GAME PLAYERS June 1996 
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IE Tar 
1. When will Final Fantasy IV come 
to the US? 

2. When will Square get off its 
butt and bring out some of the 

great games like Final 
: Fantasy IVand V, and 

Secret of Mana 2? 
3, When will ‘pretty boy’ 

Mike get thrown in the Box for a 

Please print my letter. If you do | will be the first 
Arubian to appear in GAME PLAYERS and then 

| will be made kinG of the island! Then | will invite all 
of you over for an exotic vacation with Sun, Sea, 
BEER (Hear that Bill?), topless girls, and shark 
wrestling! Keep on going with your excellent mag! If 
1am not elected King, you will still get a very nice 
postcard, OK? 

        

      

    

   
GET OFF 
YOUR @Ss! 

Write to Game Players at the following addresses;. |” 
For game ideas, write to: 

     
    
        

       Game Ideas; 
Game Players, 150 North Hill Drive; Brisbane, CA 94005 

To get into the Connections section, write to: 
Connections; 

      

  

        
       

       
      
     
              

very, very, very long time? Omar 1 pee Game Players, 150 North Hill Drive; Brisbane;.CA 94005 
Dustin ‘Power House’ For general Network letters, write to: : 

Wissbaum — §5a%#l§Gee, Omar, that’s great! All of us here at Readers’ Network; 
Lancaster,\WI GP Jove the sun and the sea, not to mention Game Players, 150 North Hill: Drive; Brisbane, CA 94005 

the beer. There’s just one thing: if possible, Or check out our web site at: 
EEEBHIAs most readers could we have topless sharks and go girl http:/Awww.gameplayers.com 
of GAME PLAYERS wrestling? Anyway, write if you get work! 
know, | don’t play RPGs, 

Or fighting games, but ll answer your 
questions as best as I can: 

1. Beats me... 
2. | haven't got the foggiest idea... 

3. We still haven’t let him out from last My friends bought Killer Instinct for the SNES a while ago and it came with the Killer Cuts'CD. The time! Look, he’s getting moldy! y recorded it on a cassette for me. Their tape's songs were pretty good, except for the first song. Has 
anybody heard it? It's disgusting: ‘Touch:me!’ Where did Nintendo get that? Do they think we're per- 
verts? That's disgusting! | wonder why they stuck that into the song anyway. Nintendo. should get in 

BSESSIO 

I'm the no. 1 fan of Mortal Kombat. Okay, I'm 
obsessed with it. | went to MK the Live tour. | 
have a Mortal Kombat wardrobe. | have all three 
MK games. I've collected all the MK action fig- 
ures, and am planning 

to buy anything <i 
else of MK 
that comes 
to stores 
and yes, 
Chris, | 
have 
questions. 

1. When is 
Ultimate 
MK3 coming 
out for home 
systems? 
2. When is MK4 coming to arcades? 
3. Will the PSX be getting MK? and 2? 
4. If so, when? 
5, Will there be any MK games for the N64 com- 
ing out in April? 
6. How many games will the Nintendo 64 have at 
its launch? 

Brandon Isaacs 
Richmond, KY 

CHRIS: Gollygeewhiz, it’s Question & Answer 
Time again! 

1. Ultimate MK3 is a Saturn exclusive, and 
Should be out now (see this issue’s review). 
2. MK4 should be revealed at the AMOA 
Show later this year, and will probably 
make it to the home mid to late ‘97. 
3 & 4, No plans yet, but you never know... 

5. None that we know of. 
6. Nintendo hopes to have about ten — 
expect between five and eight.   

big trouble for this. 

ERG Ok now, Rafael, | think you're right. | mean, we all know 
it's OK to beat the living crap out of someone in a 
game like Killer Instinct (some people 
just need a beating from time to 
time), but | don’t want 
to hear about 
any sissy 
touching crap! 

Maybe if more 

people agreed 
with us. we 
wouldn’t have to 
deal with that. 
lovey-dovey crap 
in the movies, 
either. For that mat- 
ter, maybe we could 
get all references to 
love in general taken 

right the hell out of 
popular culture in gen- 
eral. Pll get right on it! 

lam really ticked at you guys. All you're doing in the 
tactics section is taking codes from previous issues 
and putting them in the so-called new code sections 
of the new issues. So how about we get some 
codes, OK? 
PS. While we're talking about codes here, would you 
please give me any code for Earthworm Jim for Sega 
besides the PRESS PAUSE ACACACAC? Or can you at 
least tell me how to get to the super secret level? 

PLEASE! PRETTY PLEASE!!! 

Daniel Cacciamoni 
Pittsburgh, PA 

Sal Daniel, you ungrateful little punk. For 
your information, | prefer to think of the ‘Even 

“ More Codes’ section as a resource for refer- 
ence purposes. But in spite of your pathetic 

| 

Rafael Garcia 
Chula Vista, CA 

      
     

    
    

  

whining, | have decided that a change is in 
order and beginning with our July 1996 
issue, ‘Even More Codes’ will be no more. In 
its place will be a new expanded Code 
Breakers section — that’s right, 8 full 
Pages of the hot NEW codes every 
issue. As for the Earthworm 
Jim codes, if SOME- 
ONE had a little > 
more apprecia. L&T 
tion for old Benne 
codes, SOME- 
ONE might have 
them 
already! 

(s 

OFA 
  

Ke oe 
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> No game 

Evan Hayden, 

Her suit wasn’t just 
armored — it gave 
her 18 hours of full- 
figured support! © 

PLO [Pre [iie LFA 
| noticed that Namco has made games for Nintendo 
before. Will they bring Tekken 1 or 2, or Toshinden, or 

Alpine Racer to the N64? Also, for all those buttknockers 
out there who don't think today's games can fit into a 
cart, the Ultra's carts will be able to store up to 256 

megabits! That's eight times as much as the Super NES 
Marts can hold now! 

Paul Pollack 
Coconut Creek, FL 

ERED Bava 2D 
Your magazine is the best. Why would Sega want to 
port over its hits over to Playstation and 3D0? These 
hits should be exclusive because when people see a 
good game on a system they would want to buy the 

system. If all these games are getting ported over to 
ther systems it won't really matter which system 

you buy because they'll all have the same games. If 
they do that the companies should just join up and 

ork together. | think Sega is a great company mak- 
ing all these hits for Saturn. What will Sega do if 
they decide to get out of the hardware business? 

Will they keep making games for Saturn? Or just ing it the dominant choice, or everyone agree 
stop altogether? Did this blast of great games for on a single standard format. 

Ke fsicree 
Hey you guys at GAME PLAYERS, | have some 

questions. for you. Here we go. 
1. How.come you do not have any good-looking girls 
on your staff? 
2. Do-you.think the 32X will'ever make-a comeback? 
3. Who the hell is this guy Mike? He is corny as hell. 

You guys should-fire Mike. 
I just want to say that your magazine is the best | ever 
read. Keep up.the great work, guys:And your guys bet- 

ter put this letter in the Readers Network or there will 

not be a next time. 

  

Peter Ziobro 
Linden, NJ 

  

y system, no prize! That's just the 
ZS way Bill Donohue likes it! Heh, heh, heh! 

@ Her blind date was 
kinda creepy, but he 
wore cool hats... 

i | 
i) ss 

Marc Chuang, 

Quebec, Canada 

She‘d lost 40 
pounds with 
those new z 
workout weights! © 

  

(GEESE But Paul, how will the N64 ever be able to 
do those fabulous FMV ‘games’? Got ya there, 
huh? Guess if | want to play the latest smokin’-hot 
FMV ‘games’, ll have to look elsewhere (can you 
smell the burning sarcasm yet?). 
[Sami Hey, is something burning? Man, I smell 
smoke! OK, everybody out of the building! No 
talking! Walk calmly to the nearest exit! 

(LiL PI OTT 
Sega get any more third-party developers? 

Ricky ‘The Man on the Moon’ Bernhauer 
Bing, NY 

GEEEEE First of all, all this stuff about Sega 
porting games over to PlayStation is just wild 
rumor, although we have heard it from several 
different sources. | agree with you that hard- 
ware manufacturers should just make up their 
minds — either build and support one plat- 
form and put everything you've got into mak- 

{ire Hello Peter, here are the answers to your 
inane questions: 

1. We have several gorgeous female staff mem- 
bers, we just don’t want to share them with you. 
2. (uncontrollable laughter) Yeah right. 
3. Oh believe me, they’ve tried to fire me. But 
until they find the negatives to those pho- 
tographs, my job is quite safe, (By the 
way, Peter, [know where.you live 
and don’t have any problems 
beating the crap out of 
little boys. Don't 
sleep too sound.) 

ni 

   

    

    

    
   
   

   

Chris Stackhouse, 
Charlotte, NC 

First of all, your magazine kicks major ass! Also, 
Bill, the ‘Delusional Weirdos Society' says you owe 
(drumroll please) $15,724,000.84 in dues. If you 

don't pay up in 3 days, 18 hours, 4 minutes and 

11 seconds, you will die! You will be tortured for 

endless amounts of hours with naked pictures of 

Bea Arthur. Ha, Ha, Ha, Ha, Ha, Ha, Ha. 
Melanie Slavinski 
Philadelphia, PA 

[aa Forget it, Melanie! The last time | tried 
to pay my dues, you guys 
wanted it all in pen- 
nies! I nearly broke 

my back trying to lug 

all those coins down 
to the office. Besides, 
my fingers turned 
green arid my 
food tasted 
like copper 
for weeks, 
All can 

say is, 
bring on 
the 
BEAM!   

Hey, | Sass That Hoopy Bill. Now There's A 

Frood Who Really Knows Where His Towel Is. 

; Ashley ‘Sensational Gravity Girl' Harter 

Apple Greek, OH 

EESHM Ashley, you've got a Heart 
of Gold! Now help me get this whale and 

bow! of petunias off my desk. The only 
answer | can give you is 42! Now for 

something really important: where can I get 
5 some tea?



Adrenalin takes you to the edge of the 

Web and throws you off kicking and 

screaming. Get killer moves for the latest 

games and sneak previews of upcoming 

releases straight from the mouths of the 

  
PEPSI, PEPSI-COLA and the PEPSI WORLD design are trademarks of PepsiCo, In 

games right on the Internet. And don't 

forget to check out the rest of the multi- 

faceted dreamscape that is Pepsi World. 

    

    

Adrenalin and exp 

  

overload so in 

way to the emergency room. Only at 

Adrenalin and only in PepsiWorld. 

http://www.pepsi.com 

 



Awhile back, we ran a contest called ‘Yes, | Am scream out for help? Shouldn‘t these wackos be 

Crazy!’ The premise was really simple and the locked up? PASS THE STRAIT JACKET, MARTHA!!! 

prize was totally fantastic! All you had to do was Anyway, the winner of the ‘Yes, | Am Crazy!’ con- 
send in a photograph that proved to everyone out test is Lise Gries of Brookings, SD. That's her, 
there that you were 100%, totally, certifiably, lost in completely covered in duct tape. We've got a 
the ozone, bats in the belfry CRAZY! If you were the _ strange feeling that, after they peel her out of all 
one who most looked like you needed a vacationin _ that tape, she’ll be the Number One contender for 

the Rubber Room, you’d win two PlayStations, a our ‘Look, Ma, No Skin!’ contest. Enjoy the prizes, 

Link Cable and two copies of WipEout and Twisted Lise, you’ve earned them! By the way, after judging 

Metal! Well, the pictures rolled in and, needless to all the photos, we sent them to the National Mental 
Say, we became a bit concerned over the sanity of Health Center, along with your addresses! You can 

some of our readers. Just take a look at the indi- expect some visitors soon... nice visitors, in white 1 7 
viduals on this page. Don’t these pictures just coats... carrying really big nets... Melinda Hernandez Cory You 

2 270 Nichols St. 3655 Sunset Blvd., 
Bridgeport, CT 06608 | #71 

Rocklin, CA 95677 

    
    

    

   

    
   

    

  

   

  

   

  

   

   

   

          

   

  

      

    

       

  

     

      
    
    
    
    
    

  

      

  

       

    

      

  

1 te Luis Raul Diaz Rios 
L. HC-02 Box 11538 

Jacob Hernandez Humacao, PR 00791 
P.0..Box 702 

Saginaw, Ml 48606 

  

  

   

    
   
   

    

Eric Roberts | fighting games ' 

2424 Rivermont Dr. Andy Hottovy > 

Kingsport, IN 37660 | 7601 E. Oxford Ave. i} 

Denver, CO 80237 

  

games q 
Amber Burdeshaw Matt Russell ° J 

3850 Hartley Br. Rd. 527 E. 72 St. #2A 
Macon, GA 31206 | . New York, NY 10021 

  

Ym 15. | have 

$, SNES and 
   

oy. oy from 
Andrew Ahern Alexis Lee Ang 

298 Central St. 287 Connecticut St. i 
Acton, MA 01720 Greenhills East 

Nandaluyong City 

1550 
Metro Manila, 

Philippines 

e
e
r
 

  

Cody Dame 
511 West M 

McCook, NE 69001.     

  

penpal 18: 
Hugo Garcia 

9 1308 W. 225th St. #6 
years or older, } have Torrance, CA 90501 

both a Genesis anda 
Super NES. ' 

Bill Thoden Jr. , ha 
5717 Lee Ave. , Game Geai e 

Millville, NJ 08332 Brandon Kruser 
815 Arbor Ave. 

Ym 15-years old and Wheaton, IL 60187 

enjoy Sci-fi and stra 
gy, simulation and role 
playing games. tim a 14-year old b 

Kyle Gosciniak | looking fora penpal. 

  

   

  

$ old and | 

a Genesis, and 

  

    y 

8995 Lane Rd. Sage Ganiss 
Millington, Ml 48746 P.O. Box 8 

Powellsville, NC 
27967 
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FLUID 3-D 
POLYGON ACTION 

STADIUM ANNOUNCER 

700 MLBPA 
PLAYERS 

MEMORY BACKUP 

SIGNATURE MOVES 
TRADES 

FULL SEASON 
AND PLAYOFF MODES 

VOCAL UMPS 

ERRORS 

2 Kosa 

Ee ay 
tenia soon on : 
nin Ie 

* 3-D INTUITIVE 
BATTING SYSTEM 
TRAINING MODE 

_ WIND CONDITIONS 

“PLAY-BY-PLAY” 
ANNOUNCER 

PLAYER STATS 

 



   

    

  

Did you ever notice how much of ofthe stuf on our News page is centered around 
Ridednd mes? Could this just be a coincidence, or is it evidence of a vast, nefarious, 

  

      
underground plot? Hmm, we wonder... 

The developers of D turn their exclusive attention to the Saturn 

with Sony Computer Entertainment. While the door remains open for future Warp titles on the 
PlayStation, the developers are currently shifting their attention exclusively to the Sega Saturn while 

maintaining future plans for the M2. Therefore, upcoming titles such as Enemy Zero will only be available for 

the Saturn. 
The reason for the change in plans is, according to Warp, primarily due to SCE’s distribution poli- 

cies, claiming the company exhibits too much control in this area. If Enemy Zero turns out to be as much a 

success as their mega-hit D, Sony will surely be sorry to see them go. 

We the developer best known for its horror-based graphic adventure D, has recently broken off ties 

The iene The makers of D turn their back 
on the controlling practices of Sony. 

Playing 
Sony, Sega release new sales figures 

  

PlayStation game corisole have been sold since its launch on September 9, 1995. In addition to Sony’s 
hardware sales, developers have sold more than seven million dollars worth of PlayStation software. 

Among the best selling game titles are Sony’s sport titles, with NFL Gameday selling a claimed 300,000 
units and WHL Face Offselling over 200,000 units. 

Although there has been-a fair amount of skepticism. of Sony’s numbers within.the industry, 
Sony stands by its 
numbers and states that the one million unit figure even boasts a 90% sell-through to the end consumer. 
If these.numbers are indeed accurate, Sony may actually have captured 76-percent of the ‘next genera- 
tion’ unit sales:as it claims. a 

As expected, Sega leads the skeptics of Sony’s numbers and has released a statement 
announcing that 500,000 Sega Saturns have been sold-in North America since its release in May of 
1995. Sega also goes on to claim a decrease in the PlayStation’s domination since its impressive 
launch. With a promise to deliver 30 in-house games and a further 150 third party releases for 

Saturn this year, Sega fully expects to be ahead of the competition by the end of the year. 

Se Computer Entertainment America has officially announced that one million units of the Sony 
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Blec
tron

ics 
— 

Runs For The Border 

EB test markets PlayStation 
import titles 

cently, in a move that can only be attrib- 
uted to the cutthroat nature of the 
videogame retail business, Electronics 

Boutique has become the first national retailer 
to begin test marketing Japanese versions of 
Sony PlayStation games. 

The initial titles available in select 
Electronics Boutique stores across the nation 

are Namco’s Ridge Racer Revolution and 
Takara’s Battle Arena Toshinden 2. The games 
are priced at $89.99 each. The stores are also 
Selling spring adaptors that will bypass the 
PlayStation’s lockout on early shipment 
PlayStations. But EB is concerned of a poten- 
tially high return rate on the games since 

recent PlayStations feature a hardware fix that 

prevents the bypass from working. 

Considering the imports’ high 

fetall price and their limited usability on import 
PlayStations and early release U.S. versions, it 
is a bit surprising that EB is pursuing this niche 
Market. Official comments from Sony and 

Namco have been a resounding ‘no comment’, 
but it seems likely there would be concern of 
the import games stealing salesfrom the U.S. 
releases of the same games. 

Playmates Interactive seems to 
have the most to be concerned about, consid- 
ering they have paid for the American 
conversion of Toshinden 2 and will release the 
game in the U.S. on May 14th. Any sale of the 
Japanese Toshinden 2 would have royalties 

going to the game's developer, Takara, 
thereby undercutting 

potential 

Playmates 
revenues.



   
Saturn drops $50 in U. S., $100 in “again 

ega of America, in what can be 
viewed as an effort to increase its 
market share in the 32-bit arena. 

has lowered the price of the Saturn 

   
      

  

   

    

   
    

   
    

     

    

    

    

Panasonic’s 3D0 price hits rock bottom 

system to $249 as of April 1, 1996. anasonic, in the wake of the Goldstar 3D0 multi-player’s liquida- 
systems that are bundled with ion price drop, has followed suit and dropped the suggested retail 
Fighter Remix game h price of its game machine to $199. But unlike Goldstar, which has 
$50 to a price of $299: decided to exit the videogame hardware business permanently, 

But the Panasonic explains its price cut as an effort to stem the tide of the Sony 
just a precursor to. Ture eduction 4 PlayStation and the Sega Saturn and prepare for Matsushita’s forthcom- 
new streamlined. has been < j ing M2 upgrade. 
able in Japan since. Whether Panasonic’s explanation holds up is questionable, 
price of $199. Alt as certain national retailers have report- 
Saturn 2.0 sport edly already been 
ing, there is no performance Selling the 3D0 for 
from the currently aval less than $199 in an 
Sega claims that a r effort to clear inven- 
rior mechanisms andrew. 
can be passed on to the.Consut 

current plans to bring the Saturn 2. ‘tothe 
tated by the market conditions. 

In related news, Sega has-also rev ‘itis working ona new con- 
troller that will feature a new 3D analog) mini-joystick: ‘The new controller is initially 
slated to be used with the much anticipated Saturn game Nights. Both the game and 
the new controller will be available this fall. Whether this new controller will become 
the Saturn’s new pack-in controller remains to be seen, but it appears that Sega is 
taking the threat of the expanded capabilities of the Nintendo 64 controller seriously. 

tories. Regardless of 
whether Panasonic 
was forced into this 

price reduction, it 
can only help them in an 

ever more competitive 32- 
} bit gaming market. 

  

   is that there are no 
actions will be dic- 

          
     

  

Game Shark web site up 

‘és! Interact Accessories, Inc. has 

Y se that its “Surfing With The 
Sharks’ Codes Web Site is now 

on-line: Located at http:// www. game- 
shark.com, the site offers news, codes 
and contests for owners of the Game 
Shark video game enhancer product. The 

Game Shark (available for both the 
PlayStation and Saturn) allows the gamer iar! Ze 

E, N HA N CGC. EF. RP to customize control set- 

tings and offers a 

  

   

                    

  
Toshinden 2 was one of the : ; mee gee, UMDEF Of Options 

first import games available : like unlimited lives, unlimited power, invincibility; 

at selected EBs. While it’s % : * weapons, and levels to name a few. 
Although codes can only be accessed 

ae cue ogee on the site by paying a $5.per year membership j eds 
interesti = fee, they are updated on a weekly basis and the 

prices, til bed ng fo é site offers what may very well be the quickest 

access to codes for the newest games. In 
addition, those who need technical 
assistance can E-mail questions to 
the customer service 
department, and receive 

a response within 48 hours.



    

Hey! | said open your eyes, mister! 

35 right around the corner (in fact, it will probably already be in progress 
F vin you read this) and Nintendo plans to blow the doors off its competitors 

with the US unveiling of Nintendo 64. In addition to Pilotwings, Mario Kart and 
Adventure of Link (which is halfway done) Nintendo plans to show hot original titles 

like Wave Race along with several third party titles. e Nintendo will also unveil 

three big Super NES titles, including a rumored game that Shigeru ‘Mario’ 
Miyamoto has been working on. Still, a Nintendo insider claims that 
Nintendo will ‘really have to work’ to regain its lost market share, and E38 
will be a ‘must win’ show for Nintendo. 

    

    

    
     

            

     

PlayStation without Se, hé recent Sony PlayStation Expo in Japan wasn't >t 
home about: Game Players spoke with several develop : 

attendance and most were ‘disappointed’ or ‘unimpressed’ 
with the Sony-shindig. * The few highlights of the show included 
Sony’s own Motor Toon Gran Prix 2 and Jumping Flash 2, both of 
which offered nothing substantially new over the previous games. 
One third party liaison in search of new product told us, ‘With the 
amount of crap. and glut of PlayStation product that’s filling the Japan 

_ marketnow, it leads me to believe that Sony hasn't learned anything 
from Atari’s mistakes during the 80s,’ 

   

ell, it Started with Nintendo’s introduction of the ‘ground-breaking’ Nintendo 64 controller, 

and now Sega plans to release a new control pad to go with its forthcoming Nights title 
Saturn — it will also utilize a new 3-D analog thumbpad (like the N64 controller). 

will debut at E3 and Sonic the Hedgehog creator, Yuji Naka, is responsible. A flight/action 
lights will ship sometime this fall and ‘is like nothing anyone has ever seen before on 

Saturn or any other next generation platform,’ says Tom Kalinske, president and CEO of 
. Not to be outdone, Sony also has an analog controller in development and a 
posedly use the new pad. One Rumor points to Crash Bandicoot, although 

game is already too far.in development. — Hey, don’t leave M2 out! 
f be adopting the new analog thumb-pad. Didn’t Nintendo patent 

'S Tuning around trying to match Nintendo’s moves, and 
4 pad yet, about industry clout... 
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FOSSIP... 
F steo right up and open yer eyes and ears! We're ready to astound 
and amaze you with the inside info you just can’t get anywhere else! 

sega Sizes 
Down Saturn 

eda introduced a redesigned ‘cheaper’ Saturn 

in'Japan receptlyeJust as the price of the US 

Machine@ropped to $250, a newly scaled- 
doWhwversion of the machine is set for a Japanese 
lauinch*at about 20,000 Yen ($199): Sega claims the 
neW pricing is possible due to ‘innovative mass pro- 
uctiontechiniques and hardware changes.’ The new 
Saturn will Still perform just like the original and have 
theSame features. A US release hasn’t been deter- 
Mined but is eminent and, as a result, Sega expects 

‘Worldwide sales of Saturn systems to get a much 
jieeded HOdst from the price change. 

           

   
     

ide Playmates and Namco 
  

(whose Tekken 2is rumored'ta be next ON EB’sifist) echo Sony's statement, although 
neither would make a formal announcement. 

Bits and Bytes 
igital Pictures closed its doors permanently due 

|): poor sales and the inability to find new 
investors. ¢ Shiny’s new 3D action platform 

game Wild 9’s is currently the subject of a publishing 
dispute between Playmates and Interplay. Rumor has 

it that although Interplay now owns Shiny, Playmates 
claims rights as part of a previous three game deal 

with Shiny. © Nintendo will re-release Super Mario 

Kart, Zelda: A Link To The Past, and other 16-bit clas- 
sics for the Super NES, partly in anticipation of the 

Nintendo 64 versions of those games. ® Finally, to be 
seen at the E3 show in May, Mindscape’s 
MegaRace2, which will make it’s way from the PCCD 
to PlayStation and Saturn, and from MicroSoft comes 

Monster Truck Madness and NBA Full Court Press. It’s 
rumored that MicroSoft will use these and other titles 
to break into the 32-bit world. Also expect Rayman 2 

from UBI Soft and ClanDestiny from Trilobtye. We'll 
have more inside info from the world’s greatest 
videogame trade show in 30 days!



  

  

The wait is over. 

     WINS:00 
  

    

eS 
SEGA SATURN 

Hilliams e 

a 

Utimate Mortal Kombat®'3 "1995 Midway Manulactiting) CompanyfAll rights res 
by Willams Entertainment Inc. Wiliams? is a trademark of Willams Electtonic Games, Inc 

;agon oqo, MKS and the character names are trademarks of Midway Manulacturing Company, Distributed under license, 

-ed by Soga Enterprises, Ltd. For play on the Sega/Satuin™ System. Sega and Sega Saturnlate tradomatks of Sega EnterpisesiLia. 

 



  

      

     

ye LIsts... 
, you! What's your five favorite games? Why don’t you write ‘em oan and send. 

in to GAME PLAYERS? We'll sl ‘em up and don the results here. You might 
get lucky, just like Dan Balser, of New York, NY! His Mystery Prize is on the way! Sond 

Four top five games. You could see your name here next month!!! 
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Be careful what you 

say to her, 

she’s hiding a crossbow 

under that dress. 

And for the few who aren't impressed, 

let's not forget Shadow's black belt 

in Ninjitsu, Ph.D. in computer 

science, and the two other 

X-PERTS fighting along- 

side who can do just 

as much damage. 

And all three of 

these trained 

government specialists are just 

waiting for you to control them... 

pounding terrorists, torturing 

the ones who 

won't cooperate, hacking Aqua's 

computer system. All for the sake of National Security. And while 

you wield your X-PERTS against the bad guys, you'll be doing so with 

motion captured SGI rendered graphics, which means saving the 

free world will look better than ever... after all, just look how she 

turned out. 

1-900-200'SECR EERE  



    

  

   
   

    

    

fom 
industry 

continues to 
flourish in the 

, United States, it’s 
becoming more and more 

interesting to periodically check in with 
what's going on in the industry around 

rom Future Publishing, 

Fie largest and most 
comprehensive 

videogame publisher in 
Britain, comes FutureNet. 

Mirroring the company’s 
vast interests, FutureNet 
covers every recreational 
activity you can imagine, 
but perhaps none so 
thoroughly as videogames. 
Whether it’s news on 
publishers and developers, 

reviews of all the latest 

games or game cheats, 
you can find it on 
FutureNet. There are differ- 
nces between the 
European scene and the 
American or Japanese 
scenes and with all the hot Covering all aspects of 
development that’s going the industry, FutureNet 
on in Europe right now, it’s has extensive cover- 

  

  

Finding reviews on all 
the latest European 

software is as easy as 
point and click on the 

FutureNet site. 

  

  

definitely worth checking age of all the major 
out. http://www. players including, 
futurenet.co.uk/ Sega, Nintendo 

and Sony. 

Sega of Japan 
bsolutely one of the most exciting games divi- 

Av in the world, Sega of Japan has been 
responsible for such titles asthe Virtua Fighter 

series, Daytona USA, and the Virtua Cop series. The list 

goes on and on. So what could be better than going 
straight to the source for all your Sega of Japan infor- 

mation? Check out the tatest arcade games, like Virtua 
=m Fighter 3 

and Gun 
Blade New 

York. Get 
the early 
scoop on 
new Saturn 
games: You 
can even 
find out 
about Sega 

  

  

xe seve EEG, 

ax Tex Ya) 
nowt -atacast   

  

If you’re looking for the latest 
information on Sega‘s next 
arcade title or Japanese 
Saturn releases, this is a great 

place to check. 
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the world. Of course, the most interest- 
ing country to watch, when it comes to 
videogames, is Japan. Let's face it, 
probably better than 70% of the best 
games come directly from Japan and 
it’s always exciting to watch what's 
going on in the very epicenter of gam- 
ing. Recently, we're starting to see some 
other emerging markets though, such 
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=== PLAY — A 
© The Kind of scenes seen in ection 

movies vil surly tte payers 
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If you're lucky, the information you'll be checking 
out will be available in English. 

        

of Japan’s business dealings. OK, there is one drawback for the 
average American web-surfer. Most of the site is in Japanese, 

however, there are-a few. pages with English translations available. 

As we all know, a picture’s worth a thousand words. Overall, the 
Sega of Japan site isan excellent place to check up on what 
Sega’s up to. http://www. Sega.co.jp/ 

 eatalaiaceiaindamaiiiaceatiinas 

Wes Srurr.. 
as many super-hot developers in 
Europe. For example, games like 
WipeOut from Psygnosis and Thunder 
Strike 2 from Core were both developed 
in Europe and there are still plenty of 
awesome games coming from over- 
seas. This month, we bring to light a few 
of the hottest international Web sites in 
videogaming. Viva la videogames! 

e Sony PlayStation 
pcandinaviga 

ll, if you needed proof that videogaming is not 

We an American and Japanese phenomenon 

you should check out Sony PlayStation 

Scandinavia, a website set up for the Scandinavian 

gamer. While there’s not too much here to learn 

beyond what you can 

find in any worthwhile 
American gaming pub or 

web site, it’s still pretty 

interesting to see gam- 
ing news written in 

Swedish. Check it out for | 
kicks, at the very least. 

  

  
Sony PlayStation 

http//www.idgonline — scandinavia is proof that 
-no/playstation/ the Sony PlayStation is 
playstation.html truly a world-wide 

phenomenon. 

     

    

    
   

Sony Flay 
s the PlayStation continues, to, 

Aw US as top-quality’¢ | 
important to | ren 

toa year befo: 
in Japan is just 
to PlayStation: 
tant tokeep.4 
there. A great y 

released titles! 
hitp:/Awwwi 

  

   



DEATH 
It's what they live for 

  
Against a dark and shifting 3-D landscape, the warriors of the twisted 

underworld known as BATTLE ARENA TOSHINDEN 2™ await your return. 
How do they know you'll be back? Let’s just say it’s a gut feeling. As in the 

first 360° go-round, the moves are lethal, the stages visceral and the 
characters, wicked. And this time, the original avengers are joined by a 
new crew of fighters. Like Tracy, the sexy cop gone bad;Verm, merciless 

madman; and Chaos, a friendly fella who happens to swing a sickle. 
All of ’em real keen to get to know you better. On every level. 

So welcome back. And plan to stay awhile. Because here in 
Battle Arena Toshinden 2, these forsaken foes aren’t just out to take 

he 
you down. They’re down to take you out. Sion Si 

= 
http://www.playmatestoys.com = 

“Ay 

  

PlayStation. Battle Arena Toshinden-2 and its characters are trademarks of 
Takara Co., Ltd ©Takara Co., Ltd. 1996 Programmed ©Tamsoft 16200 Trojan Way 

TAKARA’ 1996. All rights reserved. PlayStation, the PlayStation logo, and La Mirada, CA 90638 
the PS logo are trademarks of Sony Computer Entertainment. (714) 562-1743



  

COMING SOON 

      
  

Exploring on the ground is only half the fu 
Re of Nights, but with p= 

oe \ the total 3D freedom 
ae: the game offers, |<* 

there's all sorts of 
potential for fun. 

     

  

        

      

  

       

Taking fo the aie to fly through 
‘Gates and.hoops gets your char- 
acter extra points and bonuses. 

   

  

   
The artistic quality of 

     

Nights is sure to be 
one of its 

‘strongest qualities. 

“ hoe Vl idle 
With the bizarre, dream-like environments, it seems anything can happenin Nights.    



    

Sac? | 

Anakaris is one 
of the coolest 
characters, with 
his magical 
spear and 
thomed head. 

Fresh from jy 5 
the pro- 

wrestling tour, 
Kabuki Joe is 

apparently the 
god of trailer 
trash all over == 

the world. 

  

    

     

COMING SOON 

  

Dodging 
a projec- 
tile, then re: 
charging " E ) P 
in for an attack is a great s 

example of how 3D 

fighting can be so ft 
: enthralling. ~~ 

    

   
i kick animations look 

wd ¢ just like Mortal 
Kombat's. 
{Familiarity 
is sure to 
breed 
success for 
this fitle. 

5 
i 
f 

    

   
i 
H 

  

Watching Voodoo 
move in 3D is quite 
humorous, but 
when the he starts 
throwing bats at 
you, it isn’t 

f funny anymore.



COMING SOON 

     
    

Snowboard Shop 
LockerZ 

  

    . 
Recognize these funky fish-eye animations? Just like the ones ‘ 

in Road Rash, and the video looks even better. 

The snow flying up off © 
the boards and the 

realistic physical mod- 
eling give Shred Festa 

very real look.



COMING SOON 

Blood Lust 

  

begins in the garage of the Nakatomi 
Towers. Kill the terrorists and rescue the 
hostages, but more importantly create a 

bloodbath any way you can! 

mM    
Agreat effect 
in the game is 

the ability to 
shoot out win- 

dows. The 
sound and - 
image of shattering glass is almost as 

enjoyable as the spurting blood. 

    

   
   

      

   

        

   

  

Explosions 
are 
another 
high point 

  

grenade to cause chain explosions, but 
make sure you're not standing too close! 

Hello Traftie School! 

ao 5 MRE S272; 

        
Detailed effects, like this lens This is one blood-thirsty 
flare, elevate the gameplay game! That red stuff 

experience in DHT. was a pedestrian! 

lf there’s one thing we 
enjoy as muchas gratu- 

        
s.if destruction. Die Hard 
) Trilogy boasts some of ay 

the best explosions ever ~ Fail to find all those pesky nuclear warheads 
> seen in a videogame! and they'll come looking for you! 

 



     

      

          
      

  

      
       

      

   

    

   

    

   

    

            

   

0, this isn’t a Hugh Grant movie with 

anaked Elle MacPherson or even a 
game based on said movie. Instead, 

Sirens gives you Rieve Larson, a futuristic 
1 LA. punk, whose quest is to resolve the a 

# j Je - ane age-old conflict between good and evil. The game is a non-linear, third- 
# ] Pr ata 9 ‘ person, science-fiction game that takes you through several 

Piscomy pee sd -e é i ea 3 me, ie bizarre and terrifying scenarios. Play unfolds in huge 
" dark feeling Cee ee pnt nape devastated wastelands, tight claustrophobic 

‘ Unfortunately, this looks a i E a: = warrens, mid-air, and the traditional under- 

lot like a 2D platform water levels. The makers of the game tell 
game in this screen, us that Sirens is supposed to be, ‘a 
pesca g 3 Chilling drama that is played out in a 
a aia» parallel time and place, where the 

s line between the laws of nature and 
the surreal of the unconscious are 
blurred’. Way cool! 

We'll be visiting HeadGames 
Studios in the Portrero Hill district of 
San Francisco in a few weeks and 
shall return with gobs of coherent 

information for your perusal. 

   

      

| Some great scenery and an interesting 
} storyline makes Sirens an interesting title.    

             

    

Here you see that all motion isn’t in 2D, 
but the character does look real flat. 

apcom’s extensive library of ani- 
ie C mated 2D fighters continues to get 

q ported over to the PlayStation and Saturn. 
Marvel Super Heroes is another classic Capcom fighter, with 

the smooth SF engine and some huge 
Marvel characters. Already on the 

PlayStation and Saturn are Street 
Fighter Alpha, X-Men: Children Of The 
Atom, Night Warriors, and Darkstalkers. 

And each one of those games has been 
arcade-perfect and a great addition to 

the library, we fully expect Marvel Super Heroes to be just as 
good, if not better. 
Stay tuned for even 

7m] More info on this one. 

        

   

        

      

    

    
     

RPG centers on heroism in the face of overwhelming odds. 
Werewolfis going to combine many elements of horror and 

fantasy to create a rich gothic environment. And judging from Resident Evil, 

5 these are things Capcom can definitely do. Players journey Hough six worlds and 
‘and (gasp) in his three sub-worlds as they travel to places as . 
Werewolf form. exotic as the Amazon, Russia, and San Francisco. 
Now if he starts f This is a one or two player game, and although we 

dancing around phy “ haven't seen much the idea sounds great and we 
and singing ‘Thriller’, i 4 expect big things. More on this next month. 

ti f ’ A ‘A i m really ora These are just two of the enemies that are going to 
make Werewolf so interesting. 

B= on the popular environment created by White Wolf, this 

   
   

   



MISSING PAGE
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| | 

est 
described as a 
cross between 

Doom, Thunder Strike anda 
“ racing game, Machinehead is an 

intriguing title that lets you fly across a real-time alterable 3D landscape 
on a rocket-powered hover bike. There are four main missions, split into sev- 

eral levels each, as you direct the heroine, Kimberly, on a mission to save the 
future of mankind from the genetic mutations of one Tony Defresco. Tony has already 

destroyed much of the Earth and has transformed himself into a malformed giant head 
called Machinehead. 

Although we haven't received a playable version yet, what separates 
this game from the plethora of similar fare is its seemingly superior 

3D engine. As you tear along the landscape, taking jumps and skid- 
ding around corners on your hover bike, you will be treated to 

\\ such effects as true light-sourcing, shadow-mapping, night and 
day effects, fog, lens flares, and transparent glass. 

Machinehead certainly seems to feature the details neces- 
sary to make us anticipate its late summer/early fall release. 

    

     

     

   

   

  

    

Meet Tony. He's a little 
insane, but only if you con- 

sider tuming yourself into a giant 
head and destroying the human 

race anti-social. 

maniacal evil guys. And who'd want to pass up an opportunity to cruise 
with Kimberly on her hover bike? 

Hopefully Better 
@'S:) = @ 87 5) @. 8) 

  

  

    

Ir ‘eadGames, 
the developers who 
did.X Men 2: The Clone 

Wars, have hooked up with CAPS Productions to put out a couple of new 
games for the PlayStation. The first game they're working on is Extreme Dreams, a 

character-based action racing game for the Sony PlayStation. You get to take control of 
Dim, a slacker who escapes the responsibilities of his menial job by riding his rocket board. 

Real-time rendered graphics play host to Dim, while the morphing backgrounds add some real 
\nd before you know it the desert ; 

variety. Extreme Dreams boasts incredible speed, some very funky backgrounds, and a tongue-in has morphed into an ocean! 

ti aap he Rad eeod cheek look at Generation X. 
Nia The screens we have show some real unique artwork, but how the gameplay works we still 

before we start judging. i iq gameplay 
don’t know. Next month, we'll report back from our trip to the studios with much more information. 
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COMING SOON 

  

es, this is another 

‘one of those license 
games. But these 

shots seem to indicate that there doesn't 
seem to be anything to fear here. 
Actually, U.S. Gold is releasing three sep- — 
arate games to take advantage of the marketing frenzy that will accompany this year’s Summer 
Olympics in Atlanta. Olympic Summer Games and Olympic Soccer are pictured here, but 
there is also Dream Team Basketball. All three games are slated for a June release. 

Olympic Summer Games features 15 different events and allows for a multi- 
player capability. Since we don’t have a playable version yet, we can’t comment 

on gameplay, but hopefully it'll measure up to that arcade classic Track and 
Field. Olympic Soccer certainly looks impressive, but it remains to be seen 
whether it measures up to the likes of FIFA ‘96 from Electronic Arts. Dream 
Team Basketball is probably the most eagerly 
awaited title around here. There should some 
information available on it by the next issue, we 

hope. 

  

     

          

   

  

   

          

   

   

  

     

  

A Summer Olympics game can be counted 
on to feature a number of track and field 
events, but with 15 different events, 0SG 

should offer a nice variety. 

Soccer Sucker 

is game 
has been out in 
Japan for quite a while 

and it has enjoyed great success. 
You can build your own robot piece 

by piece and then take him into a 

league of over 100 robots, where you have to battle your way to the top. 
Each time you win, you can take one of your opponents weapons, but when 

you lose, you suffer the same fate. The battles are a lot like Sega’s arcade game 
Virtual On, with missiles, in-close weapons, jumping, and hiding behind walls. 

é Another cool feature is the ability to pick up trees and rocks and chuck them at 

ae Tae your opponent. The consuming one-player game is awesome, but even more fun 

snaley Wis lag = 4 ae ¥ can be had in the two-player split-screen mode. The split-screen does take away 

: from the graphics, but the play is quite addicting. 
ae Robo Pitisn’t the best-looking game, but 

9 2 5S everything we've seen and played has us 
real excited for the final version. 

  

Taking off in the air is a great 
way to seek out your oppo- 
nent, but a real easy way for 
him to find you as well. 

  

Picking up rocks 
: ; and chucking 

tor : Re es them at the 
mee) Do enemy robots is 

= | an awesome. 

] move, andi 
very effective. 

    
4 ; 3 A Jumpin : be, ug 5.499 

 



DOWNLOAD YOUR 
» FREE VR SOCCER™'96 

DEMO NOW! 
You've seen the screen shots. You've read 

the reviews. Now 

experience the 

VR Sports differ- 4 

ence yourself. 

Virtual FieldVision™ 
Get a FREE interactive allows you to play 

in real-time from 
any camera pers- 

demo of VR Soccer™ pate rtiag 
first person, 

for the PC by visiting our web site 

at http://www.vrsports.com or 

purchase a copy of the VR Soccer™ '96 

PC CD-ROM interactive preview at a partici- 

pating retailer near you. The preview even 

includes a $5.00 rebate on the purchase of the 

full game. VR Soccer™ '96. 

Now this is a game you 

can get into. 

vaSocceRTiP [Et 
RECEIVINGAFREE | .CtARevite 

KICK IS SUBSTANTIALLY | = ~csmrnn 
LESS PAINFUL THAN a 

BLOCKING ONE. 

é SPORTS 

THE DIFFERENCE IS REAL 

DS TO ADULTS. 
For more VR Soccer Tips and free demo, visit our web Sil f 

KN Look for other VR Sports titles like VR Golf '96, Pool, Baseball, and more. 

  

[co Wi 
j[50s VERSION]   — 

* See package for details or visit the VR Sports web site. ea 
3remlin  



COMING SOON 

            

   
   

              

    

  

   

  

   

      

illed as a 
sequel to 
Flashback, 

Fade to Black con- 
tinues the tale of 

Conrad as he wakes from a long cryogenic sleep to face the same 

alien enemies he battled 50 years ago. Now the morphs have taken 

over the entire solar system and are bent on enslaving the whole of 
mankind. What else is new? 

Featuring an advanced 3D engine, Fade To Black has texture- 
Mapped, Gouraud-shaded characters populating six huge levels, with 
many sub-levels and sub-missions. Multiple camera angles allow for a 
movie-like presentation of the action and numerous weapons and high- 

tech gadgets add to the furious assault. There are also cinemas before, 
during and between levels that help the story unfold. 

Although the game sounds like a Doom/Resident Evil hybrid, expanded 

player controls that enable peeking around corners and over your shoulder 
should add some interesting twists. Fade To Black is scheduled for a June 

release so we should know pretty soon. 

Run, Conrad, run! 

  

e
n
 

    

       
ou know, it 

/ ‘seems like 
we've been fol- 

lowing the progression of this game 

forever. But fear not, we finally 
received a final Japanese version and 
the American version is in the works. 

Changes in this version seem to be limited to a FMV intro sequence and additional Revenge of the Economy Cars Pt. 2 
cars available for your racing pleasure. The FMV features Japanese race champion Keiichi : : 
Tsuchiya (known as the ‘Drift King’). Although it is not known if Keiichi will be in the U.S. ver- € 7 . 
sion, the basic premise of the game is to defeat lesser opponents before facing a final 
showdown on the streets of Tokyo with the ‘Drift King’ in the scenario mode. One-on-one races 
with no surface traffic can be accessed in the VS COM mode. 

Graphics for the most part have been cleaned up rather nicely, 
although the game still doesn’t measure up visually to the likes 
of Ridge Racer or Sega Rally Championship. Tokyo Highway 

Battle's trump card remains in its ability to upgrade and 

tune your car after race victories and the thrill of navi- 

gating around traffic while racing opponents. 

th
e,

 
e
C
 

e
e
 

    Although there's no super cars in here, the array of driving 
choices has expanded to include a Toyota MR2, Nissan 

Skyline, and Subaru SX. 

Get Reckless! 

a
A
 

Full Motion Filler 

  

       

  

intro'sequence. Tokyo - 
Highway Battle's FMV £ 

introduces you to Keiichi 
Tsuchiya and his =... ° 

considerable talent.



“Son, I remember 

walking through 

snow 10 feet high 

just to get to the 

arcade. In those 

days the games were 

only a quarter and 

Duran Duran was always 

on the radio. Me and 

my buddys would play 

until they kicked us 

out, then we would go 

to our favorite pizza 

place”... 

   
   

    Open All Night. 
No Quarters Needed. 

Williams & 
Williams Entertainment inc. 

  

Super NES® and GENESIS” versions coming soon. 
Williams® Arcade's Greatest Hits™ ©1996 Williams Entertainment Inc. All rights reserved. Defender® ©1980, 1995; Defender® Il ©1981, 1995; Joust® ©1982, 1995; Robotron ® ©1982, 1995; Sinistar® ©1982, 1995; 
Bubbles® ©1983, 1995 Williams Electronics Games, Inc. All rights reserved. Williams®, Defender®, Joust®, Robotron: 2084®, Sinistar® and Bubbles® are registered trademarks of Williams Electronics Games Inc. Used 
under license. Licensed by Sony Computer Entertainment America for use with the PlayStation Game Console. PlayStation and the PlayStation logos are trademarks of Sony Computer Entertainment Inc. Nintendo and the 
Super Nintendo Entertainment System are registered trademarks of Nintendo of America Inc.© 1991 Nintendo of America Inc. Sega and Sega Genesis are trademarks of Sega Enterprises, Ltd.
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COMING SOON 

  

ALL HYPER-EXCITING, 
ULTRA-VISUAL, 

- A 100% PURE... 

   

    

    

   
   

        

   All the standard moves are here, plus 
a couple that they seemed to have just 

made up out of the blue. 

ure, we know what you’re thinking. That’s not Rockman, that’s Mega Man, 
and well, you're half-right. The difference is that this is the Japanese version - 
of Mega Man X 3 for the Saturn. In Japan, his name is Rockman. Go figure. OK, 

that’s enough about the name, the real excite- 
ment is that Mega Man Xis coming to 32-bit 
consoles. From what we've seen so far, the 32-bit 

version doesn’t look much different from the classic 
16-bit games, but the gameplay 

* should still be great. With all our 
P y) f | beloved 2D heroes going 3D, it’s 
\ \q ‘= pretty cool to think that at least 

one is going to stay true to his 
roots, and hopefully there will 

be enough innovations 

to make it worth doing on the 
new systems. Look to see an 
American version in the near 

1 future. 

Fully-3D charac- 
ters make Fire Pro 
Wrestling a truly 

next generation 
wrestling game. 

                          

   

   

        

    

         

ne of the biggest selling titles 
() in Japan is Fire Pro Wrestling 

and with its graceful polygon 
action, it's no wonder. With the exception 
of a few big licensed titles, wrestling 

games in the US have always been a hit or miss kind of deal. In Japan, how- 
ever, the continuous flow of wrestling titles commands a great deal of attention. 

They just keep getting better all the time! The challenge of wrestling games in the 
past, however, was always in trying to translate 2D sprites into 3D gameplay. With 

Fire Pro Wrestling’s fully-polygonal characters, however, this is no longer a problem. 

Run your character all over 

the ring; there are no limits. 
Fire Pro Wrestling is 

“! a pretty good game, with lots 
of real wrestling moves, but 
there are some pretty serious 
problems with collision 

detection and sluggish con- 
trols. If you love wrestling 

games, you're going to have 
to check this one out. 
Chances are good that it will 
make it to the US in some 
form or fashion. Hopefully 
they'll be able to substitute 
American wrestlers to make 
it feel right. 

etails on this one are still little light, but this game just 
looks like so much fun that it was hard to not show what 
we've got. Surviving as a caveman in a completely 

untamed world has long been the dream of many an adventurous soul. 

Finally, they'll have their chance! Unfortunately, we don’t know of any- 
one planning to bring this one the US just yet, but if this adventure is 
half as fun as it appears, American companies will be lining up. We'll 

keep you well-informed on this one. 

Clubbing little piggies is 
just another reality in 

the life of a caveman. | 
Take that, Babe!



COMING SOON 

hile most 

American 

gamers 

probably don’t 
know there was a 

Motor Toon Grand Prix 1, Japan is currently preparing for the release of the 
sequel. Following closely the formula of the original, Motor Toon Grand Prix 2is 

a wacky racing game with cute little cartoon racers and cute little cartoon tracks 
and cute little... well, you get the point. It's doubtful that the MTGP 2 will 

ever be brought to The States, since the original never made it, but 

now that the PlayStation is so well established in the US, 
who knows? 

   

          

   

  

    
and you‘re starting fo get Ce = . 

pretty good aye Ras \ = aa 

[2 es the first of the Neo Geo ports to the Saturn, King of , & < 

Fighters ‘95 is thought by many to be one of the finest 2D brawlers of all 
time. With tons of characters and a unique team-match feature, this is 

state-of-the-art fighting action. From the looks of what we've seen in the Saturn 

    

   
   

      

   

            

     

  

    

   

version, this game is going to be pretty hot compared to the 24-bit Neo Geo capa- 

bilities. If you love Neo Geo fighters, then you're in luck — King as Fighters ‘95 ust last 
should be something special. month we 

took an early 

look at the sequel 
The advanced color palette to what is proba- 

of the Satum seems to be | bly the most popular Japanese RPG for the 
doing wonders for the 

graphic detail of the game. 

he 
a 

PlayStation to date. This month, however, we 

just had to hit it again because of all 
the great new shots we were 

able to obtain. Unfortunately, 

since we're still waiting on the 

first Arc the Ladto be released 
in the US, we most certainly 
have quite a wait before we 
see this one here, but 

~ eventually we should be 
Getting something really great. 

  

e% 

athe ety rat Be 

deft sty 
Tmanygames,     

Wandering around > : New action sequences 
yy. the 3D land- es and battle scenes 

/) scape reveals should make this 
all ate a sequel something 

3 Unusual objects reall ial. 
* and creatures. eS 

[-————;— With lots of new 
cinematics, the 
story unfolds 
dramatically 

fw before your eyes.



BANDICOOT 

A Mascot in the Making 

    

    

   

                                        

     

    

ecently, Sony made a surprise announcement —_ next generation experience is the obvious goal for 

concerning a big rat. No, it wasn’t Sega or Crash Bandicoot. Playing as Crash, the game is 

Nintendo, but rather Crash Bandicoot, a 3D. made up of pre-rendered 3D backgrounds with 

platform game hero for the 32-bit generation. varying camera angles that show-off the free-mov- 

Acquired from ing nature of the game. The 

developers Naughty shots we've seen'so far are 

Dog, of Way of the all from the first of three 

Warrior fame, islands Crash will visit in the 

Crash has the look hua game. If the other two 
of extra special sire Se Islands look as good as 
care and long Hours this one, the 

that make agame graphics will 

stand out amidst the masses. When-asked about defi- 

Crash’s corporate mascot potential, nitely be top-notch. Of 
Sony claims that the game will course, the real question 

make of itself whatever it will be how much attitude 
becomes. Obviously, they that crazy rat has. Oh yeah, 

thought the game looked and | guess we're pretty con- 

like the right stufftodo cerned about the gameplay 
battle with the upcom- __ too. For the time being, it’s fun 
ing Sonic and Mario just to think about Sonic, Mario 

titles and from what and Crash in some sort of weird 

we've seen so far, videogame death match. Use your 

they could be right. imagination. Next month, we'll be dish- 

Offering the next —_ing out the full scoop on gameplay and 

generation gamer a some later levels. 

There's just some- 
thing about a water 
level that makes =e 

#4 gamers happy — 

I's a little known fact that 
crabs just plain hate 
bandicoots! Maybe this 
game should be classified 
as edutainment. 
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CRASH BANDICOOT 

The intricately designed 
levels and detailed 
graphics of the first island 
alone are enough fo get 
pretty damned excited 
about, not to mention the 

ae 4 
hopping and enemy-bashing in this bandicoot’s immediate future. 

Highly reminiscent of Little 
Shop of Horrors, this 

Of course, 
getting too close to the plant 

sis the only way he'll show you 

Offering a number of path choices, Crash 
Bandicoot will offer the gamer 3D freedom 
for exploration. .   June 1996 GAME PLAYERS 37



   

        

    
| Part One in an ongoing series doc 

| the development of Sonic for Saturt 
J hen it comes to videogame icons, itjust doesn’t knows, maybe you'll even find a new career goal i 

j get any bigger than Sega’s feisty blue hedge- videogames over the next few months. Of course 
B=" hog, Sonic. When rumors started flying about exciting part of our series is that each month, you'll 

Sonic's first appearance on the 32-bit Satur, the excitement was alittle more of Sonic X-Treme, not just as it nears completion, © 
felt throughout the industry. A few months later, the formal butas it is actually being created. 

        

    

        

      

          

   

  

   

   
   

    
    

process is finally unde! This month, Sega opened its doors to This month we take a close look at the early concept 
GAME PLAYERS and k to become an honorary stage of development. In many ways, this is the m 
member of the Sonic Team for a very special behind-the-scenes 
‘Took at the development of Sonic X- - dreaming. Will Sonic have new friends? What 

ind of world will we see this time? Will there be ne 
enemies? Will Sonic break-out of his 
universe? The possibilities are endl 

  

   
_ Treme. Over the next several months, 
Patrick will be checking in on a i 

~ monthly basis withthe actual devel- |=). 

  

      
  

  

         

  

   

  

opment team to bring to you the real gets to work on dreaming-up the: 
* ioe pe biggest a some broad-stroke ideas are being put nto 
games of the year is created from | SFGh — 

start to finish. place. This month the team establishes the 

Each month, | wil focus! : game's story-line, some of the characters, 
on a different aspect ofthe game's evolu- the overall style of the game and, of co 
tion. Whether your special interest is in the artwork of a game or in _all get to see what Sonic looks like in 30. 

actual programming of maybe even the marketing process,! According to the Sonic Team, thi 
will tell you exactly how it’s done. And for those that want to know _testing the waters on all the bi ideas they 

i eA how a game goes from concept to finished prod- bouncing off each other for months and we’ 
IE PLAYERS 's going to be the place to learn. Who see some of the early fruits of their labor. = 

ihe SOnie Team 

         

  

    

   

  

   

      

    

   
  

  

Jason Kuo 
ad Desi Attdrew Protiert 

Fei Cheng ' sna 5 

owant Drassin ts ike Wats 
Ross Hanis Le sAristbnimatr 

    

  

   
Sonic Ring Worlds, Sonic Bluestreak, Sonic Blast, and 

4 

r The potential titles that were being thrown Lead Computer Graphics 

ip | li ose oors around included such notables as: Sonic X-Treme, Artist Ross Harris demon- 
ic Rit ie strates Sonic’s silky-smooth FF yy 

  

     
| Sif simply being allowed into the inner offices of the Sega Sonic Boom! There were also some less popular titles such as running animation. 

A Technical Institute — the development branch responsible for PanaSonic and Bubonic Sonic. Understandably, the latter two titles were 
such titles as Sonic 2, Sonic 3.and Sonic and Knuckles — wasn't Not considered for very long. The meeting ended without a firm conclu- number (eg. Sonic 4) because 

enough, my first visit as honorary member of the Sonic Team was sion as to what the final name would be, but the field seemed to be this game is going to be very ‘ 
kicked-off by a mass introduction. Our first order of business was to narrowing down to just a couple of choices, with Sonic X-Treme looking much of a departure from the ear- 
brainstorm on potential titles for the game. like the favorite. We will therefore refer to the lier Sonic games. 

| Choosing a title for a game is always game in our feature as Sonic X-Treme. After the initial meeting, it was time to tour the studio. Getting to 
1 important when it comes to promoting According to The Team, it’s especially look in on the team in their actual work spaces was by far the best part 

the game, but with a universal game important to have a distinct name attached of the day. Seeing the 3D models of various characters, including Sonic, 

like Sonic, it becomes that much more to this particular game as opposed to a come to life in animation shorts used for testing the visual effect of the 

important to find just the right title. The 

final title will therefore not only have to 

be approved by Sega of America, but 
also Sega of Japan, where Sonic is 

every bit as popular, if not more so than 
\ in the US. 

game was my first real taste of what a 3D Sonic game was going to 

    

    
   
  

| Coming together for a rare photo-op, —_look like. Then | was off to see some of the conceptual environments 
The Sonic Team (myself included) is where Sonic's new adventure would take place. Seeing these computer 
Not quite used to posing for the press. — models and animations is especially gratifying when you first see the 

For the most part, they seem happier —_ images as rudimentary pencil sketches. This month, it was fascinating 
letting their work do the talking. just to see the team getting started on this kind of work. Of course, 
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it's Kinda Sketchy... Sh with Wie Walls 
ike Wallis is the very young and very excited producer of 7 aw IL 2 ) ry young ry p 

§ Russ 
vate      

   

Sonic X-Treme. Though he was none too eager to be put 
in the limelight, we did manage to convince him to 

4% Some early concepts 
will end up being ~ )) 

y aN 5 —-— = the time they reach the WT answer a few questions about our spiky blue friend and other 

Each character in the game starts as a final game, “ies | | related issues... 

it i itatall. simple pencil sketch. Yi make itatal eimsteteiat oe 

other Sonic titles? 

Bing The preliminary 4 Yes, STI was responsible for Sonic 2, Sonic 3and Sonic 
sketches are then is and Knuckles. 

tumed into 3D,    

  

     

     

GP: How does someone your age end up being Producer 
on such an important title as Sonic X-Treme? 

I've been at Sega for about 18 months now. | started at 

Electronic Arts and then | was at 3D0. | guess it was my diverse 
product background — | worked on all types of games — sports 
games, action games. So, a lot of hard work as well as having a 
diverse background gives you that experience to be able to work 
on such a high profile title. 

  

Since the game is set in a 3D 
space, every angle must be   

GP: in your opinion why has Sonic become so popular? 
There's sort of an intangible there. | mean, he’s cool and 

he’s got an attitude but he’s not like a Mickey Mouse type — you 

know, everyone’s lovable character. | don’t know, how do you 

define cool? (laughs at his own answer.) 

object can be examined ‘| 
from every angle i 

accuracy. This will ‘ 
help later when the ry) 

object is actually being 
placed in the game. 

GP: How does it feel to have the fate of one of the biggest 
video game characters of all time resting in your hands? 

It's extremely exciting. The whole team is very jazzed about 

it which is great because it keeps their motivations high. They’re 

working late each night and as producer | don’t have to go out 
there and say ‘Get to work!’ because they do it on their own 

(laughs at his position as authoritarian). | help them in any way | 
can, keeping the entire project in view, and lending input 
and assistance. 

I'm also very lucky to have such an amazing team work- 
ing on this game. Ofer Alon, besides being technically brilliant, 

makes considerable contributions on the design side. Andrew 

Probert’s artwork is, well, fantastic! And Chris Senn, a creative 

force like no other, is the glue that binds this team together. It's 

really a whole team effort, and this team is one of the best. 

   

      

  

   
      

    

   

Some things just fee! 
right from the very 
start. 3D Sonic is 
one of those 
things. Trust me, 

it only gets bet- 
~ ter when seen 

in motion, but for 
now this mode! will 
have to do, 

GP: Outside of changing the game from 2D to 3D, what 
are the other big challenges of making this game? 

The bottom line is that it has to be fun. The gameplay needs 

to be top-notch. We also need to keep Sonic's image up. He’s 

Cool and he needs to do cool things so we've given him some 
new moves. The graphics also need to be top-notch as well, 
keeping in line with the past Sonic titles. And the speed, Sonic is 
about being fast. 

GP: What are the main aspects that must be maintained in 
Sonic X-Treme from the earlier Sonic titles? 

The three big aspects are speed, graphics and gameplay. 
The model is then finished off with texture 
maps and rendered in extremely fine detail 

for future use in the game. 
GP: Are there any achievements that you're not expecting 
to be able to do that would really add to the game? 

Right now we're experimenting with a lot of different (cam- 
era) viewpoints. It would be great to develop a time machine so 

  

    
    

    
     

    

   

              

   
   

    

while the artists are getting started on the together to make a great game. is going to be. Finally, the flow chart is just a 

conceptual look of the game, the technical The next piece of the Sonic puzzle that great way to keep the game organized. : i 
members of the team, Ofer Alon and Chris was revealed to me was the wall-map of lev- My final stop for the day was to check in pe se er tra Sk ac ay 
Coffin are busy establishing the game engine. els. In order to get the flow of the game just at my new Sega-based office. | don’t know Just being able t hit di linear 3D r 

In the end, it takes each end, it takes each Tight, the team has taken over an entire wall exactly whose office it was that they allowed USEDGHG GK HD 566 TnL AOU Ha OT a eA 
element, technical, art and design working where they pin potential levels of the game in me to steal for a few minutes, but it sure environment is huge. 

place. By having this kind of visual represen- helped to make a fella feel at home to see my 
GP: What are the advantages to working with the Satum 
over any other platform? 

The Saturn's strength lies in its diversity. It has strong 
‘support for sprites and geometry, which fits in well with our 

game design. 

Taking a tation of the game, potential scenarios and name on the door. | don’t even have a name 

character paths can be assessed before they are actu-. _plate at GAME PLAYERS — qo figure. 
idea from ally put into effect in the game. Another 

Na pencil advantage to having the entire game repre- 

ma sketch to sented in this kind of flow chart is that you 

fully-ren- can actually get a feel for how big the game 
—S dered 3D 

model is no easy task, but Computer The level flow chart establishes the layout 
Graphics Artist Andrew Probert makes it of the game's levels. One of the goals of 
look easy, as he demonstrates a test ani- the Sonic Team displayed in the flow 
mation for one of the Egyptian- chart is to take advantage of the game’s 
influenced enemies in the game. 3D freedom with plenty of path choices. 

GP: How do you plan to use the Saturn's strengths? 
: Well, with the Saturn, of course we're going for a 3D envi- 

ronment. The world will be built out of fully texture-mapped 
Polygons, while the actors, objects, and Sonic himself will be 

3D-modeled sprites. With VDP1, the Saturn is capable of ©         
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© pushing a lot of sprites, and with VDP2, we can manipulate 
some fantastic backgrounds. | think you’re going to see that 

we've got a lot of surprises! (The Saturn’s VDP1 processor han- 

dles all the action of the game while the VDP2, a totally separate 

processor, handles the backgrounds.) 

GP: Is there anything that you and your team hope to do 
with Sonic this time that has never been done? 
IW: We want to keep all the main aspects of the previous Sonic 

games — the exploration, the speed, the bonus rounds and a lot 

of hidden stuff, but we want to give Sonic new moves. We're giv- 

ing him a ring throwing move. | mean, why did he carry all these 

rings in the other games? But now he can throw rings and so it's 

kind of a trade off. Do you want to throw your rings, which are, in 

essence, his life or do you want to hang on to them and use 

your spindash? 

GP: How did you arrive at the story for Sonic X-Treme? 
IW: We've had a number of different iterations of the story. In 

this latest one, Robotnik is up to no good again, trying to steal the 

Rings of Order from their proper keepers Boobowski and Tiara. 
We were also trying to keep the image of Sonic evolving into what 

is considered cool today, like surfing and bungee jumping. Sonic 

is a character of the times. 

P: What is your favorite Sonic game? 
MW: Personally, | like Sonic 3 because it's more open, there 
are cool bonus rounds, and there is a lot more exploration over 
Sonic 2. 

: What other kind of games do you enjoy playing? 
MW: I like Virtua Fighter 2 and World Series Baseball. | think 
World Series Baseball for the Saturn is a top-notch title! | also just 
completed Wing Commander IV over the weekend and | just 

ROCK at Command & Conquer! 

Have you had a chance to see any of the other compa- 
rable 3D action/adventure games? 

MW: Well, I've seen Jumping Flash’, but of course that’s all first- 

person and some of the graphics are flat polys. It had a lot of 
good gameplay value. The graphics could be better, but a lot of 
people don’t care about that because it did have good gameplay. 

Captain Quasar for the 3D0 is a good example because it’s a 3D 

modeled guy (although the perspective is different from Sonic). 

However, | think he’s too big, which restricts your field of vision. 

If you run around a lot, you'll often find yourself in a mess real 

quickly because you don’t have enough time to react. So there 

are issues with size and speed during development that you need 
to balance, especially when you're talking about a third-person, 
3D game. 

iP: Beyond Sonic X-Treme, is there somewhere you'd like 

to take Sonic after this game? 

MW: This isn’t going to be the only Sonic game on Saturn by any 

Means. He is Sega’s flagship guy. 

How is Sega supporting the product? 
MMW: From a marketing and PR end, Sega is devoting all available 
resources to this title. From a product development standpoint, if 

we needed additional people, we would not have a problem 

getting them. 

P: Describe the gameplay for Sonic X-Treme. 

MW: Sonic can be controlled with virtually full freedom of move- 

ment, running into or out of the screen, left, or right. Of course he 
has a spin-dash, can jump, and duck. He can attack using the 

traditional ‘bopping’ or with his new moves, one of which is the 

ring-throw. There will be a secret areas, bonus rounds, and areas 

where he can take advantage of his speed. Plus there are some 

really big gameplay elements that are not yet ready to 

be revealed. 

oP: How willl it differ from a 3D game like Bug!? 

(MW: Itwill involve 3D worlds, but you won't be constrained by 
linear paths. Sonic is free to roam the game's sequence of Acts 

and take advantage of one of the Sonic game’s hallmarks — 

physics. Sonic's a speedy guy and can keep up with the times. 
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All of Sonic’s fancy footwork from days gone by is back, but this time around 

there are some new features as well. Here are just a few that are in test mode 
atpresent. We'll bring you more in later issues. 

   
  

It just wouldn't be a Sonic game without 
blazing speed! Nofe the tower of rings in the back- 
ground — could Sonic defy gravity? 

This may be Sonic’s first opportunity to 
teally get his feet wet! 

  
  

SpinSlash 
Ring Throwing 
  

  

Below are three conceptual images of different levels in Sonic X-Treme. If thé tinal game 
looks anything like these images, we'll have something to be very excited about 

     



3 91009100 9100910001000100010001000 <==m 
Here we see the Hegdehog in his 

jatural habitat! 
leg Sonic’s standard spin move takes 

on a deadly new twist! 

The Siory-line: 

Even after all of the new 3D upgrades, Day 
that traditional Sonic feel and look ’ ~ The,new story introduces two new. characters — 

%: “¥_.one, an old man named Professor Gazebo Boobowski 
Cover every inch of the games = and the secondyhis daughter Tiara B. Neither character 

oj is playable in the game but they are both well-repre- 
© sented in the game's cinematics and 

there is always the possibility of future involvement 
in later adventures. 

As with every great hero, Sonic’s greatest joy in life comes 
from saving his friends from the clutches of evil, and in Sonic X- 
Treme, very litte has changed! At the beginning of the game, we 
find Sonic doing a little surfing when he sees the Bluestreak dis- 
tress signal in the sky. The signal is coming from Professor 

Gazebo Boobowski and his daughter Tiara B (Sonic in Drag? You 
make the call). Keepers of the six magical Rings of Order, an 
the castle wherein they practice the ancient art of ring smithing, 

Boobowski and Tiara are in fear that Dr. Robotnik, Sonie’s arch- 
nemesis, is after their precious rings. Dr. Robotnik has, ans iy 

point, already made one attempt at stealing the Rings of Order. It 
is determined that only Sonic can fight Off Robotnik’s attempt 
and to do so, he will need to collect the six rings himself; From 
there, Sonic sets off to gather the six'magic Rings of Order, bat- 

tling Robotnik’s Badniks all the way. Just another day in the life 
of super hedgehog.- 

, 

  

With grand plans like this con- ae a Ee | Could it be 
ceptual image of the Red Sands true? Could Sonic 
level, we can see that the Sonic be into cross 
Team means business. yr ; dressing? No, 

} ; not as far as 
A api Ne we know, but ; 

j : itis possible 
x that Sonic could be 

Playing around in a jungle level like 
Jade Gully is exactly the kind 

excitement the Sonic Team feels 
gamers are eager to experience. 
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    What's got more attitude than a 2D bobcat? Z 
Come on... that’s an easy one. 2 

’ hen you think of the big 16-bit side- into something completely new. Playing games in a 3D polygo- 
We action games, names like nal world is not exactly new to PlayStation and Saturn owners, © ff 

ie Mario top a very long list. but never has a world so large and involved been attempted on Ya 7~ 

However, somewhere in thé’confusion, surfaced a either platform. From the following early look at the game, 
bobcat with all the attitude of a first-class:side- everything seems to-be working just fine. Add tons'Of “sess | beni 
scrolling mascot, and that bobcat was named Creative enemies, pin-point timing and plenty of hop- Ge ve er 

Bubsy. Fast-forward a few.years through one less- ping around on floating and you've got the Bes 
than-stellar 16-bit sequel and the emergence of a very ingredients of a successful platform game (2D or 3D). For many devel- 

new 32-bit market and we find ourselves on the verge opers this would have been enough, but the creators of this game were too 
of discovering a whole new side to Bubsy. Over the past EN excited to stop there. in. " 

fifteen months, Eidetic has been working with the character Technically speaking, expectations forthe 
of Bubsy in an effort to send himiinto a totally 3D world for his game are all extremely high, including @ 

next big adventure. It's done it. frame rate of 30 fps, high-resolution: 
Bubsy 3D takes the very essence graphics and more polygons than 

of a side-scrolling action/adven- you'd expect to see in this kind of 
ture game and turns it | h game. The real excitement, however, 

1/B) comes from the time and effort put 
/ B/ into the details of the game’s develop- 

ment. Particularly proud of its lo-tech 
approach to animation, every 

single frame of motion in the 
) game is first created in pencil 

form and then later translated 
to 3D, giving it a real old-school 
cartoon feel. Also, add interac- 
tive.3D music and sound effects 
and the immersive quality of the 

game gets that much bigger. 
What's even more exciting still, is 

~ the pain-staking effort to create intri- 
cately designed levels filled with secret 

rooms and puzzle-like patterns that take the 
game beyond just another action/adventure game. Look 

for Bubsy 3D on PlayStation and Saturn in the near future. 

        

      

          

   

   

  

   
   

   

   

   
    

  

   

     
    
    

  

    

  

      

  

    
     

Each stage is set-up by an 
image of what is to come. 

Working your way through the valleys of the 
game is a rewarding process of trial and error. 

    

You might be tempted to 
think the pencil is a thing 

of the past in video 

game development. 
Think again. 

The developers of Bubsy 3D live by the pencil sketch and the ultra- 
smooth end-effect shows-off this technique in a big way. The illustra- 

\ tions shown below are all actual sketches from early game design and 
“\» most are represented in the game in some form or fashion. In a day and 

age when most developers are willing to let the computer do most of Kies \ 

the work, Bubsy developers Eidetic simply won't have it. wee 
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BUBSY 3D 

‘The death scenes are a big part of the humor of the game. With tiny little details revealed each time 
they play, these are far from filler animations. 

Figuring out the com- 
plex patterns and 

routes to: take 
throughout the game 

is as much part of 
ee peu F - Spiel: the overall fun as 
x ‘Woolies’ in Y : 

: pes ly tana biog batting’a big boss. 
fun, but taking them outis the ; ; 

_ Teal challenge. % 

Buck riPs on 

a 

ND) Qala tear Oe? ‘ e g In establishing all of Bubsy’s subtle facial 
® 3 g expressions, actions and general characteristics, 

Feenteey 77 : fier the artists at Eidetic created tons of 
* hand-drawn stetches meant to bring 

\ Bubsy to life. 
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eah, | know, | know first 16 Mbit game ever, and Final Fantasy Vi 
—we just hada fea- — was the first 24 Mbit game). With Square’s- 

: ture on this game ever-growing need for more memory to hold bigger and bigger ia n 
, last issue, but hey, when a game this big. —_—_only makes sense that the next Final Fantasy game make bolle to 
comes along, we pack the pages with as much stuff ©. __ CDs, which can hold tons more memory than the largest cartridge. Sti 

as we can get our hands on! This month we take an even closer look at one of ‘adventure i in Final Fantasy Vilis said to be so huge, Square needed 

    
  

  

  

  

% the most eagerly-awaited next generation games, with loads more info and to hold it all! 
.__ screens. The only problem is that you’re gonna have to wait until 97 before By pairing some of the best videogame talent i in the world with the 

es _ you see this one here in the US (unless, of course, you can read Japanese and _ hottest computer graphics designers in Square’s new LA facility, it looks as 
“tan afford import prices). Final Fantasy s primed to set the standard for RPGs yet again. Look for the gal 

Since the original Final Fantasy hit Japan’s Nintendo Famicom back in Japanese release in early December, with a US release tentatively scheduled 
1987, the series has gone on to sell a total of ten million copies, with each for the first quarter of next year. Until then, drool over these pee 
new version topping the last in depth and technology (Final Fantasy Ilwas the __ suffer, gang. - 

When If first looked at the sick SG rendered 
backgrounds and the smooth 3D 

characters, | thought to 
myself, ‘Sure, these 
look cool. Now let’s 

see the actual game’. Then | saw 
these game screens... (gasp)! 

his game just looks phenomenal. 
4k even. Square really took advantage 

of the PlayStation’s massive color palette, giving 
the environments a rich, realistic look. But the most impres- 

sive thing about these screen shots is that they show hints 

of real gameplay to go along with those gorgeous graphics, 
letting us know that, along with the incredible 3D modeling, 
Square’s also found the time to make a game, too. 
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From this angle you really get 
the feel of standing beside 

see A your heroes in the front line, 
N this is all. without the unpleasant risk 

what | : of injury! 
expected from a 3D RPG — tra- e 
ditional RPG gameplay with 
boosted 3D graphics. Often times, 

the newer ‘next-generation’ RPGs 

Stray too far from the classic ele- 

ments that define the genre, 
A giving us a great-looking 

game but not a great play- 
ing one. Thankfully, 
Square’s unparalleled 

role-playing expertise 

shines through. 

Notice the rolling 3D hills in the distance, and 
the beautiful sky behind them. | don’t want to 
justroleplay there, | want to five there. 

From the enemy’s-eye view, You get fo 
experience what it's like to receive a 

beating, as well as dish one out. 

Unlike the rest of the 
game, where 3D 
polygonal characters are 
imposed over pre-rendered 
2D backgrounds, the combat 

mode goes all-out with a 
fully-3D environment. 

Because of this, the 

player can choose from a large 
number of pre-set camera 
angles to view the action, from 
your character's perspective to 
the enemy's perspective and 
nearly every spot in-between. 

The combat mode 
also boasts some fantastic 
special effects, 
especially when it 
comes to magic! 
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hen Square first opened the doors of its new Los Angeles- 
R Cc f ) d ec C ec d. _ W based design house, many wondered if the company had lost 

its focus. After all, what would a Japanese videogame company 
k d that sells only RPGs, want with a big-time Hollywood production house? 

B Qa G > sae Mn S Answer: Graphics, graphics and only graphics. 
   

      

     

      

   

  

While the big brains back in Japan focus 

Mainly on getting the gameplay right, 
Square’s LA branch focuses-solely,on 
cranking out the best-looking 3D 
environments possible. 

Square's Los Angeles-based 
graphics workshop has really 
outdone itself. The 3D- 
modeled backgrounds are so 
real, so elaborate, that the 
player should become lost in 
this adventure more than any 
other to date. 

should look this good if done on a high-end 
ics workstation, What's impressive is that 

they nearly as perfect on the PlayStation. 

‘skeletons’. Each one is 
very complex, using a large 

number of polygons. 
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Hmm... treasure, 

just sitting there to 
be taken... 
Remember the 

‘opening to Raiders 
of the Lost Ark? 

More 3D characters to drool 
over. | don’t know about you 
guys, but if | actually get to 
control a karate-fighting 3D 

frog, I'm gonna be in 
Gamer Heaven! 

lying dragons 
ff and little round- 

headed guys 
never looked so good! While the 

backgrounds may only be 
pre-rendered 3D images, 

you can bet that every 

single bad guy and good guy 
in the game is a fully-polygonal 
character. This means that, while 

the background screens will only be 

viewed from a single fixed perspective, the 

characters can be seen from any 

possible angle. Square’s design 

staff have really outdone 
themselves with the imaginative characters 

for FVII.  



    
New Moves “a | 
The two new characters, Jun and Lei, got loaded up with some of the 
most spectacular combos and moves in the game. Lei’s crazy (you 
could almost say ‘drunken’) fighting style has him hopping around for 
some amazing combos, while Jun uses several high-low combos to 
keep opponents off-balance. Old characters like Yoshimitsu were 

given several new moves for this game, like the insane Hari Kari \ 
maneuver. Press down + square + circle and Yoshimitsu turns his Xx 
sword onto himself. This can be used to avoid humiliation or as an offen- 

sive weapon. f your opponent is behind you and close (or 

Is the home version even better than        the arcade — again? 
e've been showing you screenshots of this game for some time now, but just before this issue 
Closed, we got a finished Japanese version of Tekken 2 for the PlayStation. After playing this 
game intensely for a few-days, we can confidently say that Tekken 2 could be the best 

PlayStation fighting game yet. The U.S. version isn’t scheduled to ship until near Christmas time, but 
with any luck, Namco will reconsider and give us this one a little early. One reason Namco may recon- 
sider is because of the new deal at Electronics Boutique, where you’ll be able to buy the Japanese 
version now and even learn how to do the trick for your U.S. PlayStation. 

  

charging), you can use the Hari Kari to stab through your body and into his, 
doing equal damage to both. This works great if you’ve got more energy 

than your opponent, plus it shocks the hell out of people as well. 

Yoshimitsu has also added several new sword maneuvers and com- 
bos. While Yoshimitsu got'more moves than most charactersythey 

  

Tekken 2. When you run and tackle an opponent; you can sit on 

his chest and beat his face repeatedly. Most characters also 

have a 3D dodge or attack move, which really extends the strat- 
egy even more. Some-characters-also*have-defense.moves that 
allow them to grab an attacking opponent and put him into a 

  

      
    
      

  

all got some new toys to.play with. 
The general moves have also been extended in 

That’s Gotta Hurt 

    

throw move. All these additions just make the game that much. 
deeper. As we continue to discover more, we'll'let you know. 

  

        
   

    

    

Breaking bones, cracking necks, and impaling 

on swords. Sound fun? 

Heihachi’s mega-noogie is 
finished with a good old- 
fashioned neck-breaker. 

   

   

  

   

  

animation and - 
crunching sound 
give allthe moves” * = 

added authority. 
Here Junis making a 

wish with Heihachi's am 

The Characters 
The ten,Characters you start with are Nina, Michelle, Law, 
Paul, Jack-2, Heihachi (Tekken’s boss),-King, a revamped 
Yoshimitsu, and the two new characters, Jun and Lei. After 
the’original ten, there are at least 12 other playable charac- 

j ters in the game. The sub-bosses can be acquired the same 

way asin the first Tekken. As you beat the game with each 
character, you get their sub-boss. Returning as sub-bosses 

are Kuma, Armor King, P. Jack, Lee, Anna, Kunimitsu, Wang, 
and Ganryu, while the new sub-bosses are Bruce and Baek. 
After defeating the sub-bosses, you have to face off against 
Kazuya and then Devil Kazuya. If you’beat the game with a 
sub-boss, you can control Kazuya as well. That brings the 
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total characters up to a whopping 21. There are still 
two empty slots remaining. Those two slots are 
reserved for Roger, the boxing Kangaroo and the 
lizard, Alex. As for the question of whether Devil 

Kazuya is playable as well, he sure is, and his style is 

the most diabolical of all. 
While a total of 24 playable characters may 

sound amazing, the truth is that all of the extra char- 
acters have virtually the same moves as the original 
characters. Still, the variety is amazing and should 
make other game makers take notice. 

   

     

  

   
One of the new 
moves is that after 
you tackle some- 
body, you can 
continually beat 

on their face. 

 



ne 
WINNER 

     

   

  

      

  

    
    

  

     

  

   

     

      

        

       

    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    

  

   

  

aie + as bid 

Just For li 
You couldn't do this in the arcade. 

— 

e Home 
     

    

   
  The Graphics — 

In the arcades, Tekken 2was a large improvement graphically on 
the first, due in large part to the addition of light-sourcing. The 
PlayStation version uses the same light-sourcing and looks just as 
good, if not better than the arcade. The backgrounds are a hundred 
times better than the original and, despite being.a bit blocky, the 
characters are real crisp. Tekken 2may not bein the same league 
as VF2, but at first glance you'd almost say Tekken 2 
looks better. However, upon further inspection, 
you'll see that the smoother polygons of VF2 

have yet to be equalled by any game. 

Additions For —{ 
The PlayStation 
What makes a port of an arcade game spe- 
cial is maintaining the same graphics and 

adding features that give the game more life at 
home. And with Tekken 2, Namco has proven once 
again that they know how important that is. Many compa- 
nies just would've ported over an exact replica and saved money on. 
additional development costs, but Namco added some additional 

FMV, built-in move lists, a practice mode, a survival mode, a time 

attack mode, a team battle mode, a big head mode and even a 

first-person mode! All this does is make a great arcade game an 

even better home game and, in the process, piss off more than one 

arcade operator. 5 
The built-in move lists allow you to pause the game and find 

amove that could help you win. The time attack, survival and team. 
battle modes all allow for different ways to play the game. The 
practice mode is a great way to fully understand the damage and 
blocking system. For each ‘move you take, it tells you exactly what 
damage you do, what kind of block stops it, how long the combo is 
and, at one point; it. even gave the bear a thought balloon, 

Until Namco Hometek (U.S.A. division) releases the U.S. ver- 
, sion of Tekken 2, we'll: be busy playing the Japanese one. 

"eer EES 

            

   
Yoshimitsu stabs him- 

self to finish off Nina 
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~AN'T STOP 
_MUST POP 
MUST BUST 

OR ELSE I’M DUST 

CANT STOP 

MST HOF 

“iS 2 

m= S BST 

— ausrre 
INXOND: a EDITION™ 

~~ 

     



                  

   

  

Congo 

Williams Arcade’s Greatest Hits 

Lufia 2 

Mohawk and Headphone Jack 
Now Playing 

Panzer Dragoon Il Zwei 

Raven Project 

=a Rise 2 Resurrection 
ay “Romance of the Three Kingdoms IV 

be Shellshock 

      

     

     

       
        

   

ne.C 

Graphics: 
Music: & Sound FX: 

— Innovation: ~~ 
_ Gameplay: 

SOUND FX) 
Ce ee    
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SATURN 

SATURN 
GENRE / shooter 

PLAYERS /1 

PUBLISHER / Sega 

DEVELOPER / Sega 

AVAILABLE / now. 

PRICE / $59.00 

        

  

KIDS 10 ADULTS 

    

ifs difficutt to even imagine 
a more it beautiful 
shooter than PDIIZ! That is, 
now that TV has obliter- 
ated all my imaginative 

¥ powers. — Patrick Baggatta 

/ Sega Saturn, people everywhere were floored by the 
amazing 3D graphics and graceful gameplay. Now, 

less than a year later, Sega is upping the ante in a big way 
with Panzer Dragoon II Zwei (PDIIZ). Showing a bold initiative, 
Sega's development team set out to create an even more 
Magical and wholly impressive adventure, and the results are 

VY shen the original Panzer Dragoon was released for the nothing less than spectacular. What’s perhaps most important 
about the sequel, however, is not the fact that the graphics are 

even more incredible than the original, but rather the added 

depth of gameplay incorporated into an already solid engine. 

It's easy to look at PDIIZ and allow yourself to be blown 

away by the intense 3D environments. It is, on the other hand, 
important to. appreciate the details in the gameplay. While the 

overall approach to play- 
ing is one of ‘aim and 
fire rapidly’, the devel- 
opers were kind 

This new feature allows your particular style of gameplay influ- 
ence how your dragon is going to develop and therefore how 
he will perform and even where he will travel. Another awe- 
some new feature is the addition of alterable paths, giving the 
player more of a choice in his/her adventure. Throw in a 
greatly increased field of vision, new weapons and devilishly 
bizarre enemies and you've got one hell of a shooter. 

Finally, it is absolutely essential to give credit to this 
game for its incredible artwork. The artists for the game have 
created a uniquely stylized world filled with creatures so imag- 
inative that they are to be marveled over. Not many games can 

Anew addition to the Panzer Dragoon mix, 
the evolving dragon adds a new sense of 
depth to the game’s story and play. 

enough to dig a little 
deeper. One of the 

be considered solely for their artistic value, but Panzer 

Dragoon II Zwei is quite simply gorgeous in a way that no other 
ground, riding 
atop the baby 
dragon, allows A 
you to get. a regi = ses 
feel for the Be 
immensity of 
the 3D 
environ 

The intermediate di 
dragon in the original Panzer Dragoon. dra 

most impressive new 
, gameplay elements is 

By the time your the evolving dragon. 
dragon sprouts 

wings, you 
should jst be 
getting a feel 

r the game. 

32-bit game has been able to manage. In all, PDIIZis a first- 
Class addition to the Saturn library and one that Saturn-owners 
should simply not be without. GP 

~~ While you'll find danger around every corner in Panzer Dragoon II Zwei, 
you're sure to appreciate the views. 

a ee 

jonis closest to the By the time you're riding the ancient 
1, you'll be well on your way 

to ultimate victory. 
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beginning of th 
game, the dar 

and mood 
atmosphere is se 

~ in place 
 



review SATURN 

>) 

   
    
     

  

    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
     

    

    

  

      

  

   
   

  

The Bose Ir Back MINS @\ i OPINION 
Patrick's right, Panzer totally rocks! Everything has been 
improved upon since the*original game — better graphics; 
More imaginative stages and bosses, and loads more depth 
tothe gameplay. 

Just the fact that you can fight-from the ground, as 
wells the air, really mixes things up and makes the action 

a lot more interesting. That’s the one problem I had with 

the original — it was just too repetitive. Sure, the action 

was fast and furious, but it was 
exactly the same level after level. 
In Panzer ll you've got alternate 

: \ paths to choose from, you can 
When you see the river fight fron both air and land, you 
boss rise to the surface of can help customize your dragon, 
the emerald green water and the levels and enemies 
for the first time, you will Bieieatese eae Moar Mi cie 
be amazed. tive. A definite must-buy for any 

What's most ud J < Saturn action fan. — Chris 
impressive about 
the first boss is the 
fact that it’s just 
plain enormous. 

     

  

at foots i The new ‘berserker’ 
The forest boss is so my = mode is a great help in 

damn cool that it almost 3 times of desperation. 
hurts to have to leave him on 

the ground, writhing in pain. 

  

Choosing different — 
paths becomes an 
integral part of 

  

enjoying PDIIZ. ae —_ 

view over the origi- a . 
nal PD, PDIIZ allows the player to check GRAPHICS | i 
out just about every angle imaginable. “eee ee 

© Probably the most 

MUSIC & SOUND FX beautiful game we've 
seen on any platform. 

© The orchestrated music © The artworkis 
adds to the stylish grace of | _wondrously original. INNOVAT1ON (7) 

Ee . | the game. 
° p The evolving dragon is © There's nothing like the 

GAMEPLAY f completely original. scream of a dragon. 
oy The game's engine is 

: © The 360-degree views | _ pretty straight-forward. 
gr REPLAY VALUE © ad greatly tothe 3D pay ULTIMATE 

    

    

     

  

      

      

      
   

  

‘ of the game. : 

© Each of the several 9 The game requires 
€ # 

levels is enormous. precise handling and @ 

© Alterable paths give the __Pil-point shooting. 

game tons of depth. 
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PLAYSTATION _ 

piles) 
GENRE / fighting 

PLAYERS /1 or 2 

PUBLISHER / Playmates 

DEVELOPER / Tamsoft 
AVAILABLE / now 

PRICE / $64.00 

Well, it was as inevitable a 
sequel as Porky's 2and, now 
that Toshinden 2is finally here, 
I can finally stop watching 
Porky’s 2! — Patrick Baggatta 

PlayStation, a few titles come instantly to mind, and the one that 
Most often tops the list is Battle Arena Toshinden. Now, less than 

ayear after the American release of the PlayStation, gamers are prepar- 
ing for one of the biggest sequels of the year. The big difference with the 
release of Battle Arena Toshinden 2 (BAT 2), however, is that, while the 
original was one of the first 3D fighting games on the market, the com- 
Petition is no longer so sparse. Of course, fierce competition has long 
been the source of great inspiration, and certain innovations in BAT 2 
demonstrate what can be done as the result of such Pressure’ 

The most noticeable improvement over the original is definitely in 
graphics. From the incredible light-sourcing, to the increased detail of 
the character design, to the intricate and active backgrounds, BAT 2is 
graphically a marked improvement over a game that was already consid- 
ered stunning by most. The most significant gameplay innovation, 
outside of the fact that there are several new quality characters with 

LI] hen considering the phenomenal success of the Sony which to play, is the addition of charging moves. Each char- 
acter is now equipped with four charging attacks, 
giving the offensive nature of the game a new spark. 
Also added are new pouncing moves and an over- 
drive meter which allows your character to 

attack with a great deal of strength and flash. 
While BAT 2is definitely a step in the 

fight direction, the sequel to one of the great- 
est fighting games of all time never quite 
generates the excitement of the original. It’s 
tough to criticize a game that plays this good, 
but BAT 2 still suffers to some degree from 

choppy animations and occasionally sluggish 
controls. In the end, the sequel is more like 

the original than different, which is notabad 
thing, but overall it’s not likely to | 
have the same impact. GP 

One ofthe “Si 
best characters 

= inthe game is a 
new law woman 
named Tracy. 

Yes, officer, what- 
ever you say. 

Probably the most unusual = 
and comical of all the new == 

characters is Chaos. Soe 
OK, we all agree that having two guns 

is a bit unfair, but Vermillion is one 
‘awesome new boss character. 

  any tig) fing game. s 
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PLAYSTATION 

    

       

  

   
A SECOND 
OPINION 

From the new dash moves to the new secret moves, 

BAT 2 increases the field when it comes to new attacks. 

  

   

   

  

     
            
      
        
    

  

_ Combine a giant scythe with BAT 2’s new dash 
moves and your opponent is in a lot of trouble. 

c 

  

Pouncing on an opponent 
whe they ae down is a = 

standard feature in 6 % 
most fighting BO%7 9) > = 
games, but new 

ere series. Vermillion’s shot-     
        

  

   

Duke’s charging 
sword smash is a 

ee move ht eves 
A very little to 

Tracy's throw move is but who cares? the imagination. 
both easy to pull off 

and extremely effective.   
Sophia's 

It doesn’t take long to see how much time and effort was put discotheq 
into the development of the fantastic backgrounds. stage 

In one of the most dramatic uses of count 
true light-sourcing to date, Duke's 
arena is completely open to the ig honda 
sun on one side, after a while 

you'll start 
to get 

the groove. % 
Even 

Rungo’s new stage The overdrive meter is I close-up, 
ex iystud Sih anice new feature that JiNMEr yar uaes Eu ae done 
land of natural adds quite a bit to 3 ign is pretty darn nice. 

desert beauty. ‘hegonecicy il 
GRAPHICS 

    
   Incredible light-sourc- 

ing adds to realism. 

Highly detailed char- 

      

   

     
     
      

  

    

  

MUS1C & SOUND FX 3 

  

          
  

  

    
   

   

      

     

= e! Background tracks are | acters and backgrounds 
INNOVATION cooler than the original. add considerable flash. 

; ee z Awesome sound | 
Versatile 3D movement effects add to each and 

Fo'sstage hasasimilar (cya dW. 4 adds to the gameplay. every blow. 
feel to the original, but Creative super moves 
far more intricate. keep the game interesting.     

     

    

   

    

   
Tons of moves and    

    

  

   

    

EXCELLENT 

  

    

  

   

REPLAY VALUE battle strategies are avail- 
able with each character. 

The two player mode is Occasionally sluggish r 8) 

near-endless fun. controls take away from 
@ 

The computer Al is the fluidity. 

surprisingly weak. 
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SATURN review 

SATURN 
  

    GENRE / fighting 
PLAYERS / 1 or 2 
PUBLISHER / Sega 
DEVELOPER? Takara 

AVAILABLE / now. 
PRICE / $59 

  

  

    

   
      

    

  

) | In a serious case of 
/| counting chickens before A Imost a year ago, Sony Computer Entertainment 

v launched its PlayStation hardware with a gamercafled_ op 
they've jatched, Sega : Battle Arena Toshinden (BAT) leading the way. With a 

fe BAT Remix is not quite many considering it to be the best fighting game ever created 
what it was cracked up the home, it went on to play an enormous part in the suc- 

pias ii is cessful PlayStation launch. A few months later, 
to be. Patrick > ~ Sega shocked the gaming industry with news 

i that they had stolen away the understood 3 ws : 
» exclusivity of BAT and were planning an even better version for the Saturn. However, though | car 

almost hear Sega cringing as | type this line, Battle Arena Toshinden Remix (BAT Remix) for the 
Saturn is just not as good as the original BAT for the PlayStation. Of course, 
there are several ways to judge the quality of a game and in most of the sig- 

nificant columns, BAT Remixis every bit as good as the original, 
but never is it better. 

Most important when considering BAT 
Remix against the original is to understand that 

the gameplay is darn near identical, and thus 
BAT Remixis nothing short of an amazing 

3D fighting game. However, when it 

comes to the overall look of the game, 
there are several places where the 

Saturn version falls short. This is not 
to say that BAT Remixisn't a good- 
looking game, but there has been 

TE E BRE Ai rR 1° Rs q 3 : better on the same,hardware. It fal- 
ters most dramatically when it come: 

ALL YOUR FAVORITES FROM THE ORIGINAL to the special effects elements; explo 
TOSHINDEN ARE BACK AND READY TO DO e = 7 _ sions, fireballs and giant blue orbs tha 
BATTLE YET AGAIN. " are overly pixelated and less than con- 

: vincing. BAT Remix also falls a little short 
when it comes to sound effects, which are 

      

   
     
     

          

   

    

     

      

  

eat 

  

   
   

                    

   

  

Mondo has suffered alittle often lagging and notably under-powered. 
PY iG raphic ocoaeeren As well as featuring all the original charac 

e original, but ters and backgrounds of BAT, Remix does 
ot oe offer one new boss character named Cupid 

Word What's peculiar about the addition is that t 
quality of the new stage is head and shoul- 
ders above the rest of the game. It's 
tempting to believe, therefore. that a BAT 
Remix created from scratch would have be 
far more satisfying than this respectable. bi 
unpolished, port of the original. GP 

  

   

   

The story mode is a 
humorous, but ulfi- 

GRAPHICS ) mately unimpressive, 
addition to BAT Remix. } el cher 

such as Duke’ Bs 

  

   

      
    
    
    

    

© The fully- : castle, 64a ae MUSIC & SOUNDFX 6 ernest 
Heavy pieaiontokes re See ae 

away from the realism. rae bali INNOVATION ‘ 

) The sound effects are 
weak and ill-timed. © The rolling moves offer 

true 3D freedom. GAMEPLAY 
) Limited move list . hee pe x 

EXCELLENT ey Satesuras nanan REPLAY VALUE } 

   © Four separate modes in which 
to play the game. 
© The two-player game accom- 
modates endless competition. 

re) © Developing complex 
battle plans adds depth to o aoa 

 



BILLIONS OF PRAYERS FOR PEACE. 

MILLIONS OF MEN AT WAR. 

ONE LUNATIC STOKING THE FIRE. 

  
Get ready to trip, and we’re talking hard. We’ er putting 500 weapons, troops, artillery at your com- 

mand. We’re loading you up with the first realtime 3-D rendered visuals of historically accurate 
battles. We’re handing you the keys to over 50 of the most crucial battles of the biggest war ever 

fought. We’re even letting you pick the country to play (Germany, Japan, or America). But, once 

you've picked sides, we’re cutting you loose. History is in your hands. Lives are at stake. Will you 

champion freedom, or blow it and screw the world up forever? 

         
   OFFICIAL 

This official seal is your as- Y 
surance that this product KIDS TO ADULTS 

Mm meets the highest quality ‘ ae 
EGA standards of SEGA.™ Buy ™ |Z y 

SE G, / games and accessories with 4 S EGA SA T U fe N 
this seal to be sure that they 
are compatible with the = = ™ see 

  

SEAL OF 
QUALITY 

  

Our ganes go tot ™ 
SEGA AND SEGA SATURN ARE TRADEMARKS OF SEGA ENTERPRISES, LTD. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. Iron Storm is a trademark of SEGA Enterprises, LTD, licensed by Working Designs. Original Game © SystemSoft 
1988. Reprogrammed Game © SEGA 1995. English Translation © Working Designs 1996. Double Exposure, please! For a dealer near you, call (916) 243-3417. Game Rating Information call 1-800-771-3772. 

SEGA Saturn™ System.
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SATURN 

DEVE 
                

    

> 4) If | wore a real skimpy 
<= © costume, but kept 

¢ doing the same thing 
over and over again, 

AY yA) even I'd be boring! — 
A Jeff Lundrigan < 

fay “At 

  

     

   
       but where the hell 

is Rayden?     
SCORPION, 

WHEN SHAQ KAHN IRRKES 
A FRILED ATTEMPI RY 
STERLING THE SOULS 

  

   
   

   
    

  

kicking arour 
and you con tun 
the option screen. Watta 

  

      
       

  

     

  

    
       

  

      
     

; 
WHICH OXCOPY EARTHS lactually missed 

HELL, SCORPIONS ABLE <aumecorpion, and lm 
TO ESCAPE FROMTHE glad fo see him 
NETHER REGIOMMFREE 1.0.) again, although 
ROAM THE EARTH ONCE pulling out my copy 
MORE, SCOREION HoLDss al of IMKi 
ALLEGIANCE WITH FO accomplishes roughly 
ONE. HES WILD CARD; the same thing. 

  iM EARTHS STRG 
AGAINST THE OUT       

          ELECT MODE OF PLAY 

        
  

    

   

  

   

    

       
     

  

- a | 
BOBIBUT: pigen KOMBAT NS “zon 2 

The new 8-player xOnBaT 
tournament as 

mode, played FF = PE AE ite 

round-robin og, FREEPLAY : 

style, is pretty Beriers rnc Pars Fate 
cool. | love any 

      

  

game where | 
can rip eight of my friends’ heads off!     
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ee ( review SATURN     
Sy FINISH HERE, es    

Once again, it’s time to 

brutally maim the crap awe vale a 
Pw! os ( ae fan. | silethink that out of people. = ae      
    

     

        

      

thetnot many MK Sin wet c. care 

ee games. of eastly the s 
Oh yeah, the Babalities, 

Friendships, and 
Animalities are here, too. 
Of course, they're all from 

‘normal’ MK3, so it’s not like 
you're getting much extra. |- 

  

two new characters, each 
with two differe: 
Suits. Here’s novig; 

the 30 M4 restores. 
the faith. — Chris 

          

    

   

  

      

   

      
          

    

     

        

   

      

And woe 
be to him 

=} who wants to 
play as Shang 
Tsung. The 
pause and wait 
while he morphs 

is really something. It’s even more 
annoying to fight against him. 

    

    

GRAPHICS 
. = > 

lll © OK, itlooks pretty 
MUS1C 2 SOUND FX good, | admit. 

© New skimpy costumes 

thi - ond! © The musics OK, and so for Mileena and Jade! 

rn las cnatocerestormed: bat INNOVATION oie one ae 
this for free and | didn’t like it. | guess as far sound effects. 

s 2D fighting goes, I’m © Ooh, there's four whole © No Surround Sound? 
just more of a Street GAMEPLAY new characters... 

erica: © Let's market the same 

© Plays as well as MK2. game twice! 
REPLAY VALUE © The controls really sf, VERY GOOD 

the difficulty balance is 

© Lots of difficulty levels. frustratingly off-balance, ce 
© After you've memorized | etc. etc... ( s) 
countless lines of fatality 
codes, that's it. 
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PLAYSTATION 

PLAYSTATIO 
GENRE / shooter . 
PLAYERS / 1 
PUBLISHER / US Gold 
DEVELOPER / Core Design, Ltd. 

AVAILABLE / now. 

PRICE /.$55-60 

  
saxon REPAIR 
‘east: $2.009 

  

= Yup, this is all the view you get. A few 
external camera angles might have 

helped to spice up the game. _| 

  

GRAPHICS foo       

      

Atmospheric effects 2 | 
and great explosions MUS1C & SOUND FX aie Ay 
highlight the graphics. F ¥ ‘?+ 

© Tanks and buildings The explosions and ? 
seem alittle flat for 3D. battle sounds complement LNNOVAT1ON St 

the destruction nicely. Lee e 
Rap sound track begins tts like Doom, except s 4 

to grate after a while. you're in a tank. Good GAMEPLAY ‘ 
enough for me! 

Not a true sim; physics Rotating turret 
VERY GOOD model is above average. enhances tank sim feel. REPLAY VALUE 

  

re) Ability to upgrade tank 
requires careful planning 25 levels and they ain't 

( e) and consideration. easy — that’s replay value. 
y Gameplay not quite 

entertaining enough to 
warrant additional replays.



a 
~~ ge A  



  

       

      

   

  

     

      

   

    

    

    

PLAYSTATION review 

  

GENRE / action 

PLAYERS / 1 

PUBLISHER / Mindscape 

DEVELOPER/ Cryo Games 

AVAILABLE / now. 

PRIGE /.$49.99- 

  

fun with the early levels and was 
ing some later levels. But as | playe 
the early levels, as simple as they 

The outside-the-ship 
view reveals a nice look- 

ing ship, but it makes 
aiming even more difficult. 

enemy until you 
hit them which, 

    

   
   

     

            
          

   

GRAPHICS 

  

   
Othe first couple of levels 
look pretty good. 

© The level in space is 
really horrendous. 

    

  

© Some decent tracks 
and explosions help the 
game a bit. 
© Most of the tracks are 
poor attempts at techno. 

AVERAGE 

        
iS June 1996 

2“fo 

ie, then you fs to go through th 
whole process again. You also get to cont 
the Lynx, which is a land walker that clim 

the hills. But the two vehicles control 
aceship can 

‘Teal problem, bi 

and leaves you inno position to do anything but get frustrated. 
Another problem is the lack of a compass, so you have no idea 
which way you're going. If you take off after an enemy and 
destroy it, you could y very well be lost. You can’t tell which way Hopping inside the Lynx is real exciting, 

until you realize it’s almost identical to 
the ship, control-wise. 

of fuel before | was able to find one enem 
The Raven Project is a game that 

promise, but was never able to do anythii 
well. Only sci-fi junkies who 
enjoy really poor FMV 

need bother. GP 

   
    

Some cool lighting effects, | 
vi ue like the reflection of your 

MUS1C & SOUND FX blue and red lasers, give “Where the hell am | 
the game a nice look. and where the hell 
ae are they? In a 

INNOVATION shooter you should 
a be able 1 things 
= si to least 

GAMEPLAY 

   

© Getting to control 
different vehicles is a 

   

   

pretty good idea. 

| © Gameplay isn’t any- © When the awful FMV 
thing new. finally ends, the gameplay is 

  

     

    

less than satisfying. 
© Control is wonky and the 
space level is horrendous.         

  

   
  

     Different levels will get 
you excited... 
© ...but theyre ultimately 
disappointing, especially 
the space level. 

  



, SS ONSTATON 
GENRE / sim 

PLAYERS / 1 to 8 

PUBLISHER / Koei 

DEVELOPER / Koei 
AVAILABLE / now 

PRICE / $59.95 

    

      

   

  

    
        

      

Managing the 
economies of your 
cities is just as 
important as fighting 
battles in this game. 

GRAPHICS — 

  
    

    

Fan ee The 32-bit graphics 
= “Music g SOUND FX and FMV clips contribute 

a | tothe improved visuals. 

a : Soundtrack adds atmos- But this is a sim game, 
Sue s INNOVAT1ON phere without annoying. | don’t except ground 

Sa : Sound effects are rather‘ Preaking graphics. 
. Another notch in the bland and unnoteworthy. 

j GAMEPLAY complexity belt for Koei. 

i More complexity 

= : For simulation fans, doesn’t necessarily mean 

REPLAY VALUE ee games arethe state | more fun. EXCELLENT 

of the art. | 

High complexity factor also The vast array of com- | 
equates to high challenge factor. | Mandsare intimidating 

Sim fans will be immersed in and confusing. : 

the deep gameplay for months 
to come.  



PLAYSTATION. 

PLAYSTATION ‘et 
RETR DATO, 

GENRE / fighting we ed wat B 
PLAYERS / 1 or 2 . 18). 
PUBLISHER / Acclaim Entertainment 

DEVELOPER / Mirage 

AVAILABLE / now. 

    

   

      

   

              

    

   
  

PRICE /.$54.95 

  

bit Rise of the Robots game was a low point in the 

history of western civilization. | believe the GAME 
PLAYERS review at the time concluded that smashing a 

couple toasters together would produce a whole lot more 
gaming enjoyment. 

Considering the pedigree, it would be 
putting it mildly that Rise 2 Resurrection 
came carrying a lot of baggage. But the 
thing is, | really wanted to like it. 

There are few things as enjoyable 

as having a game exceed your 

very low expectations. Sadly, 
Rise 2 \ived up to expectations 

perfectly. The graphics are 
passable at best and have 
the distinct aura of having 
been initially developed for a 
16-bit platform and then 
hastily converted to resemble 

a 32-bit game. But the worst 
aspect of the game is in its 
gameplay and control. Rise 2 
may have the worst control feel of 
a 2D fighter ever — it is the com- 
plete antithesis of the balanced control 
structure of the Street Fighter series. 

What is there to like about the game? 
Well, there are 18 characters to choose from, as well as 
some hidden ones. And there are Termination Moves (fin- 
ishing moves) borrowed from the likes of Mortal Kombat. 
Allin all, Rise 2has little to recommend it. Spend the day 
appliance shopping, you'll have more fun. GP 

FE: fighting game fans everywhere, the original 16- 

Rise 2does have spedal Moves, Super 
Special Moves, and Termination Moves, 

but poor control made them near 
_ impossible to use! 

    
     

  

GRAPHICS 

  

MUS1C & SOUND Fx - 
Some backgrounds 

look like 32-bit graphics... 

..but the fighters look 
    
   

  

      

      

  

     
     

  

    
      

like they were pulled Brian May of Queen 

straight from 16-bit. composed the soundtrack. 
Nothing in the sound 

effects distinguishes this as Everything entertaining rt ea 
32-bit game. has been ‘borrowed’ from GAMEPLAY 

other games. a 

This could have easil 18 characters provide 
CRAP been a 16-bit game. . more fighting possibiltes REPLAY VALU E 

re) But the clumsy controls 
mean that possibility is Fighting games have a distinct 

ap gaming hell. advantage in replay valve... 
...but Rise 2 does everything 

possible to diminish this advantage.
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feelings about. The main problem is that there are usually As complation isis 00, 
only about a half-dozen games tossed on to a 600 Meg the better one with six 

CD-Rom. That’s about 10% games and 90% empty space for solid classic 
your money. Still, if that’s going to be the industry arcade games. 
standard, Williams should at least be Ve 
commended for offering the i te acquire 

strongest collection of games just one : 
ona single CD. more quarter! 

Defender, : = 
Defender Il, Joust, a 
Robotron, 4 oie z Lane a 

Sinistar, and 
Bubbles. 
These were 

all titles that 
once ruled 
the arcades 
of America. 
Okay, maybe, 
not Bubbles. 
But even 
Bubbles proves 
pretty entertaining; a 

classic example of how 
an emphasis on strong "OR ey 2 oust 

_ gameplay can help overcome : prime cs 
deficiencies in looks or sounds. Sure, x 2 example ~ 
these games may not compare to the 3D- is 0 7 e ___ of the gameplay that transcended 
rendered polygon graphics out there today, “the simplistic graphics and sound. 
but | guarantee that these games are still more Heh heh, kill bird guys! 
entertaining than 90% of %, 
the games available 5 > S a 

- Ofcol : 0 
everything i v e 

nostalgia fa i — 
missed these cn % (GRAPHICS 
first time around 

  

c ompilation disks are something | have decidedly mixed 

Wow! Check out the upgraded graphics in 
Defender II! But who's complaining? There 
can never be enough Defender. 

     

          

   

  

       
   

     

  

     

     
    

    

arcades, you may ‘ = © Use of the original 
it MUSIC & SOUND FX code means arcade- 

antroller has some trou- 4 =F perfect translations. 

interface in games : © Defender sfill boasts © Ofcourse, arcade 
if you're interested ] some of the coolest perfect for these games 

ic gameplay, or a stroll sounds ever, means crappy graphics. ss 

     
       

   

: © Simplistic sounds from - 
games were the cutting the arcade stone age. =e 
edge of videogames. 

© Classic games. Great © Ship ‘em and sell ‘em. 
gameplay withstands the There's no brainstorm VERY GOOD 
test of time. required for Williams. 5 

© Six games, solid game- © PlayStation controller CS : re) 

play, and nostalgia keep loses arcade fee! for some : 
of the games. ia Bee 

    

you coming back. 
© Missed these the first 
time around? You may not 

see the appeal. _



  

GENRE / RPG 

PLAYERS /1 

PUBLISHER / Natsume 

DEVELOPER / Taito 

AVAILABLE / now. 

PRICE / $69.95 ‘ 

bs | Ahhh, RPGs... They take me 
*) back to my youth when | was j 

_ | short and hind and chal- 
lenged the Great Kitty of the r 
id ep ic % 3 Tht 
sword... — Roger Burchill 

D uring this extended drought of good role playing a expected in both the visuals and music. But Lufia’s appeal pri- © Couple the igo wit tue RPG 
games, gamers everywhere have been waiting for marily lies in its excellent and deep story. In both plot pacing 
the next great RPG. A bit surprisingly, Lufia 2 - and character development, Lufia boasts an epic flavor. 

Rise of the Sinistrals (yes, a 16-bit game) could vey well lay amenceeeil 5 

Claim to that coveted title. 
Lufia 2 doesn't accomplish this task by making areat sce -] i . Ro i V e 

_ leaps in gameplay and technology. Rather, Lufia 2is the first | 3 iz should have no complaints fi in playing: Lufia until re 
RPG in quite a while to go back to the basics, and do the “ a, @ £ in RPG gameplay.comes. But rest assured, that leap 
basics very well. Graphics and sound seem every bitthe stan- |: , . ‘ to come. Role playing games are all about exploring afd 
dard 16-bit fare but are actually more appealing than that of ! . covering new frontiers. The ‘ipe! for the RPG he 
‘some supposedly 32-bit RPGs. The game accomplishes this i > and grow is well past 

__. task by simply adding more detail and care than normally > E 

NUIT Pet 
Evil forces ca their dastardly cath young 
hero about to be swept away by circumstance. So 
the story begins... 

ling characters are the The elderly gentleman in your 
backbone of any great story. hometown will teach you the 
Meet the brash, oblivious tricks of the trade. Listen to his 

advice and remember his. 
training to survive. 

Instead of being an odiereeased RPG, Lufia 2 
He Rede se = : tried and true hit /magic points battle agin. 

are depicted 
‘on the toy 
graphic 
map. But 
beware, — 
attacks can 
still come at 
any time. 

© Typical RPG look, but - I a a: 

still a notch above most Your first major adversary will be the Giant Whale in the cavern 
16-bit RPGs. lake, the first of many significant challenges for the young hero. 

© Say hello to the short, © Simple score captures 

fat, round guys! the epic nature quite well. 1NNOVAT1ON 

© Sound effects are ; 
understandably limited by © In RPGs, an excellent 
the 16-bit hardware. story is everything. GAMEPLAY 

© There's nothing really 
here that deviates from 16- © The pacing and the 

EXCELLENT bit RPG norms. scope of the huge story lay 

r 8) solid gaming foundation. 

© Point system is still the © Epic story and explo- 
qa é RPGers favorite. ration equals months of 

gaming goodness. 
© Someday the story 
ends, but what a journey!   68 GAME PLAYERS June 1996 _
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ure, the movie Congo was total crap, but the 
f , premise really made sense for a video game. 

ra Wandering around a 3D jungle. shooting 
monkeys, and discovering treasure has all the timmings of a 
great video game. However, Congo never achieves greatness, 

because of several crucial flaws. 
The first and most obvious short- 

coming in Gongo are the atrocious 
graphics. The enemies are flat and 

lifeless and the texture-maps are 

blockier than many early 300 
games. it's not that graphics 
make or break a game, but 

    

   

    

Jumping over to fully immerse yourself 
a is very : wr", ingame, its necessary 
interesting, pores to have graphics that 
but the control Ja Later in the game, there aie 4 A 5 
is so poor that ‘ | are some nicer looking Beis worihinl 
you never = graphics as you travel enechie . 
get the ed through the ruins, but the Congo $ chunky, flat 
timing down. control still isn’t there: graphics just left me 

cold. After getting 
deeper into the game, | 

found that there was 
plenty of good gameplay 

ideas. In one level, there's 

ae 

  

Flat énemies really hurt this game: 
You want to kill them just'to get the 
ugly pixels off your screen. 

  

Monkeys tossing rocks at |. 
you is fun, but if it was 

   

  

   

   If enly Ic 

  

SATURN 

SATURN 
(eters Cee 

  

   
    

  

      GENRE /‘shooter. 

PLAYERS / 1 
PUBLISHER / Sega 

DEVELOPER / Away Team 

AVAILABLE / now 

PRICE/ $49.99 

  

an earthquake every so often that shakes the ground, and you 

have to use this to get over obstacles and hunt down the jew- 

els. Some of the enemy Atis exceptional! They come out of the 

woods, attack you, then head back for cover. Unfortunately, all 

these solid ideas weren't fully utilized because of some shaky 
control, poor frame rate, and pixelly graphics. 

Doom fans are sure to be appailed by the slow frame 

rate and loose control that often leaves you spinning in circles, 
not knowing what to do. Conceptually, Congo is very solid and 
because of that, there is still some entertaining gaming, but 
there are definitely better titles out there that aren't near 

Traveling in the jungle ff 

as ugly. GP. 

Re aes 
and crossing rope (SG ie Bass. 

bridges could be very | ~ 
cool, if it just moved a v 

little smoother. 

  

  

poop they were tossing, it be 
would be that much better. |- ® ‘ 3 : You even jump down from the bridge 

: ua a iy ; ¥, and try to head upstream on this river. 
Get up clase to anything in Conge and it f # 
looks just like this, not what we expect by 

from a second generation Saturn game. bi 4 GRAPHICS 

j 

B © Arguably the ugliest 
32-bit game to date. 

a TA e¢ © Texture maps are 
rns 9 © Jungle sounds and gun | ugly, enemies are fiat. 

LNNOVAT1ON sounds are precise. 
anf 

i We want more monkey 
es = © Earthquake duringone | noises! We want more 

Seat GAMEPLAY of the levels is great, as monkey noises! 
aman are the secret passages. 

© The variety in levels is I's Doom in a jungle 
REPLAY VALUE the only thing that saves with apes. f’s not that AVERAGE 

this game. original, you know? 

© So many secret areas © Poor frame rate and re) 
could keep you playing for sloppy control can be fe) 

quite a while... very frustrating. 
..but the frustrating 

control and ugly graphics 
don’t help much. June 1996 GAME PLAYERS 69



  

MED 00 

meee 
is.is the best playing tennis ga 

of all time.» jon'teven to think, 
just buy of (tulad 96 out of 100 

> GameFan Magazine Feb. 96 

PLAYSTATION®) 

       

         

      

   

  

ae yourSaturn\sports library” 
ie in, non Magazine)Feb, 36 

<. ——e ae 
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' < _| HUGE TEXTURE-MAPPED INSTANT REPLAY 
POLYGON SPRITES! FROM ANY 

Aktien SELECTABLE CAMERA DIVING SHOTS, OVERHEAD PERSPECTIVE! 

ie
 

ANGLES! SMASHES, AND MUCH MORE! 

V-Tennis is “the best playing tennis game of all time” according to GameFan magazine. V-Tennis has all the power, speed 

and realism of clay, grass, carpet and hard court tennis... captured in incredible texture-mapped polygon graphics! 16 unique 

players! 10 camera views! Instant replay! In-depth stats from aces to net points! This supreme court comes to PlayStation! 

Virtual Open Tennis” brings total tennis to adrenaline-pumping, baseline-clipping, virtual-volleying, tiebreaking life on 

Sega Saturn! 10 unique players! 8 camera views! Instant replay! In-depth stats from service speed to slices! One to four players! 

Three modes of play! Pump up your polygons for the net generation! 

V-Tennis and Virtual Open Tennis. Two intense tennis challenges. Two high-powered sports games. 
roa 
rey Call 1-800-771-3772 for Game Rating Information. Alai ©. 
ESSER] v Tennis ©1996 Tonkinhiouse, Vstial Open Tennis ©1996 Imagineer Co.,Ltd. Sega & Sega Salurn are trademarks of Sega Enterprises, Ltd, PlayStation is a trademark of Sony im tN ASL 

Computer Entertainment, Inc. Acclaim is a division and registered trademark of Acclaim Entertainment, Inc. © 1996 Acclaim Entertainment, Inc. All rights reserved. entertainment inc,   
  

     



SUPER NES 

yl. SUPER NES 
SES GENRE / action 

PLAYERS / 1 or 2 

PUBLISHER / T*HQ 

DEVELOPER / Black Pearl Software 
AVAILABLE / now 

PRICE / $49.99 

    

   

  

1A BSAOSD 

Mohawk comes across places 
where he can fly or throw-a 

Ff 

   
     

   

         
        

    

  

    

, i es - ARs = 2IG 
rly ete f : a <* i? &% “4 Ma 

“ SS s 
% a 2 ‘| 

Bes ag GRAPHICS 

g Le Z Mode 7 has never 
tie MUSIC & SOUND FX been used this well 

The bosses aren't real before in a game. 
tough, but this one Music is decent for a That little guy is really looks pretty cool, INNOVAT1ON Super NES game. very freaky. 

Z Ze Be When you've been 
jj Completely original teased with CD sound, the 
GAMEPLAY level design that will have Super NES doesn’t cut it. 
sen your head spinning. 

4 The game is real fast Collecting CD's is far 
REPLAY VALUE and hes some greatloops, | fom new. VERY GOOD 

Tons of things to 
explore and lots and lots of 
hidden stuff. 

Can be a bit repetitive 
and could give you 
motion sickness. 

Occasional slow down 
and a lack of enemies can es 
be a bit annoying. qa
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The definitive guide to 32-bit basketball. iets se dernng dc ie motion capes are incredible as The Rain Man takes off... 

month, so I've crossover-dribbled and tomahawk-jammed on 
each of them enough times to give the lowdown on which 

.. game is right for you. I've also included a head-to-head comparison 
! a - Of every 32-bit basketball game, so you can see where each 

af game's strengths and weaknesses are. Read this 
before you buy, and you can avoid all that 

> annoying buyer's remorse. - 

> Ts: more basketball titles reached the reviewable stage this 

       

       

George Muresean, Shawn Bradley, and Luc Longley all JE 
have apparently attended Latrell Sprewell dunking ji 

classes, as they get some serious air. That's the problem 
with motion-capture, until you apply the process to each === 

and every player in the NBA, you will lose the 
individual signature moves. 

or st easter 

The big four PlayStation B-ball titles ranked and rated. 
Each game is rated from 1st to 4th in the most important categories for basketball games. This helps give you an idea 
of which game is right for you. Do you want big dunks? Sharp Graphics? Realistic gameplay? It’s up to you. 

NBA Shoot Out 

2nd



System: PlayStation ¢ Publisher: Sony Interactive 
rope * now available - $55 Developer: Sony Interactive Eu 

   

                  

    

   

                    

     
   

   

        

   

  

   

        
     

   
    

   

  

    

            

        
   

    

Rodman’s hair changes colors during a 
game. Pull him out with green hair and he 
comes back in with red. 

   
You 

only 
sented for each game, but the inability to 

    

   

  

fter spending the last month playing basketball games day and night, I've realized several 
Ais Someone has got to figure out a way to get Michael Jordan in the game, there’s plenty 

‘of room for improvement in the genre, my girlfriend doesn’t like me any more and, despite all 
this, | enjoyed every minute of it. rl 

NBA Shoot Out wasn't able to unseat NBA Live as fe y 
the best basketball sim, but it has definitely raised the 
stakes for next year’s battle. The game uses crisp polygon play- 

ers and some ultra-smooth motion captures to deliver its game to 

the court. Somewhere in that delivery, however, NBA Shoot Out 

   

GP SPORTS 

  

% 

to every basketball game out there and an 

attempt to include full simulation options really 
made this a close battle, but in the end, | just 

wanted to keep playing Live. 

Shoot Out. A complete (or as complete as you can get) players” 

and a multi-tap makes for some great 4-on-4 match-ups and a perfect party 
game. Unfortunately, WBA Shoot Out just missed the mark on several other 
key elements. 

tis much tougher to drive by opponents than any other game, but they 
went too far. A flaw in NBA Liveis that the players float in mid-air and speed by 
everybody, but NBA Shoot Out doesn’t have enough speed or mobility making 
the game less exciting. The perfect mix would be somewhere between the 
slow NBA Shoot Outand the slippery VBA Live, but until that mix is found 

the slippery is easier to 
swallow than the slow. 
When jumping for a 
rebound or block, you 

have no lateral move- 
ment whatsoever, 
making it impossible to 
make a realistic play. 
Passing is done differ- 
ently, but again, it 
doesn’t work as well. If 
there is anybody in the 

passing lane it hits 
them and is stolen, 

and that all makes sense. However, in the real game, you 
can pass around men with bounce passes and lobs, an 
option you don’t have in Shoot Out, Because you can’t 
pass over people, you're stuck passing the ball around the 
perimeter, unless you want to risk the pass inside. That 
greatly limits your options on offense. Shoot Outalso 
claims to be a basketball sim with a wide variety of plays. 
Well, itis a sim, but the wide variety of plays is a huge 
exaggeration. Shoot Out only contains five offensive sets 
and no set plays. When compared to EA’s extensive 
playbook and quick plays, Shoot Out's playbook looks 
silly. And the biggest, and most unforgivable, flaw in 

     _ 

Shoot Outis the inability to track stats. Who wants to .e4 

comes up a bit short and leaves NBA Live ‘96as the 
undisputed champion. Shoot Outis technologically superior 

You can’t ignore the many good points of WBA 

license, a set of plays, some amazing motion capture, smooth dunks, and 
the most stylish presentation of any basketball game were all done right. Eight players 

..and swings in for a landing. 

    

       
   

..tocks the rack... 

  

  

ae ™ 

play a whole NBA season without 
tracking the league leaders, at least? 

NBA Shoot Outis a beautiful game that 

os has taken a stab at changing the basket- 
te ball game as we know it. While it failed 

in several areas, what's left is a real 
solid game that offers some solid game- 

play. If you want the graphics and a 
little bit of the realism, then NBA 
Shoot Out could be the title for 
you. But for the more compelling 
gameplay experience, my nod 

goes to NBA Live ‘96. 

  

   

e _ HALFTIME Lo 

“STANDOUTS 6 i 

te Lua | Look at the shooter's feet. Sam § 
~A¥ Perkins is left-handed and his 

left foot is forward. This is the 
same for every player and it’s 
completely wrong. It’s a little 

thing, but it shows that the 
guys who worked on this 

game just didn’t get it. 

   
can’t hope to stp the big fella, you can 
hope to contain him. The stats are pre- 

track them is downright annoying. 
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When you feel the shot, you can go ona 
tear. | had Reggie Miller knock down six 
consecutive threes from all over the court 
and Chris could only watch. 

ven EA admits that technologically they are way 
behind Sony Interactive, Konami, and even Crystal 
ynamics, but when it comes to gameplay, NBA Live 

is the most consuming basketball game on the market. 
: The vast array of 

options and features 
make Live the most 
versatile and com- 
plete basketball game 
yet. That doesn’t 

mean the game’s 
perfect — it’s far 

from that — but until 
something better 
comes along, it 
remains the king of 
console hardwood. 

Basketball games 

System: 

From the corner... the good. When the final versions of Live, 
Shoot Out, and Slam N’ Jam came in, we 
played all of them over and over, but each 

time we were going to start a session, we 
wanted to play Live. The games were more 

exciting, realistic, and featured tons more 
strategy elements. The feel you get for the 

i shot in Live is unmatched. You can get your 
z timing down and get in a zone, then all of 

the sudden you lose the touch. It's the com- 
bination of stats and player control that is the 

pinnacle of sports gaming! Live comes closer to 
® that than any other basketball game. The players 

~ Still skate around on the floor, posting up is useless, the 
dunks are completely unreal, and the fouls are a bit outra- 

“ s 

The court ain't big 
enough, baby. 

  

In your face! 

  

Swish — Cha-ching — 
Rip — Pop! En Fuego!!! 

    
  

« Publisher: EA Sports 
Developer: EA Canada « now available « $55 

geous, but nobody else stepped it up to take advantage of 

Live's flaws. Maybe next year. 
The look of the PlayStation is very similar to its 16- 

bit predecessors, but the stadiums have all been done in 

3D and look awesome. The players are still sprite-based, 
but they look much more like their NBA counterparts than 
ever before. The best graphical enhancement is the rim 
and net — when the ball swishes in you get the same 
euphoric feeling you get when you really tickle the twine. 
The music gets you in the mood and the sound effects are 
teal nice, but Live isn’t presented near as well as the 

other titles. 

Another big test for basketball games is playing a 
season, and this is another place where Live really shines. 
Each game contained excitement and the computer teams 
performed closer than ever to their real life counterparts. 
For example, beating up on the Timberwolves and Sixers 

was no problem, but getting by the Magic and 
are not taken Sonics was no easy task. After each 

lightly round game, your stats are updated and 

these parts. The vast array stored on a memory card and a full 
Chris and | of options and league leaders is done as well. 
trash talk The stat-package is complete 
through featur es make and unmatched by any game out 
each and Live the most there, however, | would like to 
every tile have seen the ppg, rpg, apg, and 

game, not- versa bpg averages figured out for 
ing the flaws game yet. each player. 
and praising The final area that Live domi- 

nates is the easy to call and totally realistic 
plays. You've got 16 quick plays you can call from any one 
of the sets that allow you to be a coach on the floor. You’re 
down two with seven seconds left, call a timeout and you 
get to take the ball out on the other end of the floor just 
like the real thing. You call a three-point offense hoping to 
free up Dennis Scott for the game winner. The ball’s 
inbounded, but Dennis can’t get a shot. You use the quick 

play to call for a pick and fade, Penny steps up with a pick, 
Dennis goes right and kicks it back to Penny. As the buzzer 
sounds, Penny launches an open three and — swish — 
Magic win! That actually happened in a game | was play- 
ing! It was awesome! Gameplay like that cannot be 
matched by any game out there and that’s what makes 
Live the game I'll be playing for quite a few months. 

 



     

GP SPORTS 

The pick and fade in action. The 
quick plays let you run the two-man. 

game to the shot you want. 

  

Feed the big fella and let him play. Time the release and knock down a three 
for the perfect play! 

Scottie takes it in to the right and draws the D. 

  

   Where's th foul? Players go flying on a regular basis and offen they don’t even call a foul.      

        

   
   

14 POINTS 33 
4 REBOUNDS 0 
1 BLOCKS 0 
i) Assists 0 
2 0 

Gotta love those stats. 
Can anybody stop White 
Thunder (my own nick- 
name for the Dunking 
Dutchman, Rik Smits)? 

The dunks just aren't very 
exciting, especially when 

aa compared to the 
other games. 

5 GAME PLAYERS 75
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If you're going to have 
Kareem in the game, then 
you better have the 
Captain’s Hook, 

There’s Magic 
bringing show- 
time back to the 
PlayStation 
and Saturn... 

..then the 
+@ patented no- 

@ look pass... 

76 GAME PLAYERS June 1996 

” Get up close and you notice the 

System: PlayStation/Saturn 
+ Publisher: Crystal Dynamics 
Developer: Crystal Dynamics ¢ now available * $55 

‘standards for graphics and playability on a 
home system. The in-your-face, five-on-five 

arcade style basketball is a direct rip-off of Konami's 
Run N’ Gun— even the name is remarkably similar. 

Fortunately, Slam N’ Jamis a good rip-off, but a rip- ' 
off nonetheless. 

Rumor had 
it that the PlayStation and 
Saturn versions of Slam 
N’ Jam would feature the 
players’ license and be 
more of a sim. Crystal 2 2 : 
Dynamics did get a play- Detailed ratings are accu- 
ers' license, but the only rately represented on the 
players it got was Magic Our utes aus 
and Kareem, which = 
means Magic can’t be in any other basketball games, 
which just ruins the players’ license even more. I’m 

begging companies to stop signing single players 

to its game. It adds nothing to the game and 

¢) nthe 3D0 a year ago, Slam N’ Jam set new 

Fortunately, 
Slam N Jam a a takes away from others. The full players’ 

license is the only thing you need. A player's 
good rT p-off, name on the box just tells sports game fans 
but a rip- (like myself) that this is the only real player in 

the game. Without the full license, Slam N’ 
off, nonetheless. Je meant be anything more than an arcade 

game with no real simulation value. 

The once mighty, impressive graphics 
now look flat when compared to the crisp polygons of 

In The Zone and Shoot Out. One thing does remain true 
about Slam N’ Jam — the play is ultra smooth and the game is just good fun. A two-player game of basketball in Siam N’ 
Jamis an up and down battle that requires skill, timing and the proper use of fictional players. The players aren't real, but 
they're all rated in several categories and each player performs differently. If they just could’ve used the same engine for a 
game with real players, then Slam N’ Jam could’ve been a serious contender for the hoops title. As itis, Slam N’ Jamis a 
game whose time is passing. It’s still a great two-player game, but the one-player game isn’t interesting and the technol- 
ogy has caught and passed it by. It's a great game to get if you want some good close battles against friends, but when 
Howard Jackman catches fire, you don’t get the same feeling as when Reggie Muss does. 

incredible detail on the players’ 
faces, easily the most facial detail 
of any B-ball game. Too bad no 
one knows these faces. 

   



     

   

    

      

   

  

   
    

     

          

   

     

  

GP SPORTS 

  

   

  

  

         
    
    

  

: a a 

oo Fane 
System: PlayStation « Publisher: Konami oy judg 
Developer: Konami + now available - $55 PRE act ie dete ess od ees 

missing in many baseball games. 

oan — Pyar ens 
hen | first started playing.thisgamié, | was frustrated by same goes for all other pitches that move. Changing up 

the controls:and disappointed in the graphics. As | continued your pitches is a great way to keep the batter off balance 
to play the game, | started to get better and realized that and the only way to ring up strikeouts. In previous base- 

Bottom Of The Ninth is a near perfect mix of arcade ball games, you just put crazy curves on the ball and left 
and simulation. the batter guessing. In Bottom Of The Ninth, you have to change 

The idea for the perfect arcade/simulation speeds and catch the comers just like in real baseball. Situations 

experience is to give you full control over real ath- like taking a curve ball the opposite way are created and 

letes and their real attributes. Games have Tequired for success by this realistic interface, possibly the 

come close, but the control isn’t all in your best pitcher/batter interface in any baseball game. 

hand and the ratings are often very ae In the field is where it’s really tricky! There's no - 

generic. Bottom Of The Ninth does a = more magical spot that shows up telling you ‘i The outfield is a 

great job of giving control anda where to position your fielder. instead, you be big and the 
pretty good job of rating actually have to judge fly balls in order to: tant bak omen 

as well. catch them. At first, this is extremely the ball goes to 
Atthe plate, you RS difficult, but the game is done so the wall, you’re 

have control of a rec- — well that, after taking some fly ball gonaie gelnge 
tangular cursor that practice in the training camp mode, ca 
increases in size depending 7 you actually know where a ball’s going 
on the player's abilities. If you when it’s hit. Because you have to judge the 
choose a power swing, the cursor fly ball yourself, it makes every single catch that ae 
gets smaller, but the sweet spot results much more satisfying. bel Dette 
in bigger hits. At first, it seems real tricky to Not everything is perfect in Bottom Of The Ninth. to hit, pitch, run, 

maneuver the cursor to the proper place and The screen is real cluttered with unimportant information B and, most impor- 

time your swing, but when you get used to using and it makes the game look ugly and makes it harder to judge tantly, field. e a 
the catcher’s glove placement as a starting point, it fly balls. The polygon players and field are done well, but don’t Geren, 
becomes much easier. Hit the ball with the top half of the look near as good as most of the other baseball games coming. The : 
cursor and it goes in the air, while with the bottom half it announcer is very current and isn’t glitchy but his voice 
goes on the ground. This means you have control of where your isn’t very exciting and he can kind of drone on and on. = 

hit goes, but it all happens so fast (like in real baseball) that you There is no MLB license and the few stadiums there c 

often aren't able to. do what you want. The cursor was first used in are aren't real, but beyond the missing eye candy, — 
World Series ‘95, but Bottom Of The Ninth does it even better. It's Bottom Of The Ninthis an awesome game. fis i 

a great way to handle the hitting and is possibly the future of The season mode saves all the stats, 5 

baseball games. most of the players are in the game, and se 

On the mound, you have control of a fastball, changeup, curve, the general manager allows you to 

and, depending on the pitcher, a forkball, slider, knuckleball, or sinker. update your rosters to the current ones. 
All of the pitches react accurately and make hitting them that much What all this adds up to is a great 

tougher. You pick the pitch, then the desired location to start your arcade/simulation combo that is highly 

pitch. If you start a sinker at the knee caps, it'll drop into the dirt. The recommended and a'ton of fun. 2 a 

wee 

When you get good enough, you can. ‘Smack a grounder to the right side, 
pull off the hit and run to perfection. but the second baseman is covering . 
Send the runner, then hit the ball on the bag. 
the lower right side of the cursor. BRTNOR. See 

HER 

You're going to 
need to iG some 

trading babe . base : 
Rig BES! ours 

rosters are real ~JORONTO > SRUN-HOMER 
i out of date, but =a ase 

the interface is = 
E “ easy and 

The ball goes h the hole user-friendly. Re 

and you send the runner When Albert Belle hits the sweet spot, man, does _ 
to third. And you make ON that ball fly! But it’s up to you to make sure he gets SZ 

    
it all happen. the ball up in the air and well-struck. 

Y Se i eile : sl 
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Try getting some good controt 
over players this small. They 
move pretty jerky as well, 

3 
the Hardball series is one of the A 

best-selling ever, but on the console it has 
never quite caught on. Hardball 5 is more 7. 

of the same. As | always say, if it looks like aPC * gaa 
game and plays like'a PC game, then it must be 
aPC game. And how true that is. Hardball-5 is full of:stats and’simutation options;-but 
when the game goes to the field, it's slow paced and the ggntrol is anythirig but good. 

For the pure baseball fan who wants the most realistic simulation with the 
least amount of control, Hardball 5is the best. The graphics ate horrible fora 
PlayStation game, the sound isn't on par with any other baseball games and the 
pitcher/batter showdown isn’t very exciting. The fun-in-Hardball.6.comes:when-the: 
game is over and you can see the realistic statistics, but during the game you just 

want it fo end so you'can accumulate more siats 

Hardball 5is 
\ seal playable baseball 

game should look else- 

where. But if you just want to simulate 4 
on with minimal control, then Hardball 5 is the answers = 

   
Incredibly updated 

rosters and analysis 
of teams strengths 
and weaknesses is 

one of the 
good points. 

are has done it's 
Magic again. making 

Ker on the 

Super NES look jus er, than sev: 
@ral-of the.32-bit baseball games. The colors are rich, the animations are smooth, 
and the:s eauitiful. Add to that the same solid arcade gameplay of the 
original Ken Griffey.Jr. and you have a great game. 

The only reat. playei en Griffey Jr. and that means the game could never 
be a sim. But the fake pa are all rated and their stats tracked throughoutinee 

an ent iS animations and some great sound really. get yaar 

    

face makes for a game that’s real¢ 

to pick up and play. 

isn’t the kind of baseball game 

you're going to want to re-create 

an-éntire seasor 

great two-playe 2 

‘baseball game, Ken 

    

--top*noteh title. 
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I didn't expe e Jf. 

@ funywell-designed i fy an aSuper Ns a even id of tke 

haseball)ihen this is the game for you. 

  

Accollision at the plate is awe- 
some as the runner lowers the 

‘elbow and delivers the blow. 

ee ~ ‘i   

System: PlayStation 
Publisher: Accolade 
Developer: Accolade 
how available « $55 

If they could’ve made 
this game prettier and 
given more control, it 
could've been 

The grainy screen 
teally shows that 

Hardball 5was 
made for the PC 

‘and ported to the: 
PlayStation as an 

afterthought. 

NESPublisher: Nintendo 
Developer: Rare 

_ how available - $50 

A look around the stadium 
reveals incredible detail and 

raphics that are 
unl eh good. 

The great anima- 
tions add to 

the excitement: 
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Sony Interactive For The PlayStation 
an! | was finally able to pry some information crisp TV-style presentation give MLB the 

and screen shots on Sony's newest sports same polished look and sound of Sony 

effort. MLB Pennant Race is easily one of the —_ Interactive's other sports titles (NFL z i i 

hottest-looking baseball titles on the way. The graph- Gameday, NHL Face Off, NBA a : 30 Geten he keorboae 

ics are crisp and the play appears to be deep. With all + Shoot Out). with actual video of the game 
the real players, all 28 stadiums, and real home and If MLB can deliver all you're playing..This game, 
road uniforms, MLB Pennant has all the makings of that it promises, then the dia- : paESncem 

an awesome game. Color commentary featuring the © mond could be Sony’s. Next Pay ee sa 

voice of Padres month we'll give a further . ; The centerfield score- 
announcer Jerry update on this promising title. board at Yankee 

Coleman and a ie ae : | Stadium displays your 

f ¥ rent batter's stats 

= What baseball game is Even a day game “= s | feeee as he steps to the 

complete withoot at Wrigley, with it’s . plate. What an 

Camden Yards and it’s manual scoreboard, is a ne ingenious way to 

‘Hit It Here’ sign. No detail done to perfection. Can‘t wait for this ee keep from cluttering 

is missing on this one. game to come. the screen. 

  

=e 

    
EA For The PlayStation 

inally, some PlayStation screens of EA’s Triple even more control over the game. 

f Play ‘97 reached my hungry hands. What we've One thing that definitely sets Triple Play 

seen thus far is going to put EA head to head apart is the eight player compatibility, so you 

with Sony Interactive once again. All 28 stadiums in and seven friends can battle it out on the field. 

full 3D, every player, and, as usual, every option you’d — My early view on the upcoming Baseball 

ever want are included to make Triple Playa real con- _ battle is that the major contenders are me ‘ Seems like everybody is ren- 

tender. Creating, drafting, and trading players allow MLB Pennant Race, Triple Play ‘97, and a dering re stadiums, but this 
for a fantasy- MVP Baseball, although Konami’s Z = uk Se ey onsttine 

type season, Bottom Of The Ninthis a great game. sieve : prettiest. 

andthe ‘onthe Next month, I’m hoping to further update > © 

fly’ manager you on Triple Play and all the other base- ‘ ee fee eee] Camden Yards 
looks real nice 
as well, and 
check out the 
realistic mowing 
marks on the 

grass, You can almost smell the hot dogs. 

mode gives you _ball titles as well.    Good animations make the players look 
\ realistic. Now if the gameplay is there, Triple Playis 
on, going to be a winner. 

  

All the teams and players 
are included in MNF. Let’s 

Zhu hope there’s a game here 

b f be ) as well. 
= 

  

    
    

Overtime Sports For The PlayStation 

ust when you thought the football season was _size. | haven’t seen much on this title, but I’m 

J over, there’s word of a football game for this hoping the developers concentrate more on the 

fall. OT Sports is a joint venture between ABC game than on 

and Spectrum Holobyte and will be making sports _the hoopla. 

games based on the ABC sports properties. Their 

    

first effort is going to be ABC's Monday Night The see cone 
Football and it’s going to feature Al, Frank, Dan and you make Each team and 

even Hank Jr.'s ‘All My Rowdy Friends Are Here On things ha Siw Poyer ey going to | 

Monday Night.’ You can finally important coke: A 

Early reports have the game being fully 3D Besar! 4 gories, and each 

and each player is going to have their number on shut up. team 's gol fc 
nee . ave ir 

the back of their jersey and be made to the right emia g 
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_____ ROUND-UP reviews     

  

        

                

    

   
\WirEour \Loapeo 
SONY INTERACTIVE oe STUDIO 3D0FOR3D0 < INTERPLAY FOR 
FOR PLAYSTATION EB Review, 8#12 @ PLAYSTATION 
Review, 8#11 ir ) ir Review, 9#1 

  

What better time than now to 
bring back an old tradition — 
giving away a prize in this 
section? That's right. Somewhere : = me See an ane! es oe 
i i if 4 on your heli-} an around a $0 you're ; 

someting srangecrd pty i ec 
deadly... something you've seen [L static : a a mustrevel Wiel a gare FEM ALL! YES! This game rocks! G 

in the magazine before... What 
could it be? What could it be? vera 96% 
  

    

    

   

    
  

Acclaim for Saturn; review, 943 
This version of the ever-popular scary game has been ‘improved’. 

What that means is that they've tried to fix some of the problems 
inherent in the 3D0 version, and pretty much failed at it. It’s still a 
really scary game, though it’s just a bit slow! 

  

   
    

‘Acclaim for Super NES; review, 9#4 

OK, what we got here is NBA Jam, only with college players. While 
you can enter your own names for players and edit their stats, the 

> Bplayers pictures aren't available to change, so you never quite get the 
feeling of being the actual college team. It’s your call... 

SRM 3 eS 9a e OverRALL 69% 

e ALIEN TRILOGY @ CREATURE SHOCK Darius GAlDEN 
Acclaim for PlayStation; review, 945 Data East for PlayStation; review, 9#5 Acclaim for Saturn; review, 9#4 
This is Acclaim’s first entry into the 3D genre. How'd Since this game is a track-based shooter with lots of FMV This is a totally uninventive 2D shooter. If it weren’t for the fact that 

they do? Pretty darn good! The game has a great sequences, we guess that all you’d want to say about this title is RUN you get to pick which level you get to play next, and those really 
camera swing, that makes it look like you're really Oe me |AWAY! RUN AWAY! This game could have had some potential, but big, fish-like bosses, this game would be a total loss. If you like 16- 
there. ALIENS RIPPED MY FLESH! (Oops... a what little it had was destroyed by a lackluster effort. Avoid this one!_fbit-style shooters on your 32-bit system, go for it, otherwise... 

OvERALL 28% Overatt S3% 

siti - WHat rNIS 
Sony Interactive for PlayStation; review, 9#3 Lats you a = Capcom for PlayStation; review, 9#3 

Hey, do you remember Tron? Well, this game is kinda like that J 2 ig fF ee im This is probably the best 2D fighter out there, but let's face it — 

Movie. Drive your tank through a whole bunch of different mazes, Why did yu giv aT’ A 2D FIGHTER! In this day and age of 3D fighting games, how 
shooting up the bad guys! The only bummer is that the mazes 79%? ‘the ra hic Hag much life can be left in the old genre? Stil, this is arguably the best 
aren't very interesting at first. Oh, well. This is still really cool. ar tte ip He tees 2D fighter out today. It’s still worth a play... 

‘sound any OveRALL 78% | 

ATTACK OF THE MuTaNT PENGUINS bees. This | DeFeNvER 2000 
Atari for Jaguar; review, 943 ee for Jaguar; review, 9#3 

The premise here is simple: ALL MUTANT PENGUINS MUST DIE!!! makes the Sit aed 3 im With its solid gameplay, this game was once the champion of the 

Got it? Good. What makes this game fun is the many different ways regal me arcades. Now, it’s still got solid gameplay and it’s still fun as all 

you’ve got at your command to snuff the little rotters! Remember, fobs rT 3 i fi hell! Along with the original game, there are two other versions with 

the only good penguin is a dead penguin! This is cool! & A A } carat ‘i ieee Detter graphics, but the original is still the best! 
Overatt 88% te 4 ess Overatt 81% 
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Overatt 71% 

    

    

    

      

  

    
    

     
    

      
   
    

      
    

     

   
    

   
      

   

  

    
   
    

    

   

  

Studio 3D0 for 3D0; review, 942 
With 50 different arenas and 27 different types of 
weapons, this game is gonna rock your socks off! 
Take on a friend in one of the most imaginative games ) x 
ever, Let's face it — this game is very cool!!! tl ithing about this game is that you're not required to play it! 

Overatt 96% Overatt 31% 

QUAZAR © CYBEROILLO @ EarTHWwoRM Jim 2 
Studio 3D0 for 3D0; review, $42 Panasonic for 3D0; review, 945 Playmates for Saturn; review, 9#5 

This game is just like your life: no matter how the scenery While this game does have a sense of humor that will keep you While this game doesn’t do anything to remind the player that this 
changes, you keep doing the same old things. The control system amused for about five minutes, the control is really loose and the title is on a Saturn, all of the original zany humor is still here. | f you 

is awkward and aiming your weapons is next to impossible. You ‘graphics are far from being on the cutting edge. If you like plungers haven't got this one yet, then it’s definitely worth a shot, but if you 
wouldn't have to look far to find a better action game. and bathroom humor, then this is for you. lown the 16-bit version already, pass it by. 

OverRALL S4% 

   

   

   
   

Interplay for PlayStation; review, 9#4 
if it weren't for the fact that the graphics really hadn't been updated 
from the PC to a 32-bit console, this game might have gotten an 

ultimate award. This claustrophobic, disorienting game is really a 
hoot! The mazes will drive you crazy! Get this one! 

Overai. 84% 

‘Acclaim for Super NES; review, 9#2 
lHere’s an 8-bit game masquerading as a 16-bit game. The graphics 
stink, there’s no gameplay to speak of and the designers even 

included a dreaded mine cart level. THE HORROR! The only good 

  

     
   

   
   

    

         
   

      
   
   

    

   

  

    

  

   

      

    
        

  

    

  

    

    

Overatt 63% Overat. 81% 

       
    
   

  

   

    
    

   

       
   
      

      

   

      

Crystal Dynamics for PlayStation; review, 9H3 ; 

lf you're looking for a side-scrolling game for your PlayStation, then 
this is it! This is a straight port-over from the 3D0, without any 

Interplay for PlayStation; review, 943 
This graphic adventure is a kind of transition point between what this 
Hype of game was and what they can be someday! While the graphics 
fare really sweet, having to follow a linear storyline kinda sucks. secret stuff added in. It might also help if you're a big Dana Carvey 
Someday, these games will rock! This one just kinda rolls. fan, since he does the lizard’s voice... 

OverRALL 70% Overat. 81% 

JVC for Saturn; review, 943 

While this type of game isn’t as popular as fighting games, boxing 
games do have their fans. This game allows you to customize and 
train your boxer and then turn him loose in the ring, where he will 
probably suffer some kind of brain damage! It’s a good game. 

OveraL. 79% 

    
   
    

   

  

     

Clockwork KnicuT 2 CYBERSPEED 
Sega for Saturn; review, 9#4 Mindscape for PlayStation; review, 9#2 iSega for Saturn; review, 9#3 
Here’s an extremely well done game with only one problem: there Try to think of this game as the poor man’s WipEout. While the game While there is next to no draw-in and a total of six different tracks, 
are only 12 types of enemies in the whole game! Other than that, ffdoes have several fascinating angles to it, these same angles are the {this game suffers from really blocky graphics, especially in the way 
this disc has a lot of goodies on it, including the original Clockwork figames downfall. While WipEout ets the player get right into the the cycles and their drivers look. Other than that, this is a. good 
Knight game. How can you lose? igame, this game's learning curve is very steep and frustrating. faddition to anyone's Saturn library! 

_Overatt 79) Overatt 79% 
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OKC2: Diopvy’s 
Konc Quest 
NINTENDO FOR 
SUPER NES 
Review, 8#12 

SATURN 

Wor.o Series 
BASEBALL 
SEGA FOR 

PLAYMATES 
FOR GENESIS 
Review, 8#12 

Sports, 8412 

EARTHWORM Jim 2 SEGA RaALLy 

SEGA FOR SATURN 
Review, 9#1 

i EA for PlayStation; review, 9#2 Electronic Arts for PlayStation; review, 9#5 Capcom for Saturn; review, 945 

The best part of this game is the way the tracks seem to swell and 

recede in certain points. The racers themselves look real geometric 

and lifeless. If the designers had taken a bit more time, this game 
good have been exceptional, instead of just good. 

Overatt 66% 

This game is kind of like Populous with wings. Zoom over the terrain 

on your magic carpet, casting spells, building castles and just plain 
blasting the heck out of everyone you don’t like. What more do you 
need? Go get this game! 

Overat. 84% 

While this game is a 2D fighter, it has a Tot going for if? 

fighting strategies, really responsive controls, cool new moves, 

‘well-developed characters and extremely smooth animation make 

this game a winner! 
Overau. 82% 

T*HO for PlayStation; review, 9#2 ___ [Capcom for Super NES; review, 9#1 2 Sony for PlayStation; review, S43 
If you like really big, beautiful explosions that really rock the 

screen, then this is the game for you! If, on the other hand, you like 

32-bit games that aren’t left-to-right, side-scrolling shooters, then 

this isn’t the game for you. Take yer choice! 
Overatt S1% 

Working Designs for Saturn; review, 9#5 
Now you can fight World War II all over again, from 
any side! This strategy game has some great anima- 
tions that, while adding graphic goodness to the game, 

slow it down somewhat. Stil, this is a must! 
Overatt 98% 

| Yee-haw! Slap that 30 round clip into your guitar (your guitar?) and 
get ready for some real Rock ‘n’ Roll action! While this game may 
frustrate beginning gamers, it’s a real hoot for the side-scrolling 
master! Lock and load! Let’s rock! 

Overat. 73% 

effects are the worst ever heard, and your fighter is totally bereft of 
any kind of control. This should be called Jupiter Strikes Out. 

ntertaining m Aes and 
jeapons, fantastic treasures and ‘Monsters 

Once again, Mega Man is back with more of his familiar side- 
‘scrolling action. This time, Doctor Wiley is dead and an evil robot is 

Tunning the show. You do have the option to play as Mega Man's 
buddy, Zero. If you like MM, get this game. 

Overau. 81% 

WHat vou THINK 

was outraged at how you rated the 

Aerosmith videogame, Revolution X. 
Just because you don’t like’ 
Aerosmith doesn’t mean you should 
crate a pe low. — Ra ios foge Bata 

el les, CA 

‘the old games of yesteryear and this i isno\ exception. 
game in this package is the VR game. With its b 
look, this game has it all! 

This is a sprite-based shooter. There will be lots of tendon-damagin, 
‘turns and thumb-bruising button mashing. Some people think this 
Hun. In fact, some people thought this was fun for years, which is why 
‘the designers haven't ever changed the genre. Oh, well... 

Overau. 68% § 

Time Warner for PlayStation; review, 9#2 eR 
Here itis, folks! The arcade classic has been faithfully reproduced | 
for the home. Unfortunately, the arcade classic was only a 2D : 

fighter with a simplistic combo system. So, if you need fighting _ 
dinosaurs, get this game. Otherwise, it may be a bit extinct. s 

OVERALL 74% ts 

BF Trent Ward said this game was about as much’ 
American Style marathon. Actually, this game is. 
fun than a muttiple root canal. ou'd be better of 
one all alone on the shelf, OK’ 

  

  

Overatr 83% 

  

Overatt 84% 

   



Virtua FicuTer 2 
SEGA FOR SATURN 
Review, 9#1 

AME 

ii Buying by mail is dead 
cheap. But to make 
mail-order as painless 
as walking into a store, 
take a few precautions 
and follow these tips... 

e First, read the ad carefully, 
including the small print. 
Check to see how tong it takes 
for delivery. Mail-order compa- 
hies often take 4-6 weeks to 
fulfill orders, so make sure you 
give them that much time. 
* Check out the company. Have 
any of your friends used it 
before? What kind of service 

essary, contact the Better 
Business Bureau (use the one 
located in the same city as the 
mail-order company). Better 
Business Bureaus log com- 
plaints against companies and 
can tell you the types of prob- 

lems — if any — that have 
been encountered. Look in the 
Yellow Pages for the BBB’s 
telephone number. 
¢ Contact the company to 
check on availability. They may 
be offering MK ii, but that 
doesn’t mean they're expecting 
it next week. Companies never 
get products before they're 
available in stores unless 
they’re selling foreign versions. 
Don’t send your money without. 
giving them a call. 
* If possible, pay by credit 
card. For one reason, ¢ credit 

merchandise is sent. And if you 
don’t receive your goods, the 
credit-card company is respon- 
sible for refunding your money 
or crediting your account. If 
you don’t have a credit card, 

use a personal check and con- 
sider mailing it by recorded 
delivery so it can be traced. 
Never send cash through the 
mail. Be wary of money orders, 
—— they can be hard to trace. 
¢ Once you've ordered your 
game, relax. It’ll be sent out 
within the stated delivery time. 
DON’T call the mail-order com- 
pany every day to find out 
what’s happening. 
© Inspect your order as soon as 
it arrives. If it's incorrect or the 
product(s) is defective, file a 
complaint with the mail-order 
company immediately. if it has 

contact the postal service that 
delivered it. Use recorded deliv- 
ery on any returns. 

© Some companies offer a trad- 
ing option so you can send 
them your old games for a dis- 
count on new ones. If you use 
this service be sure to use 
some form of recorded delivery. 

We can’t guarantee the reliabil- 
ity of any mail-order company. If 
anything goes wrong, contact the 
mail-order company, Your contract 
is with them — we have no record 
of your dealings, so we can’t help. 
Most mail-order transactions are 
trouble-free, But if you've experi- 

did they get at the time? If nec- fare aren teharoet ithe peor damaged SHED, 

  

Clear Case for Fish; review, 945 ‘Acclaim for Genesis; review, 943 Sega for Genesis; review, 9#1 
  

Well, that was real hard, wasn’t it? OK, the first person who writes 
in to ‘| Know The Answer’, 150 North Hill Drive, Brisbane, CA, 

94005 and tells us where the name ‘Rootentooten’ came from, 
wins a prize. This prize is really, really, weird!!! 

Overa. 42% 

Revo.ution X 
Acclaim for Genesis; review, 9#2 

Wow! Here’s a game about a bottle cap! How... uh... cool. Yeah, 
that’s it. It’s... cool. Actually, the game does have a nice control sys- 

tem and the graphics and sound are pretty good for the Genesis. But 

‘the hero is... uh... a bottlecap. Yeah... 
Overat 63% 

STREET F1GHTER ALPHA 
Capcom for PlayStation; review, 943 

While this game may not be the ‘most revolutionary’ 

game of all time, it is a truly great action game.The 

lighting effects are simply amazing and the sound 

effects are stellar. Great, but not ‘revolutionary’. 
Overatt 9O% 

V1EWPOINT 
EA for PlayStation; review, #2 

  

Everything about this game sucks, from the lousy graphics, to the 
horrible music (Aerosmith? Yuch!), to the astounding lack of game- 

play! Let me repeat that, just in case you’re deaf from going to too 

many rock concerts — this sucl 
OverRAtt 29% 

  

Electronic Arts for PlayStation; review, 943 
  

If you've never played this game on any of the millions... Oh alright, 
hundreds, of systems that it’s been on before, then you should defi- 

nitely go out and get it! Otherwise, it might be a good idea to just 

pass this one by! 
Overatt 73% 

e SHiniNG WispomM 
Sonic! Software for Saturn; review, 945 
  

Well, this game isn’t so much an advance in the 32-bit RPG genre, 

but it’s still a pretty good game. The music and sound effects are 

kinda lacking, but the storyline makes this one worth the price of 
admission. Give ita shot! 

OverRALL 73% 

Here’s that game again, for the millionth time. Frankly, there are bet- 

ter fighting games out there, but if you feel happy giving the same 

company your money for basically the same game, with a few 

changes, then go right ahead... 
__Overat 87% 

waar you TH Ll 

‘You gave Warhaw' aly hecaus 
vonly has six levels. It should have 
S gotten + bea 4 (Bill - - on, no! Not 

| another one!I can't take it!) 
> = Harley deddnge 

; MS: 
Fibs 
nee Greenvill 

This is kinda like Zaxxon on steroids. While the graphics are excep- 

tionally beautiful, the gameplay is enough to drive you nuts! Unless 

you have a high tolerance for frustration, you might be well advised 

to leave this game alone. 
Overatt 64% 

fe Sega for Saturn; review, 9#1 
  

Let's see... You're a cop and all you do is run around 

and blow away all the bad guys. THAT'S GREAT! This 
game has some very intense shooter action! It’s too bad 
that the Stunner will be bright orange in color. eras 

Overat 92% 

WARHAWK 
Sony Interactive for PlayStation; review, 9#1 
  

Fly the deadly skies in a vehicle best described as a 

Sherman tank with wings! Yaaa-hooo! This is one game 

‘that really shows off the power of the PlayStation! The h 

only drawback is there’s only six levels. Uietiat 
OveraALL 92% 

  

Vic Tokai for PlayStation; review, 9#4 Nintendo for Super NES; review, 9¥5 Sega for ‘Saturn; review, 942 
  

Yeee-haw! What could be cooler than a horror/western game? Try 

to keep body and soul together as you try to find out who's been 

stealing all the settlers’ children. Kick-ass graphics and really great 

creepy atmosphere make this a winner! 

Overau. 83% 

SKELETON WARS 
Playmates for Saturn; review, 943 

Here’s a really big RPG that stars Mario. Nintendo and 
‘Square worked together to bring this magical universe 

to life. It combines the best elements of RPGs and Mario @ 
action games! It's a must havell! itt 

Overatt 91% 

THUNDER STRIKE 2 
Sega for Saturn; review, 942 

Aside from the fact that the canyon level is kinda frustrating and 

very ugly, and that the game is too short, this title is a heck of a lot 

of fun. Oh, one more thing — how come there’s no two-player 

mode? Oh well, it's still fun! 
Overatt 73% 

@ Worms 
Ocean for Saturn; review, 9#5 

  

This is really weird... You've got a 2D, side-scrolling game, but the 
world that it takes place in is 3D! In fact, the graphics are really 

beautiful and the music and sound effects really set the mood. It 

might even be fun! Give it a shot... 
OveratL 79% 

Crystal Dynamics for Saturn; review, 9#2 

Get in your chopper and blast the crap out of the enemy in this innov- 

ative helicopter sim! While enemy vessels and parts of the terrain do 

kinda just ‘pop in’ to the screen, the action is fun, fast and furious! 

Kill ‘em allt 
Overatt 86% 

Did you ever wonder what worms did when they weren’t 

tiding a fishing hook or grossing out a little girl? Well, 

‘the truth is — THEY WAGE ALL-OUT WAR! Yes! Open up H 
this can of worms and start blowing stuff up real good!!! ) 

Overatt 94% 

  

Disney Interactive for Genesis; review, 9#1 Acclaim for Saturn; review, 943 
  

While this game doesn’t exactly set off a whole bunch of bells and 
whistles, our reviewer found it interesting and challenging. In fact, 
he kept going back for more! So give this title a try! You won't be 

disappointed at all! 
Overa. 73% 

SPIDERMAN: Wee OF FIRE 
Sega for 32X; review, 9#3 

While this game may be geared to a younger audience, it’s hard to 
ignore its technological achievements. It runs very well on the 
Genesis, and has a great storyline and very cool gameplay! This looks 

and plays better than Clockwork Knight! 
Overau. 87% 

Twisteo METAL 
‘Sony Interactive for PlayStation; review, S#1 

What happens when you port a 2D fighting arcade game over toa 
new 32-bit system? Well, you get a 2D fighting game... And 'S 

wrong with that? If you need the sweet action of the arcade hit in 

your home, then get this game! 
OverRALL 72% 

Zero Divide 
Time Warner for PlayStation; review, 942 

  

OK, let's get things off to a good start... THIS GAME SUCKS! Man, 

that felt good! There isn’t one thing in this game that hasn't been 
done before somewhere else — and better, too! So everyone 
repeat after me... THIS GAME SUCKS! 

Overatt 36% 
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How. cool can this get? You drive around in a really seedy 
neighborhood and blast away at other cars with every 
weapon you've got! Man, life just doesn't get any better 

than this! Yeee-haw! 

What we've got here is an excellent fighting game — that, unfortu- 
nately, is in a genre that has some outstanding titles in it as well. 
‘The animation and control interface are very good, but the graphics 
themselves are kinda blocky. Eh, it's your dime. 

Overat 80%   
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u icensed by Sony Computer Entertainment America for use withthe 
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are trademarks of Sony Computer Entertainment Inc. The ralfiyss. 
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COIN-OP 

What good are quarters anymore? You used to be able to 
a bunch of stuff for a quarter — comic books, sodas, four goo 

black and white pictures of you and a friend, or even a pair of X-Ray specs that didn’t 
work. Nowadays, all they're good for is — The Arcades! 

Dead Or Alive 
Tecmo | Konami 

| moves like his game was easily the : 

twisting the i biggest surprise of the onami was 

opponent to the show. | was walking also el 

ground are perfectly between Sega, Namco, and an Me a % 

captured and real Williams, checking out all the new Aiea 

smooth. Check out games, when out of the corner of | 

my eye | spotted this awesome look- ing game where you 
actually stand ona ing game. Tecmo, who hasn’t done Some real solid kicks and ally stat | 

an arcade ttle in quite a while, is Using some truly 3D backgrounds plastic replica of a jet 
Sega's Model 2 board (VF2, Daytona) to make Dead Or Alive look ski. ils version z 

make Dead Or Alive. The game we saw was only mighty impressive. the show was real ree 

30% complete and looked incredible, the graphics are early, but was still - Se 

nearly on aa with VF2. ai packed with all kinds Hopping on the jet ski and 
i i leaning into the turns is a 

Only 6 characters were done in the demo, of action. The control 

and all of them had a full arsenal of moves is very interesting and real blast and always draws 

with even more expected. The characters ae great ne ‘i i : ae 
ill moving a bi skill. The graphics on the game were still real early, were still moving a bit Only a few 

slow, but that’s to be expected from a 30% version. As for but were already looking good enough to make Wave 

  

   

  

   
   
     

    

   
   

     
     

  

   

    

What 3D fighting game 
would be 

complete without those 
bodacious polygon breasts? 

  

implementing new gameplay elements, we didn’t see any etches q Racera big hit, : : ee 

sign of that. It just looked like a well done VF2 clone and ie a, wtlo ey This game is an experience you can t possibly get 
that’s exciting in its own right. Maybe by the time Dead Or ” ef ore ie eal cane av as ie “ We'll get 
Alive comes out, they will have added more characters and 

& % see they seemed to 
gameplay to make this a huge arcade hit. We'll wait and see. lack originality. 

    

he crowded field of arcade racing games just keeps getting more 

T and more entries. Konami's entry into the field certainly isn’t the 
Most graphically impressive effort, but the pure speed and game- 

play make Midnight Run well worth your quarters. 
Games like Daytona, Rave Racer, Indy 500, and Sega Rally have a far 

superior graphical look, but Midnight Run manages to hold its own, with 
extremely tight control and a different approach. Midnight Runis aracing x. 

game, but it's a racing game through traffic-riddled highways at night. So not’ = 

  

     

  

    

   

       

      

    
     

    

   

  

     
   

  

    

  

Much like Cruisin’ 

   

  

cs only do you have to hug the corners on tight >. pair or 

j the gameplay is greatly if Za tums, you also have to weave in and out of traffic of Midnight Runs 

enhanced by weaving | While doing it. And because that is so difficult to do, it'S makes for some serio 
extremely important that the control is perfect. Luckily, petitive dri There’ 
the control is perfect. The first level of cars hug the road all a cone pl 
Teal tight and move at amazing speeds, but if you really 
want speed and a challenge, move on to the advanced cars. The advanced cars have 

even quicker pick up and they move at such amazing speeds that they 
slide around even the slightest corner. The key to controlling these cars is 

    

    

   

  

impeccable control, 
allowing you the 

At first glance, Midnight Run looks like a cheap imita- 

tion of the big racing games, but upon further play you'll 
realize that Midnight Runis a great game in its own right. 

es The funky-looking little car you get into 
=a is actually quite comfortable and has a 

back seat for dates. 

      

     

   

    
    

  

      

    

The graphics aren't on par with Sega’s big racers, 
but you won't believe the feeling of speed you get. 
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ust last month we brought you the exclusive first 
pics of now, we've got more. These pictures 
still don’t do this game justice — it just looks phe- 

lomenal. Before | have to go wash again, let’s get to the 

new screens. The game is still scheduled for an August 
release. We will definitely keep you updated on this monster title. Lau did some 

amazing 
When characters look as things in the 

i good as Dural ina 
game, reality starts to 
look real unappealing. 

The dancing 
around is great, 

but you have got to see Lau going off a 
wall and attacking Pai. It’s awesome. 

re 0 you're wondering 
just how that whole 
Virtual Reality catch 

phrase is really doing? Well, 
the biggest makers of VR 
equipment is Virtuality and it 
had a couple of real nice 
games at the show. 

The best was easily 
Missile Command 3D, where 5 5 
you and someone else each enter a gun turret, You ‘The timeless classic takes 
look all around and try to shoot the bombs before they , _ to Virtual Reality. You 

hityour bases. A micro- have to man the cannons 
hone in each and save the world 

‘ helmet helps from imminent 
you communi- destruction (ho-hum). 

"\, cate with your team-mate to ensure a 

\ good score. The graphics still aren’t up 
to par with other arcade games, but 
with Missile Command 3D Virtuality is 

¥4/ getting much closer to VR and, more 

¢ ‘The two-player link-up 
features a microphone for 

communication and a load of fun. 

‘Siow 
Boarding— 

Namco 

Skeet Shoot , 

—Virtuality Propcycle 
— Namco  



Uk ‘ t Silverload. 2 

5b? 

  

SILVERLE C 
PoStotion ad the lta i  



     

    

Alien Trilogy 

Area 51    
    

Captain Quazar 

  

N 

a ae cc College Slam 

4 Darius Gaiden 

Sao Earthworm Jim 2 
Game Shark Codes 

    
        

                        

    
    

Hang On GP 

Loaded : 

Soul Edge 

Street Fighter Alpha 

Street Fighter Ailpha2 _ 

Tetris Blast 

ae Toy Story 

: Virtua Fighter 2 

Virtua Racing 

  

pee 

Nintento...........900-288-0707 ~ Interplay....:.......900-370-7529 

S000. eeenreren415-591-7529 AcCIAIM...........916-624-9300 
‘ 
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The Super Meter is a meter that increases 

during the course of each fight. Any num- 
ber of things charge the Super Meter, but 
some moves, Special Moves that do dam- 
age to your opponent, for example, charge 

the meter much faster than others. There 
are three stages of the meter to be filled. 

You need your Super Meter charged to per- 

form Super Combos. 

Cyamn ComBos 
So far, Guy is the only character in Street 

Fighter Alpha 2who can perform a chain 
combo. To perform the combo, simply 
press each attack button in succession 

from weakest to strongest.   
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New to Street Fighter Alphais the addition of a Custom Combo 
feature. Custom Combos are activated by pressing any two 
punch buttons and one kick button or two kick buttons and 
one punch (effectively making a triangle with the buttons) 

Once you begin a Custom Combo, a time counter of various 
lengths (dependent on your super meter) appears and, as the 
timer runs down, any and all moves performed will be ex 

cuted in rapid succession. Any move can be used, but special 

moves in a Custom Combo cause more damage. 

Move Key: 
JAB. .... Light Punch (Jab) 

STRNG .. ... Medium Punch (Strong) 

FRCE . . Fierce Punch (Fierce) 
SHRT Light Kick (Short) 

-Medium Kick (Forward) 

Strong Kick (Roundhouse) 

. Any Punch 

_ Any Kick 
. hold key down 

4, 

Gi 
Knee Flip’.acsci vee nctos ©+RH 
Lightning Kick K (repeat) 

Spin Kick +K 

SHIRKiGki ss aciecas es .O06.k 
Super Combos 
Mega Kikoken.......... 000000 +p 
Mega Spin Kick........ 00G0.«k 
Thousand Burst Kick... PO@O +k 

  

Fake Fireball ......... 
Fireball 
Hurricane Kick ....... 
Quernead tian saraecces 

    

Shinkuu Hadoken ....... 

   

   

     

Flip Kick z 
Handspring SHRT + FRWRD + RH 
Overhead . © + FRWRD 
Sonic Boom: O+P 
Thrust Kick............ O+RH 
Super Combos 
Crossfire Blitz OGO +k 

Flip Kick Combo O00 +k 
OGO+P Sonic Blade 

O00: suet 
000 +P 
000+k 

  

An Alpha Counter is a built-in re 

each character can perform with one sing 
motion. The key to using the Alpha Counte: 
Cessfully is all in the timing. You also ne 
least one level of your Super Meter filled to 

an Alpha Counter. To perform the move, bl 

an attack and then immediately do the follo 

move: B, DB, D + P or. Punch counters are 
slightly faster than kick counters, but generally 

inflict less damage. The window of opportunity 
for counters is very small, so beware. 

     

  

     
     
   

  

    

   



\ Ker 
DISGOUPUDCH resem tetet aes aude came ricts O00 +P 

      

  

   
       

   
     
    

      

    

     
   

Fake Hurricane Kick. .., OOO + supr Low Tiger Shot 
3 eee anere ..., Q00+P Tiger Blow . 

Hurricane Kick .... ..,. 00O+k Tiger Crush .. Re 

‘i Overhead........... UN i FRWRD lek SHOE cece oonied 

Roundhouse we DERH uper Combos 
TT a : 600 ae Tiger Cannon .......... Q80000 -? 

Super Combos Tiger Genocide .. 900000 +k 

Shinryuken ........ 000000 -« Tiger Raid... 006006 --« 
Shoryureppa ....... BOOOOSO + p    

      

UaQUAL: KICK: 23s merge 

Jaguar Knee... 900 +k 
Jaguar Tooth . 90000 +k 
Overhead ............... © +STRNG 
Super Combos 
Jaguar Elbow Combo..... 000000 ..p 
Jaguar Kick Combo ...... O0O0G0 --k 

    
        
    
    
    
     

        

  

Burst Punch ...........P,P.P (repeat) 
60 +K    

   

  

    
    
      
    
      

    
          

   
   
    

   
    

    

            
           
   

    

   

Leg Thrust... . x 
Mantis Style ...... “San 
Overhead Attack .. . 9+ STRNG 
Rolling Attack .......... O+P 
Single Air Kick.......... © +FK 
Wall Dive..............(nold) O©@ + 
Super Combos 

arpet D , AirGrab.............,, 0000 

anes we aitiena eee Dashing Pain.....:..... 
Super Combos , tod See. cis 000000.° Rapid Punch Spell ....... ©0600 

Mega Power Bomb ...... G0000006 60000 -p 

Bushido Leap........ 

         
= # Bushido Run .. 900 +k, K 
(AY overhead ...... .. O+STRNG 

Yo Spin Elbow... ..,. OOGO+P 
BG) SvINKICK. ee. 000. 

  

    

  

Super Combos 
\ Bushido Rampage ....... 000000 +k 

A Rising Attack Combo..... OOOOOO + k 
Air hy» . +. (While in air) ©00+P 
Dragon Punch .. OO© +P 
Fireball ....... Q00+P 
Hurricane Kick.. QO@ +k 
Overhead...... © + STRNG 

000 +P 

       
    
    
       

       
       

      
     

  

= Red Fireball 

o tsof Teleport....... O00 - (al Por (all) K 
Devil's Reverse ...... oe P,P ai : aes pba 
Head Stomp + K, P linkuu Hadoken. . . . (while in air) 

Psycho Aur O+P 800000 +P 
Scissors Ki O +k Shoryureppa....... QOOOOO +P 

Teleport... 900 + all Pork) 
Super Combos 
Knee Press Nightmare. OOOO +k 
Psycho Crusher ...... 
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Air Drill... © + K or FRCE (in air) 

    

      

     
     

  

Teleport ... OOO - (all P or fal) K 
Yoga Fire... O00 +P 
Yoga Flame .....,, 00006 +p 
Yoga Flame (Ground) .... G@OOO +p 
Super Combos 
Mega Yoga Air Toss... . 000000: 
Mega Yoga Flame ....... O00000.-P 

Dragon Punch......... Q00+P 
Fireball ... 00O+P 
Gale Kick O60 +k 2 
Super Combos 
Kick Combo........... 0060060 -« 
Shinkuu Hadoken ...... QOOOOO +P 

» Shoryureppa....... 800000 +P 

   
    

    
Zangiet 
Bear Hug. .. (ata distance) BOOOOOOGCO - k 

-, 000+? Green Hand     

  

             

  

      

   

  

Lariat .. all) P (repeat) 
Short Lari &t K BBO 
Spinning Pile Driver... . . . GOOOOSG O+P \ 

SOP its osc atenenee G000000G6 -k Ye? 
Super Combos 
Atomic Buster .......... GGO000G06G , 

GO0OOOGO +P 
Uppercut/Throw ........ 000000 +k Soul Fist 

Soul Reflect . . 
Soul Spark . . . Sane 
Soul Thrust........... . 

Combos YW Frend Gone -........ @QQOO +x /// 
Mega Soul Combo 000000 ; P fi 
Mega Soul Spark ........ OGG0GE +P) iy 

    

  

         

      

  

    

      
      
    

       

        

( 
NY 

    

    

  

Turn Around Headbutt. . .. . 

, Super Combos 
Chain Massacre ....... 000000 +; 
Mega Headbutt Combo.. POOO +k            

                 
               

     

‘ irdie 
, A Chain Grab ic icsasttens GG00080 +P 

Vf, Headbutt Rush .......... 0O+P 
R Overhead wesw cttsitean et O+RH       

  

   

    

Fireball... 
Ro eto 
Fast Rolling Attatk . (all) P (repeat) 

Is] 

    

  

Hurricane Ki Pipe Twirl... .OO0+P Pp 
Little Miss Drag : (Quick Jump . 000000 
Overhead Attack......... © + FRWAD Rolling Attack .060.- PEP: 
Super Combos Wall Attack. . 006 +k 
Shinkuu Hadoken........ 8090000 --P Super Combos 
Shoryureppa..... .... 000000 +k Grenade Ambush......... O0G60G0 --p 
Spinning Kicks 006000 --k Hang ‘em High........... 000000 -k 

  

Sess 
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‘DOOM’ From 

outside the base 
you hear the car- 
nage: guns firing, 
men screaming, 
bones cracking 
then — silence. 

Suddenly you're 

the last surviv- 
ing marine 
thrust into a 

bloody, gore rid- 
den underworld 
50 miles into the 

future. 3D0 $39 

   Ya«laim §////F Ni) oie 
‘COLLEGE SLAM’ Match up over 44 college rival 
teams in this arcade style, 2 on 2 basketball game 
featuring 3 modes of competition, alley oops, special 
fratemity teams and college arenas. SNES $58 

‘MARVEL SUPER HEROES: WAR OF THE 
GEMS’ Choose your favorite Marvel charac- 
ters and battle Thanos, the most dangerous 
villain in the Marvel Universe! SNES $54 

    
‘PRIMETIME ‘IRON STORM’ “SIMCITY 2000° 

NFL FOOT- Presents players is the follow up to 
BALL’ Now you with the option Sim-City that 
can experience of controlling the takes urban plan- 
the real thing, German, ning into the next 
‘Sega Satum pro- Japanese, or century. SimCity 
vides the most 
realistic sports 
gameplay ever. 
Dynamic per- 

spectives and 

big time action 

puts you in the 

middle of every 

play. SAT $59 

American forces 

in two modes of 

play, scenario 
or campaign 
The player 

can choose to 

fight one of 54 

separate bat- 
tles! SAT $52 

2000 adds a new 

level of realism & 
sophisticated 
gameplay. New 

features include 
underground 
water & trans- 

portation sys- 
tems. PSX $52 

  

  

  

      

    

3D0 Sys Panasonic $199 Genesis Systm Sonic 2$119 Spiderman: Web of FireS58 rk Sun: Shatered Lnds $52 Syst w Virtua Fghter $319 Supr Nin System $95 
3D0 2nd Player Gun $49 Gensis Nomad Systm $179 T-Mek $46 King's Field $52 Game Shark $56 Beavis & Butt-Head $35 
3D0 6 Buton Contr Pad $24 6 Button Power Stick $39 Tempo $29 Slayer $52 HORI Fighting Stic $46 Biker Mice from Mars $29 
7th Guest 2: 11thHr $52 6 Button Control Pad + $19 __Virtua Fighters $59 Werewlf: Apocalypse $59 Mad Cats Cniri Pad Dix $14 Boogerman S47 
Captain Quazar $52 F-16 Wireless Ctrl Pad $19 Virtua Racing Deluxe $39 Saturn Arcade Racer $66 Brain Lord $24 
Casper $46 CD BckupRAMCart $49 —Wirehead $29 Satum Mission Stick $66 College Slam Basketball $62 
Crash & Bum $29 RF Antenna Switch $9 World Series Baseball $59 Saturn Virtua Stick $54 Cutthroat Island $62 
Creature Shock $44 Lethal Enforcers Gun $18 After Shock $52 Demolition Man $39 
Cyberia S44 Air Combat $46 Donkey Kong Country 2 $62 
Doom $39 Assault Rigs $62 Doom $56 
Dragons Lair 2 $52 Jaguar CD System $139 DNA Imperative $44 7thGuest2:11thHour $52 Earth Bound $59 
Drug Wars $39 Addams Family Values $44 Jaguar Controller $19 Die Hard Trilogy $56 Alien Trilogy $52 ESPN Football S16 
GEX $42 BrainDead 13 CD $29 Jag Power Kit Systm $99 Doom $54 Alone in the Dark $52 Final Fight 3 $52 
Isis $52 Bugs Bunny $42 Baldies CD $46 Fade to Black $52 Blazing Dragons $52 Foreman for Real $39 
Lost Eden $32 Dragons Lair 2 $52 Burnout $29 Hi-Octane $52 BrainDead 13 $52 -GrandPrix1Pat2 $19 
Lucienne’s Quest $52 Pocahontas $59 Castle Wolfenstein 3D $29 Krazy Ivan $52 Casper $46 Hagane $49 
Mortal Kombat 3 $59 X-Men 2:Clone Wars $52 Doom $32 Loaded $52 Castlevania $44 illusion of Gaia $35 
Olympic Basketball © $54.——X-Perts $58 Dragon's Lair CD $49 NAMCO Museum Vol.1 $52. Clockwork Knight 2 $44 Jeopardy 2 Dix $29 
Olympic Multi-Sport $54 Dragon:Bruce Lee Stry $24. PO'ed $52 Congo $52 Ken Griffey Jrs Win Run $64 
Prowler $52 Highlander CD $36 Resident Evil $62 D $52 Killer Instinct $62 
Realms of Valor $58 Hover Strike CD $19 Space Hulk $44 Die Hard Trilogy $56 Madden Football96 $58 
Return Fire 2 $54 Mortal Kombat 3 $64 Kasumi Ninja $19 Virtuoso $54 Dream Knight $54 Marvel Super Heroes $54 
Shred Fest $54 Samurai Showdown CD $34 Myst CD. $54 Earthworm Jim 2 $48 Mechwarrior 3050 $49 
Star Fighter $39 Ultimate Mortal Kmbat 3 $69 NBA Jam Tournamnt Ed $59 Golden Axe: The Duel $54 Mortal Kombat 3 $64 
Varuna's Force $52 VR Troopers $42 Pinball Fantasies $35 Lgcy of Kain:Blod Om $52 NBA Give & Go $47 
WaterWorld $52 WeaponLord $52 Primal Rage CD $59 Chaos Control $44 Loaded $54 NBA Live 96 $58 
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y first strategy guide. Well, it's 3:14 am and! 
ved Alien Trilogy (AT) again, so | guess I'm as 
as I'll ever be. | just hope Bill likes it enough to 
jap in the 'soft' Box tomorrow. On the other 
oxes seem soft when you're this tired. 
me looks like it plays a lot like Doom, but if you 

standard Doom strategies, you aren't going to 
irst off, there is a LOT less ammunition in AT. 

That would be OK, because there are also a lot fewer enemies 
per level, except a lot of enemies take way more than one hit. 
Conserve your ammo, especially your charges and grenades. 
Unless you have an alien on your scope, you should have the 9 
millimeter gun selected; it’s enough for most things (it just 
takes a LOT of hits). 

Here’s some general strategies: Go slow. There’s no 

time limit for the levels. Plus, most of the enemies are in pre- 

Set places in the levels. As soon as they see you, they start 

coming for you, so if you go running around half-cocked, 
. you're going to end up with a ton of aliens chasing you around. 
When more than one alien attacks you at once, get against a 
wall, or one of them will try to get behind you and attack from 
behind. If there are a group of aliens laying in wait for you 
(which you usually discover by charging into them and getting 

killed), you can usually bait them to come after you one at a 

time (making them far easier to kill), if you go in slowly until 
one sees you, and then run back to a safe area where you can 
kill him one on one. 

Don’t shoot the pipes, you'll 
3 110 ill 

release scalding steam. it! 
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- in front of you, who you can’t see, 

Because ammo is at a premium, finding 
hidden caches is essential. When you get the 
auto-mapper on a level, look for all the 
blue dots. That's where the good 
stuff is. If it's hidden in a locker, 
use the 9 mil to open it. 

Each level requires a 
different strategy, and most 

levels have a best way to go 
through them. If you die 
(and you will), keep trying 
and you'll figure out the 
right path. Many times, 
you'll need to access hid- 
den areas to complete the 
mission. If you find the exit 
door without completing a 

good percentage of the mis- 
sion (over 65%), you'll have to 
do it over again. 

Obviously, save after every 
level (if you don’t have a memory 
card, you'll have to write down a long 
password, but it's worth it, trust me). On 

the bonus levels, practice going through them 

a bunch of times until you discover all the secret areas 
and can plot out a strategy for getting the most stuff. If you 

A lot of the fake walls on 
later levels are really fake 
— you don't need to 
shoot them at all like you 
do on lower levels; just 
walk through them. 

jances are 
there’s a hidden room behind that 
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| 
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find an automapper on a bonus level, check out 
the map; you'll see where all the power-ups 

are, and it won’t take any time. 
As you progress, levels get more 
and more complex, with multiple 

levels and hidden elevators. 
Although the automapper will 
show the location of many 

hidden items, it doesn’t 
show them all, so don’t 
depend on it completely. 
On later levels, it gets 

harder to detect false 
walls. Try shooting a sin- 
gle round with your most 
powerful gun. If you don’t 
see sparks (from the bullet 

bouncing off the wall) 
chances are it’s a fake wall. 

Overall, if you take it 
slow, conserve your ammo, and 

have a good nose for sniffing out 
hidden walls, you should do fine. If you 

have any specific questions, email me at 
chris_charla@qm.imagine- 

inc.com and I'll try to help you out. 

The lock mechanisms need 
batteries to be tripped. If 
they switch from red to yel- 
low and stay that way, 
whatever you just affected, 
usually unlocking a door, is 
permanent. If you leave the 
area and come back and the lock is flashing red 
again, you caused a temporary change, probably 
activating a lift. Run around and check quick, 
because it won't stay activated for long.  



       

   
Alien blood is acid! 

Don't step in it, it will 

Cause damage! 

   

   

  

Sometimes the 
Aliens will be 
clinging to 
ceiling. Hold 
L2 + triangle 
to aim up, and 

flush them 
down with 
a grenade, 

        
      

  

    
        
     

    

  

     

  

       

      
      

  

   if you're firing a Use the 9 mil 

       
     

charge ata to shoot 

false wall, colonists. 

stay back, And oh yeah, 

or the they‘re 
explosion saying ‘kill 
will hurt me,' not 
you, too. ‘help me!"      

   

    

            

     

  

    

  

     
   

    
Most of the time, if an = - zz 
enemy can’t see you =When you first get to anew ©) Face-huggers are scary, 
(he’s just walking around level, trigger the door in the ele- 7100 f but they only take off 
instead of shooting at ‘vator, but don’t leave. If there ea) two health points. 

you) he’s too far to hit. are lots of aliens there (and > 

But sometimes you can there will be, especially on later 

get him with a grenade levels), take a few shots and i 

or charge. back into the elevator, lettingthe os #* g 
door close (protecting you). Keep fa aa 
doing this until you clean out the <s, 
entrance area. ~ 

  

Synthetics are wicked 
tough. Your best bet is to 
use a grenade. Don’t forget 
though, grenades work 

great, but only at a dis- you have only alimited =‘ 
tance. Using them up close : 
will just waste them. ea in ~ ok Wa i ssh 

flamethrower kills =. 
», them fastest 

for the eggs. When 
you first encounteran | | 
area with lots of eggs, 

170 lll 
usar 

    
      

  

      

  
  

The automapper comes 
fy in handy on the bonus 
Fa] levels, especially if you're 

prepared to go through 
more than once. 

     

  

   

    

Sometimes you'll have to go in an 
f acid pit or steam pit that will hurt 
i yout If there are plenty of derm 

: } inthe area, you'll know { 
   
     

     

        

  

    
  

   

  

ob're supposed to be there. 

The best strdfegy with & Queen 
is shoot until she gets close to 
you, then fun, turn around dnd 

       

    TT dk eh 
start shooting again. On Queen db: _ =, 

levels, make sure you fry as 
many eggs as possible before e e bd 
taking on the evil witch herself. sr megane - 

e * + m. we -t 
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ARCADE 

Edge impresses with its superior motion-captured, texture-mapped 
graphics and its true light-sourcing. Coupled with challenging game- 

play that emphasizes side-stepping, counter-attacks and strategy, Namco 
appears to have a sure-fire winner. Although there have been complaints about 
character balance, it is probably way too early to indict the game, as this may 
merely be a matter of players not yet discovering and utilizing the true capa- 

bilities of each fighter. With that being said, consider this 
strategy a starting point as you enter the world of 

Soul Edge. 

6) ne of the more widely-anticipated arcade fighters of the year, Soul 

  

Generat 
Strategies| 

Buttons: | 
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    | Recover cv 
Moves 
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BORN OF THE ATOM. RAISED IN THE ARCADE. 

pe ELE DING ON JOLUEN,, 
a 

GHiLUREM 
GE THE ATU 

Ss 

X-POWER MOVES! INCREDIBLE INTERACTIVE SUPER JUMPS AND 
BACKGROUNDS! MID-AIR ATTACKS! 

Professor y . é 

A«laim 
inctive lik 

"entertainment inc 

  
   
     

   



All The Brutality, Carnage And Senseless Violence Of Darkstalkers. 

Pay]



Only Darker. 

Just when you thought the Darkstalkers had reached their ultimate evil, they're back with a chilling twist. Night Warriors ™ features new secret moves, multi-hit combos, 

dazzling animation and even shadier characters in the year’s most eagerly anticipated release. Now, you'll have a terrifying encounter with 10 of your treacherous favorites 

while battling for your life with new or previously unplayable characters. So get ready to defend yourself against a world of deadly powers. You might survive to see the light. 

  

  
© CAPCOM CO., LTD. 1996 © CAPCOM U.S.A., INC. 1996. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. Night Warriors is a trademark of CAPCOM CO., LTD. CAPCOM is a registered trademark of CAPCOM CO., LTD. Sega and Sega Saturn 
are trademarks of Sega Enterprises, Ltd. This official seal is your assurance that this product meets the highest quality standards of Sega Saturn™ System. Visit CAPCOM’s web-site www.capcoment.com



    

   

    

     

  

    

  

       
    

  

AREA 51 

  

     Time Warner for Arcade      
  FST ET 

Secret Rooms | ° t' 
Here are some of the cheats to access secret rooms 
in one of the more entertaining arcade shooters out 
right now. There are six different 
secret rooms in the game 
but the ‘X Marks the 
Spot’ room has 
replaced the 

‘Shake Your 
Booda’ room in 
arcade con- 
soles with a 
higher serial 
number 
than #2,138. 

he Entertainment for Super 

Thanks, Code Weasel! 
Well, it’s nice to see that someone was paying 
attention a couple issues ago when | asked if 
anyone knew what the Teleport Bomb code 
(Enter x, X, X, X, B, B, B, B when game is 

paused) was for in EJ2. Apparently the code 

only works on ‘The Flying Kings’ stage and it 

teleports the bomb to your location. My thanks 

go to E. Howell (| hope that’s your name) who 
contacted me via America Online with the infor- 
mation. For your extraordinary performance 
beyond the call of duty, | hereby dub thee an 
Official GAME PLAYERS Code Weasel. 
What does this mean? Well, it means you’re not 
the Code Monkey, so you don’t get a prize. But 

hey, at least you got some recognition! 
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X Marks the Spot 
Right after the game starts, 

while outside 
on the Front Tarmac (Wave 1) to get in 

= tues the secret room. Be alert, because two of 
the windows are only visible during a very 

quick camera pan. 

Head Quarters 
during the 

first lock down in the Hangar (Wave 2). Two of the lights 
are to the right of the red tractor truck and one is to the 
left. The one light to the left can only be shot during a 
quick camera pan. 

Chow Palace 

(Wave 2) on the far left as you enter. Chow Palace is a 
huge power-up feast and it is the only place in the game 
where you can see a Stage 2 alien (the intermediate bio- 
form between the Stage 1 zombies and the full-blown 
Stage 3 Kronomorph alien. 

Egg-Cellent 
After entering the Administration Building (Wave 4), 

and the 
around it when you go through the doorway in the 

first corridor. You can score over 15,000 points in this 
room. Talk about easy... 

Chow Palace Again 
during the bar- 

rel-throwing zombies lock down in the Bunker (Wave 6) 
to get back to power-up heaven. 

RS 

  

   

  

gue towets | 
ahd.the mine; Bs 
field, Roger. 
Burchill ievecaih 

7 thought that he 
~ had cocci But } 

he had forgotten yy. 
i, the dogs! Only the,‘ 
night heard his cries’.ii”! 
el he was is y 

ged back, 
c s0 to his 

s « halich Code 
Wi i! Breakers column. 
a A kay! Everybody 
é ; out of the Code * 
ts Dungeon! Snap , 

"4, 8 outof your banana-belching, ' * 
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te code-breaking stupor and; 
f'\" listen up for this month's. 

! updates, Here we go: a 
Due to overwhelming 

demand, the dreaded Code 
Donkey of the Month award 

,, Will soon make its return to 
a | these hallowed pages. 
wut Unfortunately, this month 
i) not one of our readers was 

© deemed enough of aloser to’. s_ 
#4. be inducted into the Hall 

iy of Shame. But | know 
somewhere out there is 
a Donkey in making. Look 

for his humiliation in next 
month’s new and improved 
Code Breakers. 

, Next, itseems thata 
"few, okay, a lot of you, 

; have been complaining 

if * about the Even More 
ts Codes section. Apparently, 

. ,, you weren’t happy about 

1 © — this handy and convenient 
reference of previously 
run codes. So, benevolent 

‘ruler that | am, | have 
decided to add three more 

Wis. pages to the Code Breakers #4 
4. section, despite the extra 

‘:, Work that it makes for me. 
i Now you have to buy 

every issue of GAME " 

. PLAYERSto insure that ,- '}i 
: you Never miss any codes. * “,» 

Now get back to work, you iy 

lazy, worthless Code 

Breakers} need baka & 

      

   

   

        



CODES 

INDY 500 

  

     The Competitive Advantage 
As one of the best racing games ever for the arcade, 
Indy 500 can stand on its own merits. But take a look 

at all the following cheats and 
codes and you'll be amazed 
at how much hidden stuff 
went into an arcade racing 

game. It just goes to show why 
Sega is number one when it comes to 

arcade games. 

   

        

   

    

   

  

   

                        

       

      

Hidden 
Stuff 

Fifth View 
To get a larger view 

of the race track, drive 
in the , then 

  

  

push 
: simultaneously. 

Mirror Mode 
= To race a track with everything in 

Skippable and Unstoppable reverse, 
Previously, I’ve run invincibility and level skip codes for and then 

the Genesis version of this game. This time around we J . IF this is done cor- 

have the same codes for the Super NES. Hopefully, you 
haven't bothered sending the ‘You're a Sega Brown- 
Noser’ letters out to me yet. Isn’t it nice how it all works 
out in the end? g 
Whereas in the Genesis version you actually couldn't 
access the invincibility cheat until Level 2, the Super 
NES is nice enough to offer it on Level 1. To initiate 

rectly, not only will the track be in 
reverse, but so will all the text on 

* — the signs in the game. 

=v) Mirror Mode : 
i] with Power Steering 

(7 — Power Steering allows the steering to 
tun freely and without any resistance 

  

    

   

     

invincibility, that has the bucket of while in Mirror Mode. To do this, 
army men on top and and then 

. Make gaz 
Woody duck i 
down for E 

about Twin-type 
and 

when the star @ | you've Console Cheats 

in the upper entered the Reverse Direction 
left comer of invincibility code, just To race the course in the opposite direction, 
the screen the game at ; : 
begins to anytime and press the tle while starting the game. 
spin, you button to skip to Driving the Pace Car! 
are invincible. the next stage! To drive the hot Mustang Pace Car, simply 

and push the start button simultaneously after 
you've selected your track and before the rolling start. 

COLLEGE SLAM Mustangs Ev here! 

Acclaim for Saturn gS 34 To change all the other cars on the course to Mustang 
i pagar a : Pace Cars, while push- 

Twist and Shout ing the after you've selected your track 
Here’s a trick that will turn your teammate or yourself into a tornado for the and before the rolling start. 
entire game. Weird, huh? He probably won't have much of a shot but he 

should suck down a ton of rebounds! / Fun Stuff 
JisWRO PWR o y.. The Trailer 

If you at the Transmission Select 
screen, you can see the door of the trailer carrying your 

To do this trick go to the car up close. to watch the car 
‘Tonight's Match-up’ screen. come out of the trailer. 
As soon as the screen A 

| appears, start rotating the directional pad in a The Birds 
B- clockwise direction Wait for the announcer to Race the ‘Highland Raceway’ track while in the Reverse 

finish speaking and, while still rotating the direc- Direction Mode. As you emerge from the tunnel on the 
tional pad, press the 4 button to start the game. track, you will see birds flying with your car for awhile. 
When the tip-off screen appears, either your To keep the birds as your escort, just 

and drive in the normal forward direction. 
> teammate or you will be a tornado!   June 1996 GAME PLAYERS 101
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@ss Whupp in? Codes 
You know, if there’s a game out there that excites 
gamers more than Street Fighter, | don’t know of it. 

Okay, maybe that short little Italian plummer guy has a 
following but a hurricane kick coupled with a triple 
flaming uppercut should put him in his place! Anyways, 
we had some hidden character codes for SFA on the 
PlayStation last month. This month, it's Saturn time! 

    

  

   
     

LOADED 

Interplay for PlayStation 
  

Blood and Guts 
As if there wasn’t enough death and 
mutilation in this game, here are a bevy 
of codes that should further encourage 
your anti-social behavior. Ohh, sweet, 

sweet blood... 

=F MHSIC_HALIME FEF 
nit i nonmmninn E 

Fx UALME 

         

  

        
        
      

  

   

TT 
CANTINDE 47 Hit Combo 

Here’s an awesome combo that’s possible when you're 
fighting in the Team Mode. by sur- 
rounding him and knocking him down with repeated 
short kicks. Bison will then get up 

Surround him very closely 
again and this time both 
players should hit him with 

. This should 
get you about an easy 

at this point. Now if Ryu 

does his 

the game and hold L1+L2 for 
Continue holding down the L1+L2 buttons while 
entering the following codes. (Note: After entering 
the codes, you must once again pause during 
gameplay and use the newly appeared options in 
the menu to initiate the cheats.) 

Level Select - , , , LETT, , i 

at exactly Level Skip - X, 
the right time and Ken con- 
tinues jabbing or does a 
Hurricane Kick of his own, a La : 

should be achieved. There even 
seems to be a possibility for even more hits. 

How sweet itis! 

Hidden Characters 
To play as Akuma, go to the character select 

menu and highlight the random character 
box (marked by a 7’). Hold down the L and 

buttons and press Left, Left, 
% y, At! to select Akuma in his nor- 

mal colors. Press X+Y instead of A+8 to play 
Akuma in his secondary colors. 

For Bison, highlight the random character boxand —_To play as 
press 7 Dan, follow 

+B while holding the Land R buttons. Once again, the process 

ing down 
the Land 
buttons. To [i 

access |p 
Dan's sec- 
ondary color press Y, B, A, X,Y while holding down the 

shoulder buttons. 

In one of the cooler hidden tricks ina 
while, do the following to have both Ken 

| and Ryu fight Bison. Go to the arcade 
mode and have 
and . Both players 
should then hold the L and R shoulder but- 
tons and press Up, Up. Then release the 
shoulder buttons and press Up, Up, again. 

j} Player One should then press X and player 
_] two should press Z. Note: The commands. 

“4 do not need to be entered simultaneously 
by both players for this trick to work. If you 

  

   
    

4. and your friend manage to defeat Bison, a 
Team Mode option is automatically added 

[<7 to the choices at the Main Menu. 
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Extra Lives - ; i; ; F , 

Free Bombs - , R2, X, ; , A 

Extra Ammo = ; h ; , Left, , 
Weapon Power Up - ‘ a , 1 
Healing - ; 

VIRTUA RACING 

rime Warner for Saturn 

Racing Diversions 
Okay, when you think racing games for the Saturn, 

this may not be the first one to pop in your mind. 
But once upon a time it was the hottest racing 
game in the arcades and this is a somewhast 
decent conversion. So if you happen to be playing 
this game, use the following trick to convince your- 

self that Virtua Racing lives up to the standards of 

Daytona and Sega Rally. Yeah, right. 

To access a 
hidden path 
while racing 
the Amazon fe 

Falls track 
just go past 

the first hill on 
the track and Yc 
slow down as. 

you near the top of 
the second hill. When 

you see a road block to 
the right, turn and drive through it! Here you 

will find a road with tunnels and huge jumps! 
But be careful, if you happen to hit the side of 
the road you will be swept back to the main 
road. Check out the aerial view for a better 

look of the secret passage way!



   

                      

    

            

   

      

   

    

      
     

    
TETRIS BLAST 

Nintendo for Game Boy 
and Super Game Boy. 

Get Blasted 
Well, here’s a rarity — a code for a portable system. It’s 
Not often that | hear about cheats for these neglected 
little guys. So let’s just say that this is their little 
moment in the sun. 
The following are the stage level passwords for 
Tetris Blast. Just enter them at the options screen. 

7] Stage2 = ZFFFJUUF 
F| Stage3 —B/MMLLKB 

Stage4 XSDDGGDM 
KCWGLLHK 

ii : Renee VG.LJJDM 
that is available by Ss oa aa —- K.TDGGME 

using the Health & 
code is playing as a Bi XZSCDDKK 

disemboweled DFMYLLDD 
mess. Just allow YGCPDDHL 
yourself to be killed and splattered and Pause p GVMYLLCJ 

the game immediately. Go to the health option : WCPDDGD 
and press X. You will now receive full health and E ‘Th CJXTBBCE 

be able to wander around as a splattered 
corpse. Gat is somewhat limited with this 1LYLKKL 

cheat but it’s still pretty cool and at least your LXWTBMMB 
smart bombs still work! VSRPDCCH 

  

  

  

   peed Thrills 
Wow! A low profile game that improves as you familiar- 
ize yourself with it, Hang On GPis one of the more 
enjoyable motorcycle racing games available. Even bet- 

ter, here’s a code to bring out the most in the game. 

PRESS dor€ TC GREOSE 

  

For the ability to select any course to race without 
defeating the easier courses first, go to the Mode 
Select screen and - 
highlight Options. |    

ESS Tr TSU 

CODES 

Yes, for all you professional cheaters out there who 
require mechanical assistance (hopefully, this is in 

regards to codes only), Interact Accessories has 
once again come through with codes for their little 
Cheat machines. And if all these Game Shark codes 
aren't enough, check out the .Surfing With The 
Sharks. web site at 
http://www.gameshark.com. The site offers 
Game Shark news, technical information and assis- 
tance and of course, codes (updated weekly). 
Codes are only accessible if you pay a membership 
fee but check out the sight anyway — If you're really 
code hungry this may just be the ticket for you. 

PlayStation Codes 
Twisted Metal 
Infinite Fire Missiles 
Infinite Freeze Missiles . . 
Infinite Catapults 

  

Raiden Project Il 
Infinite Lives (Player One) 

Max Vulcan (Player One) 

Street Fighter Alpha 
Player One Invulnerable 

800ECF40 0003 
800ECF28 0008 

8018710C 0090 

King’s Field 
Loads of Gold 80199440 C350 

Infinite Batteries 8009A05A 0001 

(Note: The master codes are necessary to use the 

cheat codes on the Saturn.) 

NFL Quarterback Club 
Master Code F60290D0 C305 

B6002800 0000 
Player Two Never Scores 1603EC54 0000 

Mortal Kombat I 
Master Code F6000914 C305 

B6002800 0000 
. .160BDB70 00A1 
160BDD04 0000 

Infinite Energy 
Zero Energy Opponent 

  

Hang On GP 
Master Code F6000914 C305 

B6002800 0000 
Infinite Time 1604BCE2 003C 

D 
Master Code F6000914 C305 

B6002800 0000 
Infinite Mirror Hints 1601F80A 160   
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Cope MonKey 
Ot THe Mont 

Well, it's been sort of a slow 

month for great codes. But Jason 
Fogler of Bloomington, IL did manage 

to provide me some entertainment by passing 
along the info necessary to access the Dural 
Cinema at the end of VF2. Since this is a dirty film, 
with a scantily clad babe, it proves that Jason 

truly knows the way to this Code Master's heart. 

For supplying me with information that will con- 
tribute to the general decay of society, you are 
hereby promoted from Banana Boy to the 
coveted title of Code Monkey! 

After you've fought and 
knocked out all your oppo- 
nents (including Dural), the 

cinema will load and you will 
see Dural’s armor fall off of 
her and a getatantalizing] BONUS STAGE 

peak at her face! 

CAPTAIN QUAZAR 

_Studio 3D0 for 3D0* ‘ 

VIRTUA FIGHTER 2 

The Dural Cinema at the end of VF2 reveals that Dural 

isn’t all cold, hard polygons — deep down she’s really 

a soft, warm, butt-kicking woman! 

Now it's one thing to discover the Dural Cinema, but Jason also offers the 
cheat to make it easy to get there. Because, unless you're a VF2 god, it 
could take you a while to defeat the game on the hard setting with no 
losses and all knock outs. So to shift the balance of power to your side, go 
to the options menu and set the life meter to No Damage, the time to 
Infinite, and the number of matches to one. Beating the game on the Easy 

setting so you 
can change 
the ring size to 
42 meters on 
the extra 
option screen 
would be 
most helpful, 
as ring outs 
are the only 
real threat to 

9} an invincible 
Virtua Fighter. 

LIFE gfuee 1p NO DAMAGE 

’ 
auateH Point) A 
aE Tene 
ScOnTINUE x 

DARIUS GAIDEN 

Acclaim for Saturn       

Crazy Captain 
Speaking of neglected little buddies, here’s some codes 
for a system that seems to get lost in the shuffle some- 
times. Nothing personal, but enjoy the codes while you 
can. Nothing lasts forever... 

Copyright @ 1995 The 300 
Ail Righes Resctred, 
a traceeasck of the 300 

If you‘d like to walk through 
walls as opposed to walking | . 

around them, just 
the game at 

anytime during game- 
play and press R, L, B, 

, B, R, L, Up. If done 
correctly, all walls 

within a close radius 
of Captain Quazar vi disappear momentarily.   104 GAME PLAYERS June 1996   
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Gone Fishin’ 
For all the shooter purists out there, the mere sug- 
gestion of cheating is an executionable 
Offense. But for the rest of us it’s the only 
way to see the second half of the game! 

The following codes won't make you 

invincible but they will help. 

To get nine credits, go to the options § 
menu and press X, A, L, R, and 

then hold down L and press X, C, Z, A, ¥ 

t, . You will hear a weird sound 
Sad is done TECH. 

Faster Auto-fire 
is always a god 
send in shoot- 
ers! To access it 

fever il rien 
Easy and enone 
Abnormal fi Sno piss: m 

Level ii “; Z in Darius Gaiden, 
options, i | hold and 

hold : ‘ press Y, 
down X, [iii oe = s LX, ZL, 

while at the 
C, L, B, Left, R, at the options : options screen. 

screen. You should hear a monster Ei sacar Ss fa An explosion 
sound if this done correctly. sound will mark a correct entry of this code. 

then press 

 



NEXT 

   
   
   

    

   

      

CALL 800-706-9500 AND SUBSCRIBE 

TODAY. FOR FASTER SERVICE HAVE 

YOUR CREDIT CARD READY. 

YOU'LL GET |2 ISSUES OF 

NEXT GENERATION FOR 

ONLY SI7.95. THIS SAVES 

YOU ALMOST 7O% OFF 

THE NEWSSTAND PRICE.    

   

     

<a 

ge 
) 

NEXT 
The future of interactive 

entertainment. 

Canada: $US 33.95 includes GST. Foreign: 

43.95. Prepaid in US funds. Offer expires 

8/31/96. Single copy price for 12 issues is 

$59.88. Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery. 

ACTIVATION CODE: 

5FZ60
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correctly. Note: 
Although there are no 
DK barrels once you 
use this code, you will 
start each level with both Diddy 
and Dixie.) 
To make your life a bit easier, enter Y, A, SELECT, 
A, Down, Left, A, Down to start the game with 
50 lives! Once again, a properly entered code 

will be noted by a monkey sound. 

   

zs 3 

The Game Shark Videgame Enhancer is available for both 

the Sega Saturn and the Sony PlayStation from Interact Cuckoo Clocked 

1 Accessories, Inc. Cheats & More Cheats 
‘or a stage select cheat, enter the following at the title screen: Right, , Up, Down, Up, | 

" directional control’and the Z ; ~ os 
(Note: The master codes are necessary to use the cheat 999 live own, Right, D 
codes on the Saturn.) | 0 view tl n ( it 2, enter Right, 

| one ( d of in awhile, to 

Master Code —........1 F6000914 C305 i Day. 
| 86002800 0000 d 4 . 

- . .160£0032 0782 

- ..160£0038 0010 
160E001A 0002 

Infinite ime — .... 
Play Under Water — 

  

Master Code — ........1 F6000914 C305 
86002800 0000 

Select Lakeside Track 
(Practice Only) — ........1 16040018 0003 

| Master Code — ........J F600014 C305 
86002800 0000 

| Infinite Datura Bullets — . .16050D0E 0063 

Unlimited Energy 
(Player One)— ........4 80Icbc38 0006 

Infinite Plasma Bombs — 
80078DD4 0003 

Infinite Ammo — 
} 800D53AC 0014 
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JOHNNY BAZOOKATONE 

U.S, Gold for 3D0 at      _ U.S. Gold for Saturn * U.S. Gold for PlayStation 

   
  

<P ca <F2 

Bazooka This! Bazooka This, Too! Bazooka That! 
Rockin’ Codes Rollin’ Codes Rock n’ Rollin’ Codes 
Yes, we've got all the level codes for this strange, but some- And for those PlayStation owners lucky enough to own this Hey! How about this? Some codes for the 3D0 
how rockin’, game and here they are: err... interesting game, here are your codes: version. For some reason, there’s a code for the 
Level 1 - Prison - (Just start it.) Level 1 - Prison - (Just start the game!) first level. Go figure! 
Level 2 - Hotel - WALKER Level 2 - Hote! - AFLEAPIT Level 1 - Prison - SOFTCELL 
Level 3 - Kitchen - OVERTIME Level 3 - Kitchen - TEASPOON Level 2 - Hotel - LOVESHAK 
Level 4 - Hospital - VILLA Level 4 - Hospital - SEDATION Level 3 - Kitchen - STIRITUP 
Level 5 - Penthouse - ENDBOSS Level 5 - Penthouse - VERYNICE Level 4 - Hospital - LIVEAID 

; Level 5 - Penthouse - PLECTRUM 
To get infinite lives, just enter TAEHC at the password = And as a nice bonus, here are a couple more codes: Sorry, no invulnerability or 
screen! (You'll automatically get infinite lives with this invulnerability - PILCHARD infinite life codes are available 
code, but to skip to the next level pause the game Level Select - KRISTIAN for the 3D0. 
and hit X.) : 

ASSAULT RIGS 

= Psygnosis for PlayStation a ee 

«aiet Tanked! 
Total Destruction 
Here are a tank load of level codes, an invulnerability code and an all-weapons code. Level 3 — This way — Triangle, 

To access all weapons, press Left; Right, Left, Left, Right, Left, Right, Right, Up, Down, Up, Up, Square, Square, Circle, Circle, Triangle 

Down, Up, Down, Down during gameplay. You will hear the message, ‘Max weapons added...0h Level 4 — JoyJoy — Triangle, 

yes,’ that confirms the code entry. Square, Triangle, Triangle, Circle, Triangle 

For the all important invulnerability code, press Left, X, Left, X, Left, Left, X, Right, X, Right, X, X. Level 5 — Noddy — Square, Triangle, 

The message ‘Invincible! Yes indeedy.’ will acknowledge the code. Triangle, Triangle, X, Triangle 

Level Codes Level 6 — Wastelands — Triangle, Square, Circle, Circle, X, Square 

Level 1 — Welcome — Circle, Circle, Circle, Circle, Circle, Circle Level 7 — Vertigo — X, Square, Square, Square, Circle, Triangle 

Level 2— Next Gen — Square, X, Square, X, Triangle, Square Level 8 — Gem Tower — Triangle, Square, X, Square, Triangle, Triangle 

Level 9 — Bridge — Square, Triangle, Square, X, Triangle, X 

Level 10 — Obliterate — Triangle, Triangle, Circle, Square, X, Square 

Level 11 — Arena — Triangle, Triangle, X, Triangle, Circle, Square 

Level 12 — PBM — Circle, Square, Triangle, Triangle, Triangle, Circle 

Level 13 — Ramps — Triangle, Square, Circle, X, Triangle, Square 

Level 14 — Oasis — Triangle, Triangle, X, Square, Square, X 

Level 15 — Halls — Circle, X, Triangle, Triangle, Triangle, Triangle 

Level 16 — Coaster — Circle, Square, Circle, Circle, Circlé;Squaré 
Level 17 — Mine — Triangle, Triangle, Triangle, Circle, Triangle, Square 

Level 18 — Look Up — Square, Circle, Square, X, Square, Triangle 

Level 19— Deadline — x, X, Square, X, Triangle, Circle 

/ Level 20 — Fort — X, Square;.X, Triangle, Triangle, Square 

Level 21 — Stairway — Triangle, Square, Triangle, Square, Triangle, Triangle 

F devel 22 —Patk.A Lot — Square, Square, Triangle, Circle, Square, Triangle 

© Level’23 — zamGam — Circle, X, X, X, X, Triangle 
Level 24 — Stiootme — Triangle, Square, Square, Triangle, Triangle, Triangle 

“Level 25— Wild — Triangle, Circle, Triangle, Triangle, Circle, Square 

Oil Rig — Square, Circle, Circle, X, Square, X 

vel 27—Rightway — X, Circle, Square, Triangle, Triangle, Square 
Level 28 Waste Two — Square, Circle, Square, Square, Square, Square 

‘Levél 29 — Dotige — Triangle, Square, Circle, X, Circle, Circle 

   

      

   

         

   
   

  

   

    

   

  

   

  

   

STREET FIGHTER ALPHA 

Capcom for PlayStatti 

Bes d 5 Charatters: 

‘the Vo phe 

   

   

      

Level 31 — Jump — Circle, Square, X Triangle, Circle, Triangle 

it Level 32 — Room 101 — Triangle, Square, X, Circle, Square, X 

evel 33 — Firepower — X, X, Triangle, X, X, Square 

Level 34 Wave = X, Circle, Square, Circle, Circle, Square " 
\hevel 35 — Push Off — Circle, Triangle, X, Triangle, X, Triangle; 

“Level 3— Perimeter —X; Triangle, Triangle, X, X, Square) © 

Level'37 — Spiral — X, Triangle, Triangle, X, Triangle/ Square ~~ 

Level 38 — Bounce — Circle, X, Triangle, Triangle, Square, Triangle 

Level 39 — The Castle — Square, Tangle, Square, Triangle, Square, X 

Level 40— Fortress zPauare, X, Triangle, X, X, Triangle 

41 — Lifts Ahoy — Triangle, X, Triangle, Circle, Square, X 

— Push Me — Circle, X, Triangle, Circle, Triangle, Square ys 
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Even Wormier! 
More Worm Codes 

For 100% Energy: A, B,C, A,B,C, A,A 
For Plasma Gun: C, C, C,C, A.A, A,B 
For Bubble Gun: C, C, C, C, A, A, B, B 
For Money Worms (ont . ; 

For Level 2b Puppy 2: Left, Right, 8 
For Level 5a Carnival: B, B, C, A. 
For Level 9 ISO 9000: A, B, C, Right, Right, Right, 

Right, Right 

Get Wormed! 
Worm Codes 
To use these codes, just hit the pause but- 
ton anytime during gameplay. bg 

For 100% Energy: X, SELECT, X, B, X, SELECT, X, A \ 

For Plasma Gi X,X,X,A, A, A, SELECT 

For Bubble Gi , B, A, SELECT 
For Money Worms (once): A, A, B, A, A, Y, B, Y 

For Level 2b Puppy 2: Down, Right, 
A,B, X, Left, Right, A 
For Level 5a Carnival: Up, Down, 

X,A.B, Y, Left, Right 
For Level 9 ISO 9000: A, B, X. 
Left, Left, Right, 
Left, Right 

  

  

No More Hiding 
Hidden Car Code 
‘Ifyou don’t féel like winning a championship to access 

( the'Lancia Stratos, here's the easy way — just enter X, 
*Y, Z, Y, Xatthe menu screen. 

Sony CE for PlayStation® 
  

‘Hoppin’ Mad! 
Finally ! A Stage Select! 
Press Up, Up, Down, Down, X, X, Leff, 

Right, Left, Right, X; Triangle, X, 
Triangle at the title screen to initi- 
ate’a stage select cheat. If the 

*=ode is entered cor- 
rectly, part of the 
background will turn 
red. Now; start your 

gamé:dnd just 
Suse your direc- 
fional pad to scroll 

to the left or right to reach 
the stage you desire. 
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: Working Vacation, Pt. Wl 
A Level Above 
Okay, okay! Quit your whining! All you Saturn owners:out there 
can satisfy your blood,lust by utilizing the following level codes 
for the Satur version of Thunderstrike 2! 
Once again, proceed to the password entry toutilize the codes. 

‘& 

J6HH1FCSVBDVSIQ 
.JW11NC7CBDVROQ 
V41URC7TBDV1PQ 
JIMIURCOMBDW4I 

South America - Stealth 
ec Level 1 ..... .J9U9U3CRNFDFS9Q 

4 Level2 ..... J94PUNCQ8FDFRK2 

    

Level3 ... .J819V7CSFFDF14I 

Panama Canal 
Level 1... JSFPVMCVOJCFSF2 
Level 2... JSQ9SUCUUJCFRT2 
Level 3... JJ19S6K13JCFOTO 

Central America 
Level 1 ... JIOPT3COSNAFTPQ 

Level 2 .... JIT9TBCJBNAFRU2 
Level 3... JLSPTNCLGNARI62 

4) Eastern Eu 
ores JLO8QF4NEREFS61 

-JK6KRVCPMREFRVA 
cosas JNB4RDKN1REFTIQ 

  

.  JNVA4RBSAAVMFSK2 
SNG4RNSCNVMFQ2Q 

. JM44RNSF2VMF1AQ 

Leveld ..... JPL4RNCF236FSQ2 
Level2 ... .JPRKRNCGH36FRDA. 
Level 3 .JB1KRND2B36F0D0 
Level4 ... .. JAN4RNDSKS6FU11 

  

JB34RNDS866FTK2 
JAI4RNDSKESFS4I 
JDBKRND7AG6FRSI 

JA943NDOUGEFINI 

Toplay'using the helicopter 
© view, enter Circle, Circle. 

Triangle, X, Spaoe at the pass- 
i "wo Sofeen. This view will . © 

only: Work on the arena stage 
and the ootop stage. 

‘= 
| Make sure that you push START + 

hile you're in the stage to select 
this views ¥ 

   
    

THUNDERSTRIKE 2 

oe U. .S. Gold for PlayStation 

Working Vacation 
Level ’em 
Here’s afew level codes that will have you creating maximum 
Mayhem with minimum effort. To input these codes, just.go to 
the password entry and pop'them in! 

South America 
... ONHVOV6VEBDU55Q 

. 2NH70V9VEFDQ592 

. .7RH30V7AEFD64BI 

. ..BNH30VBEEJD24PI 

   
   

  

  

level 2... 
Level 3. 
Level 4... 

acid Oil Dispute 
ie . . VNHROVOE6JDES3I 

~.. ORHVOUO66NDAS3A 
" IFHOQUOUSRDMSP2 
NJHPOUKE6VDI5BI 

   

      

.. O7HPOUOQAUDE45A 
_ U7HLOUNIAUDASRA 
AFHPOUKUA2DM4HI 

Central America 
Levelt... FJHLOUGII2CE4KI 

    

  

    

  

Level2 ... . G7HHOU72I2CA5R2 
Level 3k, 2BHPOURQI6CM58A 

South China Sea 
Level 1 . (hy eee KRGSOURQ26GE4J2 
Level2 ... . ORGLOUTISAGASUI 
evelgeh ...........0 FRG9S1CM3EGM52I 

Panama 
ST eee 93G5SD9UNGGE40A 
(7. jee WGS5SHUENGGA4SQ 
Teel Sc oktsavaxwien JNGH4CPUNKGMSTI 

Eastern Europe 
Level1 ..............L3GG4406VOEE5R1 
Level 2... . F7GK5S2QV0EA41A 
Level 3 . ..27GK50UMV4EM58Q 

Gulf 1 - Can 
Level ... 7FGK48T6R8MEANI 
Lewel2 .............5 8JGK48VUR8MA5JQ 

ERM, ee ss. vis aan - T7GK28U2SCMM401 
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You have the POWER. In this contest you don't rely on the luck-of-the 
draw. You determine if you win or not. You win by outscoring others in a game of 
skill. Can you solve the puzzle below? Then you have what it takes. It looks simple, 
but it's only the start. Each of five more puzzles = a little harder. But this time it's 
all up to you. Stay in to the end with the highest score and the gear is yours. 
With whatever options you want. Do you have what it takes? Then play to win! 

Computer Contest. Wina cag fe computer with Pentium 166 Mhz 
processor, 16 meg. ram, 1.2 Gig. hard drive, CD-ROM, 17” monitor, modem and more! 

Video Game Contest. Play on the hi-tech cutting edge with this line-up: 
Sony Playstation; Sega Saturn; Virtual Boy; 3D0; and Atari im Get all five or 

u trade the ones you don't want for CASH! Bonus Options include: 33 inch monitor, 
$1,000 in games, cash, accessories and more! 

| 
sa
i 

t 

L Se 
DE chart 
A WRECK 

»C TURBO 

ja
y 

WORD LIST a 
PINCH .....W PRESS... 
BREAK ......2 PUNCH 
STOMP......T STAND......R PRESS 
CRUSH SCORE.....H SLANT 

MYSTERY WORD CLUE: 
WORLD RULERS HAVE IT AND IN THIS CONTEST YOU HAVE IT     

Media Rig Contest. The Ultimate Gaming Environment, 40 inch monitor, 
130 watt receiver w/ Doiby Pro br Surround Sound, and all components shown. 
Win DSS Satellite Receiver as a BONUS OPTION! This rig will blow you away!! 

We're talkin’ GAMING HEAVEN! 
Directions. Fill in the Mystery Word Grid with words ing across that spell 
out the Mystery Word down the side. Hint: use the Mystery Word Clue. 
In the future. There will be four more puzzles at $2.00 each and one tie- 
breaker at $1.00 which will be sent to you by mail. You will have 3 weeks to solve 
each puzzle. We don’t know how many wi play but typically 55% will have the 
— score possible score to Phase |, 43% to Phase Il, 36% to Phase Ill, and 32% 

to Phase IV. The tie-breaker determines the winner. If players are still tied they will 
split the value of the grand prize they are playing for. 

ENTER ME TODAY, HERE’S MY ENTRY FEE: 
LJ ($3.00) Computer Contest 
LJ ($3.00) Video Game Contest 
LJ ($3.00) Media Rig Contest 
) ($5.00) SPECIAL! Enter them all (SAVE $4.00) 

A
V
 

O
N
Y
 
d
i
d
 

City State Zip 

oO Re, SEND CASH, M.0., OR CHECK TO: 
PANDEMONIUM, P.0. BOX 26247 
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55426-0247 

VOID WHERE PROHIBITED » ENTRY DEADLINE: POSTMARKED BY Aug. 17TH, 1996 + ENTRY FEE MUST BE INCLUDED 
Only one entry per person. Employees of Pandemonium, Inc. and its suppliers ere ineligible. Judges decisions are final. 
Where judges are in error the sponsor's liability is limited to the amount of entry fees paid, Not responsible delayed or 
stolen mail, Open to residents of the US. its territories and Canada, You can request Winners List end Oficial Ri a 
Pandemonium, Inc. 7204 Washington Ave. S, Eden Prairie, MIN 55944, Merchandise names and models are trademar 
Tespective companies who, along with this magazine have no affiliation with this contest. © 1996 Pandemonium, fnc.
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Cheatsdors 
DonkeysKong Road Rash 3 
Cothiry Clayfighter 
Earthworm Jint Demolition Man 
Madden ‘95 Way of the Warrior 
Mortal Kombat AND LOTS MORE! 

Hey gang, don’t miss out on any of the hot 
*_ codes, sizzling strategies, and incredible 

insanity that’s available in back issues of 
¢ GAME PLAYERS. Send $5.95 per issue 

(check or money order, U.S. funds only) 
=. to GAME PLAYERS BACK ISSUES, 

150 North Hill Drive, Brisbane, CA 
94005. Don’t be known as the only 

% loser on your block. Send your order in 
=*"~ NOW! Remember to specify which 
__. _ back issues you want. Don't delay — 

<< -  doittoday! 

 



PLAYSTATION SATURN 3DO GENESIS SNES 
31995 PSX Core $315 10290 Satum Core $309 10712 3D0 Panasonic 10702Genesis Core $99 10700 SNES System 
10289 PSX W/Game $349 31831 Saturn W/Gex $297 31452 Per¢mer $70 wiKen G Basebali$130 
83289 Arcade Syle W/irtua Fighter $345 10873 300 DVM 29403 1996 Olympic $2720 Peramer $70 

Steering Wheel $54 $1505 Arcade Racer $65 w/Movie $175 Summer Games $55 10943 Batman Forever $85 
10930 Game Pad 8 $25 $3283 Game Shark $59 10455 $D0 Goldstar W/ 10944 Batman Forever $62 20443 Brandish $64 
33287 Game Shark $59 31535 Mission Stick $85 Shockwave &FIFAS297 29220 Beavis & Butthead $47 28465 Chavez Boxing 2 $59 
33200 Memory Card+ $34 33285 Stunner $47 28895 Braindead 13 $51 10242 Boogerman $20 28145 Chrono Trigger $68 
31856 3D Baseball $52 29748 3D Baseball ‘95 $56 $8202 Captain Quazer $54 10494 B. Hull Hockey ‘95 $44 10964 Civilization $81 
29850 3D Golf $45 29780 Alien Trilogy $31 31917 Carrier $51 29270 Clayfighter $37 28404 College Siam $62 
29856 A-Train IV $48 33939 Armed $51 28844 Casper $52 20451 College Stam $57 10879 Dirt Trax FX $65 
29826 Air Combat $42 29821 Battletech $1 10257 Creature Shock $45 10937 Comix Zone $54 28242 Donkey Kong2 $61 
29877 Alien Trilogy $51 29708 Braindead 1S $51 31605 Cyberdillo $51 29311 Earthworm Jim 2 $59 10265 Doom $68 
33942 Armed $51 29772 Corpse Killer 49 10261 Cyberia SAT 10516 Exosquad ad 26492 Earthworm Jim 2 $59 

29847 Batman Forever $58 29809 Creature Shock $54 31612D $58 ‘$2531 FIFA Soccer 96 $55 10448 Final Fantasy 3 $65 
29887 Braindead 13 $51 29819 Cyberia $51 31618 Deadly Skies $52 28078 F. Thomas Beeball $62 ‘31397 Final Fight 3 $53 
29844 Casper $47 29766 Cybersied $52 31614 Deathkeep (AD&D) $48 29343 Genghis Khan 2 $48 26138 F. Thomas Bseball $65 
29879 Castlevania: 33278 D $51 28896 Digital Dreamware $38 $1453 J. Madden NFL 96 $56 ‘$1900 J. Madden NFL. ‘96 $56 

Bloodletting $44 10962 Dark Legend $52 28870 Doom $54 10518 Justice League $52 28344 Ken Griffey Jr. 
$3211 Chronicles Of The 20781 Dark Sun $51 31608 Doom 2 Cant 28106 Lobo $56 Winning Run $81 

Sword $51 10958 Daytona USA $53 28874 Dragon's Lair 2 $51 29688 Marsupitami $39 28166 Killer Instinct $66 
29851 Creature Shock $51 10908 Dragon's Lair2 $51 81613 Foes Of Ali $53 28071 Mortal Kombat 3 $66 28574 Lufia Fortress 
31274 Criticom $54 93193 Earthworm Jim 2 $48 10259 Gex $52 ‘$2530 NBA Live ‘96 $56 Of Doom $50 #33183 
20827 Dark Stalkers $52 ‘82535 FIFA Soccer ‘96 $52 10263 Hell $45 31623 NHL ‘96 $56 28583 Mechwarrior $050 $57 The Need For Speed 
29880.Dark Sun $51 38279 Gaurdian Heroes $46 28939 Horde, The $52 10308 Phantasy Star4 $77 28148 Mortal Kombat 3. $68 
ST A ee 22006 Harcwired “ 28848 telo Fal a) sohiadeapliepasd $1000 NOR Eve 00 ase 
29863 Descent 32597 39549 Lucienne's Quest Primal Rage Oscar 
10820 Destruction Derby $47 29777 Horde, The $45 28873 McKenzie & Co. $51 ‘$1287 Prime Time NFL $58 28609 PGA Tour‘96 $61 
31254 Doom $54 81479 Impact Racing $51 10264 Myst $47 94272 Real Monsters $54 34197 Secret Of Mena $60 
32700 Earthworm Jim 2 $48 33519 In The Hunt $45 10266 Need For Speed $48 10241 RoadRashS = $52 ‘$1882 Spawn, The $85 
32714 Extreme Pinball $43 33195 Loaded $52 31603 PO'ed $53 29567 Shining Force 2 $64 94209 Star Trek Starfleet 
31276 FIFA Soccer ‘96 $52 29813 MLBPA Baseball $45 ‘$8201 Pheonix S $53 81521 Toy Story $1 ‘Academy $1 
10817 Family Fued $47 31890 Magic Carpet $49. 28998 Primal Rage $49 28092 Vector Man $1 94452 Super Mario RPG $66 
29871 Fox Hunt $53 29768 Maximum Surge $52 81611 Psychic Detective $53 10839 Weapontord $58 28795 Tetris & Dr Mario $55 
29838 Frank Thomas Big ‘92599 Mr. Bones $52 28877 QB Attack $53 28746 Top Gear 3000 $54 

Hurt Baseball $51 10948 Myst $51 10267 Road Rash $58 $1546 Toy Story $65 
29830 GT Sports Football $51 ‘33526 NBA In The Zone $45 ‘$1617 Shockwave 2 $52 SEGA CD 28234 WWF Wrestle... $85 
82701 GT Sports Bsktball $47 29773 NHL All-Star ‘$8205 Shredfest alt 28241 Waterworld $58 
32704 Gunship 2000. $51 Hockey $59 28961 Slayer (AD&D) $34 A Aa jo 28284 Wizardry 5 szq 
29836 Hardball 5 $51 29818 Night Warriors $51 $3203 Snow Job $3 SseyaGartworm Jeo $51 $1386 Yoshi's tstand $62. 
29869 Hardwired $53 10954 Primal Rage $51 28832 Space Ace $51 picts . sae $1896 Zoop $45 
$3178 Impact Racing $51 81928 Prime Time NFL $59 28909 Supreme Warrior $49 eae hea Rach $32 
92703 In The Hunt $45 33244 Road Rash $53 ‘28923 Theme Park $52 28118 Space Ace $51 VIRTUAL BOY 
10816 Kileak $36 20765 Romance Of The $3909 Ultimate MKS $51 26110 Wild Woody SI 
33172 King’s Field $51 ‘3Kingdoms4 — $59 ‘$1606 Varuna’s Forces $52 $9687 SD Tete $0 
29833 Legacy Of Kain $52 81318 Shelishock $52 28842 Waterworld $52 2728 Got hry 
$2713 Loaded $52 31921 Sign Of The Sun $52 $2561 Wheel Of Fortune $42 32x 29008 Mario Clash 98 
10818 Mortal Kombat 3. $58 31481 Skeleton Warriors $48 ‘$3550 Wing Comndr.4 $56 $2725 Nesters Funky 
31268 Myst $51 31489 St Fighter Alpha $52 28910 World Cup Golf $48 28986 BC Racers = peace ee 
99225 NBA Live ‘96 = $53. 33532 Three Dirty 28998 Blackthorne seni Baal 

NrvGeve Dey S47 33188 Toshinden hed colibri See Zonet Tortora Sr 31561 NFL Game Day $47 Remix 28977 Ki 

31558 NHL Face Off $51 29785 VR Baseball $56 JAGUAR 10197 Mortal Kombat 2. $59 soeoe Votunltaiace = #33225 
$3183 Need For Speed $53 32540 VR Golf $58 10695 Jaguar Core- 28996 Primal Rage $58 Basebell $0 NBA Live 96 
20840 PO’ed $51 29789 VR Hockey $58 prowee $149 29011 RBI Baseball ‘05 $57 2582 Wertcland boo 
29855 Parodius 45 33630 VR Pool Cal 10718 Alien Vs Predator $58 28984 Star Trek: Star 20003 Waterworld 31 
29868 Primal Rage $51 $2541 VR Soccer $56 28196 Arena Football $58 Eom toads 28 32710 Psychic Detective $53 $1486 Varuna’s Forces $51 10719 Cannon Fodder $54 10195 Star Wars Arcade $51 
31682 Raw Pursuit $52. $1825 Virtua Fighter 2 $54 10041 Checkered Flag $25 28971 Toughman Boxing GAME BOY 
10819 Razorwing $51 $3186 Virtua Hang On GP $46 10721 Doom peg Contest $55 
81285 Resident Evil $52 29742 Virtua Racing $51 28217 Dragon peed 28980 WWF Wrestle... $62 29471 Batman Forever $33 
$3941 Return Fire $51 $2544 Wheel Of Fortune $47 ‘$2605 Fever Pitch Soccer $52 10300 College Siam $32 
92705 Road Warrior $47 29775 X-Men: Children 2222 Pinball Fantasies $54 GAME GEAR 28376 Donkey Kong $30 
81883 Skeleton Warriors = Of The Atom $81 31897 Pitfall $52 peelings beers 
S1278 Stayer eres 28211 Supercross 3D $52 99553 Arcade Classics eC eens eee 
10927 Space Hulk 9 To Receive A Free 10835 Troy Aikman Ftball $58 29068 Batman Forever $e eeimense, a pe] 29824 Starblade Alpha $46 Catalo: 10471 Uttra Vortex $38 29094 Choplifter 3 $4 $2607 St. Fighter Alpha $52 g 28233 Wolfenstein 3-D $44 29117 J. Madden NFL ‘96 $34 Bhat pemmetebirerce 31284 Syndicate Wers $53 Call CRAVE At: CD Titl pebble psy Link's Awake $28 
29857 Tekken 45 itles 29509 Mortal Kombat $ $94 
$1877 Theme Park $53 (612) 942-9920 10694 Jag CD w/Games- me woe * eal 2QO51GNBALNe 96 $82 
$3173 ThunderStrike 2 $47 Fax Us At: Sead $149 29060 Primal Rage 30 94106 Q-Bert sor 
40926 Toshinden 2 $48 28301 Battlemorph $52 potest ons peed ‘20888 Super Mario 
10821 Twisted Metal $51 (612) 942-5341 93963 Braindead 13 $51 Retegein’ ss Land $: Warioland $31 
31283 VR Baseball $55 Or Email Us At: 10935 Dragon's Lair $51 rocket peed $9554 Toy Story $33 
33181 VR Golf $52 28298 Highlander 2 $52 29702 Sonic Spinbalt 20867 Urban Strike $82 
29874 VR Hockey $55 CRAVE2RB@ 28309 Highlander 3 $52 ‘29055 Urban Strike $5 30924 Waterworld $30 

pele AOL.COM cee The Macleods $52 
Sree ree; See.~=~*«*RRAVE Will Meet Or —8s0 ron Solsior 2852 CRAVE Now Buys And 
$8298 Warriors Of Fate $53 Beat An $0555 Myst $52 21264 Wing Groce $59 a 26204 Primal Rago $57 Sells Your Used 
32689 X-Com $51 Competitor’s Prices! 90553 Robinson's Ss ' 
20884 , . Requiem 2 Me: Coren OT If You Don’t See It... hoo. Games & Systems! 

We Can Get It! 28303 Varuna’s Forces $52 
Call For More Info! 

MAKE YOUR OWN FORM...INCLUDE:PRODUCT #, DESCIPTION & S & H CHARGES: 
“All U.S. Orders Add $6 Game Systems Add $16 
+All Foriegn Orders Add $8  »Game Systems Add $20 
SEND ORDERS TO: CRAVE PO BOX 26370, DEPT 501 ST. LOUIS PARK, MN 55426 
PHONE: (612) 942-9920 FAX: (612) 942-5341 EMAIL: CRAVE2RB@AOL.COM 

OPEN M-SAT. 9-9 SUN. 10-7 MOST ORDERS SHIPPED 2nd DAY AIR   
Cathe sas i 

LATEST CODES « BREAK-IN TRICKS ¢ CHEATS i 

MUST BE 18 YEARS OF AGE OR HAVE PARENTS PERMISSION : $52 
Toshinden Remix  
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Eoitor 

Chris Slate 

Art DIRECTOR 
Mike Wilmoth 

ion Eoitor 
Bill Donohue 

Associate Eoirors 
Mike Salmon ¢ Patrick Baggatta 

Roger Burchill 

GRAPHIC 
=a Anna Cobb « Debbie Wells 

A? 3 ConTrisuTorS 
NOw, FOR MY Chris Charla * Jeff Lundrigan 

WEXT TRICK, HERE'S A ‘MAIN, \ REALLY er ne ee 

LITTLE NUMBER | PICKED WATE [T WHEN BILLY Wee SuNcER_ 

UP FROM 7HE MONKS /N EOvee BACe Git 3 Enc Morcoulier 
71BET! THE AMAZING 

  

   
   
   

      

    

  

   
    

   
         

   

   
        

  

        

  

    
     

   

        

   

        

   

    
    
    

     
  

   
   

      

   

    
    

        
ALL THESE 

CISAEPEARIING NOTHIN’ STUPID : 
FINGER! uP My TRICKS! E 150 North Hill Drive; 

SLEEVE... : Brisbane; CA 94005 
Phone: (415) 468-4684 

RTISING ENQUIRIES, CALL 
Gregory Bunch, Advertising Manager 

Phone: (415) 468-4684 
YEAH, | KNOW. Fax: (415) 468-4686 

        

Re Eee ApverrisinG COORDINATOR 
gag ae IS Melody Stephenson 

Propuction CooRDINATOR ROGERS FINGER! Pi Sith 
STRANGE, HUH? CIRCULATION DIRECTOR 

Gail Egbert 

SUBSCIPTIONS 

cu ERVICES 
GAME PLAYERS 
150 North Hill Drive 
Brisbane, CA, 94005 
Tel: (415) 468-4869 
Fax: (415) 656-2486 

E-mail: subscribe@imagine-inc.com 
{type ‘Game Players’ in subject space) 

iY WONT GE LONG... aie 
That’s right! It won’t be long until the make up a bunch of stuff. You never ; Spree ty 
nhext/action-packed issue of GAME know — some of it could be true... OK, r Caan 
PLAYERS finds its way to your door! in the next issue of GAME PLAYERS, a Doug Haynie 
And what, you might ask, will thatiissue you'll find a million bucks in cold, hard : N is a ER 
contain that will make me jump for joy, cash! Plus, there’s also our deluxe ‘Get Sala 
or the equivalent thereof? Beats me! | Out Of Jail Free’ card, not to mention two advertising materials to: 
know. Let’s ask Chris Slate! He knows round trip tickets to Monaco, where you'll ; Pisa ea ctet 
everything, or thinks he does. drive in the next Grand Prix! Oh, and don’t — Ailediionaliectenale raid 
Hmmm, Chris isn’t here. I'll bet he’s out forget all of the usual reviews, tips, codes : be sentto: 
playing basketball. That’s where he’s and dirty lies... uh, | mean humor, that : Cross Cite Sete Ear 
been ever since the weather turned good: make GAME PLAYERS the best i 150 North Hill Drive; 

Brisbane; CA 94005 

IE ust 
SORPORATE 
PRESIDENT 

This is truly a major disaster! Here’s the =a Chris Anderson 
June Scrambled Mess. Can you find this : VP/OPe FO 
screen somewhere in the magazine? Write == Tom Valentino 
the name of the game on the back of a a 2. GAME PLAYERS 

postcard and mail your entry to: 

June’s Scrambled Mess, 
GAME PLAYERS ; 

150 North Hill Drive; 
Brisbane, CA 94005. 

The first entry we pick out of the box on. 
the day we lay out this page, wins the 
Mystery Prize. Remember to include the 
‘system you own. All the usual rules apply. 

The winner of our February’s Scrambled 
Mess Contest was Alex Flasar, of 
Clayton, MO. He correctly identified the 
scrambled picture as a screen shot from 
Battlesport. Your Mystery Prize is on the 
way, Alex, but don’t hold yer breath! Tanks 

can be real slow sometimes! 

Well, seeing as how he’s not here, I'll just | mag around! It’s on sale June 11th!     

112 GAME PLAYERS June 1996



254 W. 35th Street 
Dept. F14 
New York, NY 10001 

| +Hey-- -RIOUS gamers —- looking for an @veyZVipy-Vel=er4 

ASK yourself these QUESTIONS: 
or: Are you tired of: 

] | €RUNNING from store to store only to 
Bases Loaded ‘96 $54 | ¢ , sarurn Collage Slam $51 | find out they don’t have the game you 

want? 

    

            

  

D $51 es é 
| Mystaria $57 NFLQBCb'96 -$50| | powne oe Ba ei 
Road Rash $51 Sega Rally $51 : 

‘st Fghtr Alpha $50 Toshinden $55 PERG wih cules people in 
know nothing about video games?    Virtua Cop $50 Virtua Fighter 2 $54 

Virtua Racing $50 World Series BB $58     
  

     

   
     

     

   
      

   

   
    

   
   

    

   

    

    

  

  

| X-MEN $54 
| 

| eee 

LY 

ee ie te aris ; 
| Light Crusader $63 abe HEY F pices 

| nan pak 3 a Still stuck on buying games the 
Toy Sto $63 old way? Move on to some- 

‘i | y yo 5 thing better. You’re not still 
Son pola usfarion ee playing those 8-BIT GAMES 

are you? 

H11th Hr/7th Gst2 $51 Alien Triology $51 ane 
| Dark Stalkers $51 Descent $51 Spenesou eae ; MONEY on better things — 
|DOOM $54 Jumping Flash $51 s i 5 

/ like playing and buying more ‘King’ 's Field $51 Madden NFL ‘96 $53 nes: GEE tne oep eet GO 
| NBA Live $51 NBA Shootout $51 ee ee 
Need for Speed $51 NFL Gameday $51 : 

| NHL Hockey ‘96 $53 Mortal Kombat 3 $57 | 2 

Resident Evil $51 St. Fighter Alpha $52 ae: Be pets TAC 
Twisted Metal $51 Toshinden $52 oe 
Wipe Out 51 Wing Commander 3 52 

| P ° . $ WINDRAVEN TECHIOLOGIES     

  

  rinternolo_| 
| Donkey Kong Country 2 
| Earthworm Jim2 

Yoshi's Island / Super Mario 2 

  

Order by 12:00 PM and we’ll ship your order the same day (in-stock orders only.) 
Call for any game not listed. Pre-order your games and save 5%. Order more than 
one game and save even more. We also have a special toll-free number reserved for 
our customers. Call for details. Or e-mail us at WindRavenT @aol.com.



e 

You can’t just run away from your problems 

any more. From now on, you'll have 

to think on your feet. 

Jumping, ducking and dodging 

have always been a, critical 

part of any button- 

  

bashing Mario 

adventure. But with the new Super 

Mario RPG you'll also be pushing every brain cell 

you've got. ¢ That's right. You and the world's most 

through all the twists, turns and 

  

thumb-numbing action of a clas- 

© You’d never want to 
be on the bad side of 
your new pal Mallow. 

His thunderbolt 
Special Attack brings 
a blast of lightning 
down on any enemies 

in sight. 

sic Mario adventure. Plus, meet 

the mental challenge 

as the story unfolds in 

this fully-rendered role-playing game! « It's 

   

heroic plumber will have to battle 

   

in return. Without you, Mallow 

will never find his true family. 

Geno will never become a real 

boy. And Booster will never 

find a bride. ¢ You'll also     bump into all kinds of new bad- 

dies, plus classic goons from every     

    
    

    
   

      

     

   

Mario game in history. Only now, 

they're rendered in ACM with a 3-D, 6 

three-quarter overhead view. ¢ So get ready é| 

for all kinds of new Nintendo 

action and brain-bending 

Square Soft adventure. 

  

_ Remember, running and 

You want a new kind 
of Mario action? Try 
the Yoshi races. But 
here’s a tip. If you 
don’t hit the buttons 
to the beat, youll get 
beat. 

the best of both worlds. One minute you're jumping is a great start. 

neck and neck at the Yoshi Races. The next But this time around 

you're gambling the night away at the you'll also 

Grate Guy's Casino. And, in between, you'll need plenty of 

have to test your brains on mind- brains to finish. 

mushing riddles and new action- 

   puzzles. Of course 
- Finding Frogfucious 

is a wise move if you 
want to know more 
about your future 

~ quest. 

you'll find plenty of 

new friends who 

Whether you call it 
more action or more 
RPG, the fact is you'll 
have to use every - 

trick in both books to 
beat these bad guys. 

     
    

   
   

      

      

     

  

        



 



 


